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Abstract

Phononic materials are composite structures that allow the manipulation of the mechan-

ical waves propagation. The striking capability of a phononic crystal is to block the

propagation of mechanical or acoustic waves at certain frequency range by destructive

interference of the reflected waves. Acoustic metamaterials provide a second possibility

for band gap formation through the avoided interaction between a propagating wave and

the local resonances of elements with the appropriate symmetry. This so called hybridiza-

tion gap is robust to lattice disorder and occurs at wavelengths much longer that the

resonator size. The present thesis addresses phononic structures with periodicity in the

sub-micrometer lengthscale and hence the relevant frequencies of the mechanical waves

fall in the hypersonic (GHz) regime. In virtue of the fabrication advances of micro- and

nano-structured materials in the last years, the field of hypersonic phononics has wit-

nessed significant progress. Hybrid (organic-inorganic) phononic structures possess some

advantages respect to their hard counterparts, such as transparency, light weight and

facile fabrication. Here, hypersonic phononic structures are experimentally investigated

by Brillouin light scattering, that is a powerful non-destructive tool to detect both longi-

tudinal and transverse hypersonic thermal phonons, and provides access to the direction

dependent dispersion relation. Appropriate theoretical calculations help to identify the

mechanisms of the recorded modes and allow for a deep understanding of the parameters

of the constituent materials. The richness of parameters that influence the phononic dis-

persion relation makes not straightforward the prediction of the mechanical properties at

micro and nanoscale. In this context, designed hybrid multilayers are considered to open

interference gaps for phonon blocking along the periodicity direction. A new mechanism of

band gap formation is revealed in brush-particle assemblies with local acoustic resonances

strongly influenced by the conformation of the grafted polymer brush. Outside the band

gap region, the elastic excitations play an important role for phonon guiding and is hereby

demonstrated in one and two dimensional periodic structures. The ultimate goal of this

thesis is the reliable prediction of mechanical wave propagation that is influenced by the

interaction with the material structure. This will pave the road for hosting phonon-photon

interactions, and for engineering the phonon mean free paths, relevant for heat conduction.
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Preface

The development of new material functionalities has come along the heuristic recognition

of the utility of natural substances. First, the cavemen used sculpted stones as knives;

later, the metals extracted from the rocks were used to fabricate robust sharp swords.

Eventually, the fabrication went a step beyond, and the blacksmiths tailored the metals

to create harder alloys than their natural components.

In the past decades, a fine adjustement of the mechanical properties of materials has

become possible with the new advancements on the fabrication technology and testing

procedures. To cite one example, the classical resolution limit of light diffraction was

trascended by transmission and scanning electron microscopes (TEM and SEM) by the

use high voltage electrons, based on the particle-wave duality, for image resolution of

few nanometers.1–8 It was demonstrated that the macroscopic mechanical properties of

materials are determined by the micro- and nanostructure of the such. There are many

examples in the nature of microstructured biological materials with superb mechanical

modulus, such as spider silk, bone and nacre.9–16 Inspired by these materials, artificially

designed structures have been built with the purpose of imitating the outstanding natural

properties.17

5 μm1 cm

1 cm

2 mm

Fig. 1: Naturally microstructured nacre. SEM micrograph of a Haliotis Iris shell (Song et
al. 2003).15
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k

Fig. 2: Kinematic scupture “Organo” consisting on hollow aluminum rods (Madrid, July
2015). The wave vector along the [100] probing direction is schematized in a top view of the
square lattice.

One of the most promising field in Physics of the last years involved the investigation

on phononic crystals (PnC). The striking capability of a PnC is to block the mechanical or

acoustic waves at certain frequency range by destructive interference of the reflected waves

in the periodic elements of the structure.18 The first PnCs with a complete band gap were

theoretically predicted in 1993,19,20 and laid the foundation for promising applications

involving suppression and localization of phonons. The first PnC identified as such was

the sculpture “Organo” displayed in the March Foundation in Madrid;21 however, later

theoretical calculations demonstrated that the observed decreased density of states at

1.7 Hz did not correspond to a complete band gap.22 The first PnC with a complete

ultrasonic gap was realized in 1998, consisting on an aluminum plate with square periodic

cylindrical holes of 2 mm diameter filled with mercury.23 Also, a solid-solid PnC was

studied the same year, consisting on 16 mm aluminum cilinders periodically arranged in

an epoxy matrix.24 The expansion of PnC gaps to other frequency ranges was possible

thanks to the fabrication advances at micro and nano scales.25–29 The range of GHz

frequencies corresponds to patterned structures in the mesoscale (100 nm to 10 µm),

and corresponds to the hypersound part of the phonon spectrum, between ultrasound and

thermal phonons.30 In virtue of the fabrication advances of the last decades, the field of

phononics was solidly stablished, and the number of studies involving PnCs just increased

every year.31

In parallel to the rise of PnC, acoustic metamaterials have been intensively studied. In

an acoustic metamaterial, the band gap arises from the anti-crossing of two bands, corre-

sponding to propagating and a resonant modes. The advantages of the local resonances in

the band gap formation lie in the characteristic dimensions of the resonators, that are one

or two orders of magnitude smaller than the acoustic wavelengths that are able to shield.
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Metamaterials provide a robust mechanism for band gap formation since the resonances do

not depend upon the order of the lattice.32 The anti-crossing was observed early in 1992

between longitudinal and surface hypersonic modes.33,34 Later, the experimental study by

Sheng et al. stablished the importance of local resonances for subwavelength shielding and

later developed into the field of metamaterials.35 Their results are particularly practical

in the shielding of enviromental noises by structures with thickness of a few centimeters;

otherwise, the structures should be the size of outdoor constructions to shield the sound by

Bragg interference. Since then, acoustic metamaterials have been proposed as prospective

applications for guiding,36,37 splitting,38,39 cloaking,40 filtering35,41–44 and focusing45,46

sound. One of the most exciting goals of the phonon manipulation is the localization of

mechanical and electromagnetic waves simultaneously for an active phonon-photon control.

Photonic crystals (PhC) are the analogues to the PnC for electromagnetic waves.47 The

principles of wave propagation in PhC, first realized in 1987,48 have been implemented in

PnC for mechanical waves with success. However, the treatment of PnC is more complex

in terms of computational effort since PnC modulate full vector waves and the number of

relevant parameter is larger than in PhC. The concurrence of both types of crystals occurs

in the so called phoxonic crystals, that are structures with periodic modulation of the

dielectric and elastic constants. The ability of phoxonic crystals to confine simultaneously

photons and phonons opens the possibility for the active control of the optoelastic and

elasto-optic interaction.49–53 Phoxonic crystals are particularly interesting because the

commensurating wavelengths of photons and phonons are in the visible and near infrared

range of the photon spectrum, and the GHz phonon range, that is the range of frequencies

of telecommunication. Nevertheless, the task of finding a suitable phoxonic cavity is rather

complex, and requires of band structure engineering.

It is worth to note that on atomic scale, the concept of phonon refers to the mechanical

waves quantized by quantum numbers. These phonons are responsible, for example, for

the heat conductivity in solids and lie in the THz regime. In this thesis, the interest focuses

on lower GHz frequencies with phonon wavelength of the order of hundreds of nanometers.

Thus, the mechanical frequencies can be regarded as a continuous and we do not speak

about discrete energy levels, but about continous bands. A mechanical wave propagating

through a solid posses three polarizations, one longitudinal and two transverse; in liquids

only longitudinal or pressure waves are allowed. For this reason, mechanical waves are

often regarded as acoustic waves in fluids, and elastic waves in solids. Nevertheless, the

terms mechanical, elastic and acoustic waves are used interchangeably along this thesis.
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1D 3D2D

Fig. 3: 1D, 2D and 3D crystals made of two materials arranged periodically. In photonic
crystals, different colors denote different refractive indices. In phononic crystals different
colors represent different densities and/or different elastic constants.

Motivation and Objectives

The frequency and bandwidth of phononic gaps in PnC depend strongly on the constituent

materials (solid or fluid), the contrast between the physical parameters (density and elastic

constants) of the constituents, and the geometry (shape and filling factor) of the inclu-

sions.22,24,54 In particular the geometrical disposition of the inclusions play an important

role, and is the motivation to devote this thesis to hypersonic PnC being periodic in one,

two and three dimensions (1D, 2D and 3D).

Layered media is a model system to study 1D PnC because its reduced dimensional-

ity facilitates the investigation in terms of fabrication and theoretical description. The

recording of zone-folded phonons in semiconductor multilayers stimulated further studies

in search of phononic gaps.55–57 Next, hybrid organic-inorganic multilayers were employed

to adjust the gap bandwidth,58 and to tune the cavities in the band gap region.59–61 Yet,

the anticipated increase of the band gap using materials with larger impedance contrasts

is addressed in Chapter 4.

The periodic arrangement of rod inclusions in a matrix is an example of 2D PnC that

has been exploited as a acoustic metamaterial for acoustic shielding and guiding.23,24,36,37,41

The 2D arrangement of scatterers is the archetype system for studying the anisotropic

propagation of mechanical waves in a plane. When the aspect ratio, i.e. height over

width, of the features is small, the relevant mechanical waves that interact with the scat-

terers are the Rayleigh surface waves.33,62–64 If the aspect ratio of the structures is large,

the vertical direction can be disregarded.28 These structures can be eventually infiltrated

with a second material, to actively tune the phononic behavior and for sensing applica-

tions.65–67 In Chapter 5 the possibilities to engineer the phononic dispersion of 2D PnC

along two main orthogonal directions are explored.

Ordered ensembles of spherical particles posses advantages as hypersonic 3D PnC. In
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particular, monodisperse particles in the sub-microscale can be artificially produced utiliz-

ing a wide range of materials such as metals (e.g. gold), oxides (e.g. titania) and polymers

(e.g. polystyrene). The state-of-the-art ensembling techniques are very mature and span

methods such as electrodeposition, vertical lifting and selective precipitation.68,69 These

artificial opals have displayed a hypersonic band gap that was susceptible of tailoring by

liquid infiltration of the voids in between spheres.29 Also, their behavior as metamaterials

was proven in artificial opals in which the coexistence with the hybridization gap was suc-

cessfully recorded.32,70 There is plenty of room for adjustment of the phononic function

by band structure modifications; an example of such is the use of ellipsoidal particle en-

sembles that break the symmetry of the phonon propagation for anisotropic band gaps.71

In all previous examples, the artificial opals were infiltrated with an index match oil to

prevent the multiple scattering by the probing light, and hence the transverse phonons

propagating in the crystal were not supported. The replacement of the infiltrating liquid

by a solid matrix would activate the propagation of transverse waves with consequences

for the particle resonances.72 In Chapter 6, ensembles of spherical particles with densely-

grafted solid polymer chains are investigated. The functionalization of the particles exerts

a entropic repulsive force that has a double function: first, inhibits the coagulation of the

particles and second, stimulates their self assembly.73,74

It has been realized that the properties of many materials, such as metallic clusters

and polymers, depend greatly on their dimension, when the size of the materials approach

the molecular length.75,76 For polymers, the effect occurs yet at tens of nanometers and

hence they are currently subject of active investigation. In this thesis, polymeric and

hybrid (organic-inorganic) PnC are studied. These soft materials posses some advantages

respect to their hard counterparts, such as transparency, light weight and facile fabrica-

tion. Transparent PnC can be readily investigated by light scattering techniques at room

temperature, taking benefit of the thermal population of phonons at T� 0 K. The state of

the art methods to determine the mechanical properties are based either on deformation,

or on wave propagation.29,77–79 While the former method is destructive, the latter is non-

invasive and able to access the high frequency elastic regime. The excitement of coherent

phonons by means of the picosecond pulse technique can provide a wealth of information on

hypersonic longitudinal phonon propagation in transparent and opaque materials. How-

ever, the transverse phonons are not straightforward to excite with such technique.80–84

Nowadays, Brillouin light scattering is the most powerful tool to detect both longitudinal

and transverse hypersonic phonons, and provides access to the dispersion relation in a

broad range of wave vectors and orientations.
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This thesis is focused in the experimental investigation of soft PnC by means of Bril-

louin light scattering and theoretical band structure calculations. This work advances

the exciting and recent field of phonon propagation in periodic structures as well as the

mechanical properties of soft patterned materials at nanoscale.

Outline of the thesis

This thesis consist of six chapters.

A theoretical introduction to the elasticity fundamentals is given in Chapter 1. Prop-

agation of elastic waves is described in homogeneous and structured media. A brief de-

scription of the computational methods for band structure calculations is depicted.

Chapter 2 addresses the fundamentals of light scattering and in particular, Brillouin

light scattering. The photoelastic interaction of phonons in solids with light is described,

and the expression for the intensity is given.

The work detailed in this thesis particularly focuses on the experimental results by

Brillouin light scattering; a detailed description of the methodology and the experimental

setup will be reviewed in Chapter 3. Along this thesis I used imaging techniques to

determine the morphology of the samples; the physical mechanisms of the techniques are

described.

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are dedicated to the results. Chapter 4 addresses 1D PnC; two

superlattices, consisting of polymer and nanoparticle multilayers, are revised. Chapter

5 comprises a study of patterned polymers in the substrate plane, either along a single

direction (grating) or two directions (square patterning). A new mechanism of band gap

formation in densely-grafted brush particles is discussed in Chapter 6.

Finally, few sentences are dedicated to the concluding remarks and future prospectives.
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Chapter 1

Elastodynamic theory

1.1 Elasticity fundamentals

In this part, fundamental concepts of the theory of elasticity are introduced, following the

notation of the textbooks of Landau and Beltzer.85,86

1.1.1 Strain tensor

Solid bodies change their shape and volume under the application of forces. Let us consider

a solid body, subdivided into small portions represented by points with coordinates r =

(x1, x2, x3). The deformation is described mathematically as the displacement of the points

of the solid,

ui = x′i − xi. (1.1)

The prime denote the position of the point xi after deformation. The vector u is called

the displacement vector of a particular point. Let us consider two close points; when the

body is deformed, the distance between them changes. If the radius vector joining them

is dxi before the deformation, the radius after the deformation will be dx′i = dxi+dui.

The distance between the points satisfies dl2 = dx2
i before the deformation, and dl′2 =

(dxi+dui)
2 after the deformation. Substituting the Taylor expansion dui = (∂ui/∂xk)dxk

in the latter expression we can write:

dl′2 = dl2 + 2
∂ui
∂xk

dxidxk +
∂ui
∂xk

∂ui
∂xl

dxkdxl. (1.2)

Operating in the above expression we arrive to the simplified form dl′2 = dl2 +2uikdxidxk,

where uik is:
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1.1. Elasticity fundamentals

uik =
1

2

(
∂ui
∂xk

+
∂uk
∂xi

+
∂ul
∂xi

∂ul
∂xk

)
. (1.3)

This is the strain tensor. Since the tensor is symmetrical (uik = uki), it can be diagonalized

at any given point. This means that only the diagonal components u11, u22, u33 are

different from zero. They are called the principal values of the strain tensor, and denoted

by u(1),u(2), u(3). Then, the element of length becomes:

dl′2 = (δik + 2uik)dxidxk

= (1 + 2u(1))dx2
1 + (1 + 2u(2))dx2

1 + (1 + 2u(3))dx2
1

(1.4)

where δik is the identity matrix. Since this expression is the sum of three independent

terms, we can extract the relative extension (or compression) along the i -th principal axis

like:

dx′i − dxi
dxi

=
√

1− 2u(i) − 1 ≈ u(i). (1.5)

The above approximation is valid for small deformations in comparison with the dimensions

of the body. Under this assumption, the volume deformation will be dV ′ = dV (1 + uii);

the relative volume change (dV ′ − dV )/dV is then proportional to the trace of the strain

tensor uii = u11 + u22 + u33. Note that if the trace is zero, there is no deformation, and

only the shape is being altered; such a deformation is called shear. A deformation which

causes change in volume but not shape is called hydrostatic compression; the strain tensor

of such deformation is uik = constant× δik.

1.1.2 Stress tensor

When deformation occurs, the arrangement of molecules is changed and the body ceases

to be in its original state of equilibrium. Restoring forces therefore arise; they are called

internal stresses and their effect extends only to the neighboring molecules. These forces

can be coupled, and according to Newton’s third law they cancel except close to a bound-

ary. The resultant force can be expressed then as an integral over the surface bounding

that volume, as:

∫
FidV =

∮
σikdSk. (1.6)

Here σik is the stress tensor ; σikdSk is the infinitesimal component of the force on the

surface element dS. Multiplying the force Fi by the displacement δui we obtain the
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Chapter 1. Elastodynamic theory

work done by the internal stresses per unit volume
∫
δWdV = −σikδuik. The strain and

stress are connected through the internal energy, or equally the (Helmholtz) free energy

F through:

σik =

(
∂F

∂uik

)
T

. (1.7)

If the deformation of the body is small, the body returns to its original shape when

the external force ceases; such deformations are elastic. For large deformations, a residual

deformation remains when the external force ceases; such deformations are plastic. In the

following, we will only consider elastic deformations.

1.1.3 Hooke’s law and elastic coefficients

The free energy F of an isotropic body is obtained, neglecting high order terms, as series

expansion in powers of uik:

F = F0 +
1

2
λu2

ii + µu2
ik (1.8)

where λ and µ are the Lamé coefficients (units of N/m2).

Any deformation can be represented as the sum of pure shear and a hydrostatic com-

pression through the identity uik =
(
uik − 1

3δikull
)

+ 1
3δikull. The first term is pure shear,

since the sum of the diagonal elements is zero, and the second is a hydrostatic compres-

sion. Using this decomposition, Eq. 1.8 can be written as F = G
(
uik − 1

3δikull
)2

+ 1
2Ku

2
ll.

The quantities K and G are called bulk modulus and shear modulus, respectively and are

related to the Lamé coefficients as:

G = µ

K = λ+
2

3
µ.

(1.9)

The stress tensor of an isotropic body is related to the Lamé coefficients. Operating

with Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8) we obtain a linear expression of the stress as a function of strain,

σik = Kullδik + 2G

(
uik −

1

3
δikull

)
. (1.10)

The converse formula expresses the strain as a function of stress,

uik =
1

9K
δikσll +

1

2G

(
σik −

1

3
δikσll

)
. (1.11)

Equations 1.10 and 1.11 represent Hooke’s law and express that deformation is propor-
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1.1. Elasticity fundamentals

tional to the applied small forces. In a more compact expression we can use the following

notation for the Hooke’s law:

σik = Cijkluik, (1.12)

where Cijkl is the fourth-rank tensor of elastic constants. Due to the symmetry of the

tensor, a permutation of indices will have no effect, and allows the reduction from 81 to

21 independent elastic constants.86 For cubic symmetry the only independent constants

are C11, C12 and C44. We can write then the Hooke’s law as:



σ1

σ2

σ3

σ4

σ5

σ6


=



C11 C12 C12 0 0 0

C12 C11 C12 0 0 0

C12 C12 C11 0 0 0

0 0 0 C44 0 0

0 0 0 0 C44 0

0 0 0 0 0 C44





u1

u2

u3

u4

u5

u6


(1.13)

From the identification of Eqs. 1.10 and 1.13 we obtain the relations C12 = λ and C44 = µ.

For the case of isotropic media, the elastic properties are invariant with respect to rotation,

which imposes an additional constraint C44 = (C11−C12)/2. One gets C11 = λ+2µ, which

is the longitudinal modulus M.

x1

x2

x3

σ33

σ32σ31
σ23

σ22σ21

σ13

σ12σ11

Fig. 1.1: Stresses on a coordinate cube.

In a homogeneous deformation, the strain tensor is constant through the volume of the

body. A hydrostatic compression is an example. Let us consider a simple extension (or

compression) of a rod by a force on unit area p along the z -direction. Because there is no

external forces on the sides of the rod, σiknk = 0. Since the vector n on the side of the

10



Chapter 1. Elastodynamic theory

Table 1.1: Relation between pair of elastic parameters for homogeneous isotropic solids.

(K,E) (K,λ) (K, G) (K, ν) (G, M)

λ
3K(3K − E)

9K − E
λ K − 2G

3

3Kν

1 + ν
M − 2G

K K K K K M − 4G

3

G
3KE

9K − E
3(K − λ)

2
G

3K(1− 2ν)

2(1 + ν)
G

M
3K(3K + E)

9K − E
3K − 2λ K +

4G

3

3K(1− ν)

1 + ν
M

E E
9K(K − λ)

3K − λ
9KG

3K +G
3K(1− 2ν)

G(3M − 4G)

M −G

ν
3K − E

6K

λ

3K − λ
3K − 2G

2(3K +G)
ν

M − 2G

2M − 2G

rod is perpendicular to the z -axis, nz = 0 and all σik components are zero except σzz = p.

The remaining components of the strain tensor are:

uxx = uyy = −1

3

(
1

2G
− 1

3K

)
p

uzz =
1

3

(
1

3K
+

1

G

)
p.

(1.14)

The component uzz gives the relative lengthening of the rod and p is called the coefficient

of extension. The ratio p/uzz is called Young’s modulus E. The components uxx and uyy

gives the relative extension of the rod in the transverse direction. The ratio of transverse

to longitudinal extension is called Poisson’s ratio,

ν =
uxx
uzz

. (1.15)

The relation between the elastic coefficients λ, K, G, M , E and ν can be found in Table 1.1.

1.2 Elastic waves in isotropic media

One important aspect of the determination of the dynamic response of solid materials

involves the investigation of wave propagation. The phenomenon of wave propagation

can be viewed as time-dependent deformations which propagate through the medium. A

mechanical wave is initiated by an accelerating impulse that propagates as a collective

oscillation of elements of the body due to the restoring forces. When small displacements
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1.2. Elastic waves in isotropic media

are considered, no material is transported, and the wave only transports energy. The

material is not deformed permanently and returns to its original shape; these types of

waves are called elastic waves. The speed of propagation of the disturbance is finite, and

is affected by the geometrical, structural and mechanical characteristics. The influence

of material structure is specially apparent in the case of composites. In the following

description we will consider that the media is not dissipative, so the proccess is adiabatic.

This part follows the notation of the textbooks of Landau85 and Brillouin.87

In general, the equation of motion for free waves in isotropic media, with average

density ρ, takes the form:

ρ ü = µ∇ · ∇u + (λ+ µ)∇∇u, (1.16)

where∇ is the nabla differential operator. In an infinite isotropic medium, the deformation

u is only function of one coordinate, let us say x, then all derivatives respect y and z are

zero. We obtain for the components of u the following equations:

∂2ux
∂x2

− 1

c2
L

∂2ux
∂t2

= 0

∂2uy
∂x2

− 1

c2
T

∂2uy
∂t2

= 0

∂2uz
∂x2

− 1

c2
T

∂2uz
∂t2

= 0.

(1.17)

Here, cL and cT are the sound velocities for longitudinal and transverse waves, respectively,

satisfying:

cL =

√
E(1− ν)

ρ(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)

cT =

√
E

2ρ(1 + ν)
.

(1.18)

Note that the velocity propagation for the ux component —with displacement in the

direction of propagation— is different from the velocity of the uy or uz component —

perpendicular to the direction of propagation— being greater for the longitudinal wave

(cL > cT ). In isotropic media, the velocity of propagation for the uy and the uz components

is degenerated. Elastic waves with longitudinal and transverse polarization have been

sketched in Fig. 1.2. The displacement of the points in Fig. 1.2 has been exaggerated for
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Chapter 1. Elastodynamic theory

visualization purposes. As a matter of fact, the magnitude of the displacement in solids

at room temperature is several orders of magnitude below their lattice constant.

In an infinite homogeneous elastic medium, the longitudinal and transverse waves

propagate independently, i.e. they do not interact with each other. When either a purely

longitudinal or transverse monochromatic plane wave incides onto the interface between

two elastic media with different elastic parameters (λ, µ and/or ρ), reflection and refraction

of the wave occurs. The nature of the wave is in general changed to a mixed polarization,

unless the incidence is normal to the surface.88 The directions of the reflected and refracted

elastic waves are given by the Snell law.85 For a wave inciding normally from medium 1 to

medium 2, the intensity of the reflected and transmitted wave is given by the coefficients:

R =
Z1 − Z2

Z1 + Z2

T =
2Z1

Z1 + Z2
,

(1.19)

where Zi = ρici is the elastic impedance.

1.3 Elastic waves in structured media

The propagation of elastic waves in structured media is anisotropic. To describe them, let

us use the general equation of motion,

ρü =
∂σ

∂x
. (1.20)

Substituting σ (from Eq. 1.12) into Eq 1.20 and looking for solutions in the form of waves

ui = u0ie
i(kr−ωt), we arrive to the following expression (ρω2ui − Ciklmkkkl)um = 0. This

is a set of homogeneous equations for the unknown displacement ui. Such equations have

non-zero solutions only if:

a) b)

y

x

Fig. 1.2: Mechanical wave propagating along the x axis with either a) longitudinal or b)
transverse polarization.
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1.3. Elastic waves in structured media

m
K

a

u(na)

Fig. 1.3: Linear lattice of identical particles of mass m, with lattice constant a, in equi-
librium position (top) and in a perturbed state (bottom). The elastic interaction of the
particles is represented by a spring of constant K. The displacement from equilibrium po-
sition is u(na), where n is an integer denoting the position in the infinite lattice.

∣∣Ciklmkkkl − ρω2ui
∣∣ = 0. (1.21)

This equation is the so called dispersion relation and determines the relation between

the wave frequency ω and the wave vector k. The equation has three roots ω2 = ω2
j (k)

that determine three acoustic branches, one longitudinal and two transverse. The wave

propagates in the structured medium with group velocity given by:

cg = grad ω(k). (1.22)

In an isotropic medium, the above expression reduces to a direct proportionality and cg is

parallel to the wave vector k and constant.

1.3.1 A simple approach

Let us consider the simplest example of structured medium, an one-dimensional infinite

linear lattice of identical particles of mass m. The particles in their equilibrium position

r = na are separated a distance a. For simplicity we consider longitudinal oscillations with

displacement u(na) along x; n is an integer. Assuming elastic forces between the particles,

the interactions between adjacent neighbors are due to a restoring harmonic potential:

U =
1

2
K
∞∑
n=1

u2(na− [n+ 1] a), (1.23)

where K is the spring constant. The interactions between other neighbors can be consid-

ered negligible. The equation of motion is given by Newton’s second law:

mü(na) = − ∂U

∂u(na)
. (1.24)
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Fig. 1.4: Dispersion relation of an infinite monoatomic chain in an arbitrary region of
wavenumber k.

Equation 1.24 is Hooke’s law in one dimension. We seek for solutions having the form of

planar waves u(na) = u0e
ika, with wavenumber k. Substituting this solution in Eq. 1.24,

we arrive to the explicit dispersion relation:

ω(k) = ±2

√
K

m

∣∣∣∣sin ka2
∣∣∣∣ . (1.25)

The dispersion relation becomes zero when k = p · 2π/a, and reaches its maximum value

when k = (2n + 1)π/a (p, n are integers here); those points are called Brillouin zones

(BZ).

The dispersion relation (Eq. 1.25) has been plotted in Fig. 1.4. Let us consider an

arbitrary point N on the curve. The value of the slope of a chord ON gives the phase

velocity:

cp = ω/k, (1.26)

that is the velocity at which the phase of the wave propagates. The tangent at N yields

the group velocity cg = ∂ω/∂k; this is the velocity at which the overall shape of wave’s

amplitudes, known as envelope, propagates. In the limit of k → 0 the dispersion is linear,

and cp = cg; the wave packet propagates with constant velocity. For any other point, the

envelope of the wave packet will be distorted as it travels. The waves just described are

termed acoustic since the displacement of the particles out of their equilibrium positions

is coherent, as in a sound wave. Occurs that cg = 0 on the limit k → n/a (first BZ); this

feature is proper of the standing waves, and neighbor particles are 180◦ out of phase. The

maximum value of the dispersion curve is proportional to 2
√
K/m, or, in terms of the

group velocity and lattice constant, as cg/2a.
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1.3. Elastic waves in structured media
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Fig. 1.5: Top: Longitudinal mechanical wave packet propagating through a square lattice
of identical particles along x. The wavelength is the distance between particles with the
same phase (red particles). Bottom: the amplitude of the displacement is depicted as a
function of the space coordinate x. The envelope of the wavepacket is indicated by a dashed
line.

The previous relations have been derived under the assumption that the medium is

purely dispersive, it is, ω(k) is real. Short impulses (like thermal fluctuations) are distorted

in the course of propagation and this distortion makes it difficult to define their average

cp. This fact leads to the concept of a group velocity (cg), which is the speed with which

the energy carried by the wave travels. If absorption occurs, k becomes imaginary, and

the cg ceases to have a clear physical meaning.

In the quantum mechanical description, the fundamental vibrational motion of a lattice

of atoms or molecules at a single frequency is called phonon. Phonons are the quanta

“particles” associated to the elastic waves. In classical mechanics they are designated as

normal modes, and any arbitrary lattice vibration can be described as the superposition

of normal modes or phonons. In the context of this thesis, phonons are used to refer

to a high frequency (GHz) thermally excited elastic waves in solids and liquids. GHz

phonons are relevant in composites with alternance of their constituent materials in the

meso-scale, from about 100 nm to 1 µm. Despite the subtle differences in the meanings

of sound, elastic, acoustic, mechanical waves, excitations, modes and phonons, they will

used indistinctly along this thesis.

The normal modes of a finite linear lattice of M masses separated a distance L are

limited by the boundary conditions. Only certain wavelengths are allowed, between the

maximum λmax = 2L and the minimum λmin = 2a wavelength. Therefore, the allowed

values of k are π/L, 2π/L, ... , (M −1)π/L. Note that k = Mπ/L is not included because

implies no particle motion. Thus, there are (M − 1) independent values of k, each one

describing a single mode. The density of states (DOS) gives the number of modes per unit

frequency and per unit volume (Lα, α = 1 in one dimensional lattice),

D(ω) =
1

Lα
dN

dω
, (1.27)
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Chapter 1. Elastodynamic theory

where N is the number of modes.

A structured medium, with periodic alternation of the elastic parameters λ(r), µ(r)

and/or ρ(r) is termed phononic crystal (PnC). When the period of the PnC commensurates

the wavelength of the phonon a ∼ Λ, is it possible to manipulate the flow of phonons by

means of the interaction of scattered phonons in the elements of the lattice. In the limiting

case of Λ >> a the medium can be considered homogeneous, and the laws of propagation

in isotropic media apply.

While modelling periodic composites as spring-mass systems provides a simplification

of the dynamics, it is more accurate to employ a continuum modelling. In complex PnC

the derivation of the dispersion relation is done using several methods, depending on the

geometry of the problem. This thesis deals with the experimental side of phononic mate-

rials that are periodic in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions. In order to come to valuable conclusions

about their behavior, the most effective approach is to compare both experimental and

theoretical results. For the theoretical calculations, known parameters are taken as fixed,

while other relevant parameters are set as free-fit, leading to the extraction of important

nanomechanical information. A brief description of the methods employed to represent

the phononic behavior of 1, 2 and 3-dimensional crystals is presented in the following

subsections.

1.3.2 Plane wave method

The elastic properties of a PnC are periodic functions in space, and can be expanded in

the Fourier series over an infinite set of the reciprocal lattice vectors G. The displacement

vector u satisfies the Bloch-Floquet theorem89 and also can be expanded over G:

u(r) = eik·r
∑
G

uk(G)eiG·r. (1.28)

The values of the Bloch vector k range inside the irreducible BZ. Substitution of the

Fourier expansions for the elastic constants (λ(r), µ(r) and/or ρ(r)) into Eq.1.16 leads to

a set of linear homogeneus equations for the coefficients uk(G). Assuming a truncation to

a total of N harmonics in the Fourier expansions, the set of harmonics of the displacement

fields U = (uG,1...uG,N )T has solution if the determinant is zero; this condition defines

the dispersion relation. The number N defines the convergence of the system. For a given

k inside the first BZ, infinite solutions ωk,n are obtained, each one corresponding to a

different branch n. A spectral band gap corresponds to a region in the frequency axis

which no ωk,n belongs to.
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1.3. Elastic waves in structured media

The plane wave method is a fast method to calculate the band structure of an infinite

PnC. This method works well for solid/solid composites, but is problematic for solid/fluid

composites, since the continuity of the displacement at the boundaries cannot be guaran-

teed.

Periodic 1D modulation: multilayers

The case of one-dimensional (1D) PnC, tagged superlattices, is particularly convenient due

to its closed form. A superlattice (SL) is a periodic alternation of infinite plane-parallel

layers of different elastic constants and thicknesses along an axis. Waves with longitudinal

and transverse polarization propagate independently along the periodicity axis of the SL.

In the generalized case of infinite layers, the dispersion relation is well represented by the

analytical expression:90

cos(ka) = cos

(
ωd1

cL,1

)
cos

(
ωd2

cL,2

)
− 1

2

(
Z1

Z2
+
Z2

Z1

)
sin

(
ωd1

cL,1

)
sin

(
ωd2

cL,2

)
, (1.29)

obtained from direct matching the boundary conditions at the interfaces and applying the

Bloch theorem. Here di (i = 1, 2) is the thickness of the i-th layer, a = d1 + d2 is the

periodicity, k is the Bloch wave vector and ω the frequency of the wave.

The intervals of frequencies where the right side of Eq. 1.29 exceeds the unity corre-

spond to phononic band gaps (Fig. 1.6). Any sound wave with frequency lying within any

of the gaps does not propagate. The width of the band gap increments with the difference

of the constituents sound velocities, and more sensibly with the density differences. For

fixed elastic parameters, the larger band gap width is achieved for a symmetric superlattice

(d1/d2 = 1), and decreases with the difference in thickness of layers.

The propagation of elastic waves in finite SLs can be calculated using the Green’s

function formalism. The dispersion relations of propagating and localized modes are given

by the determinant of the inverse Green’s function of the interface space det[g(MM)]−1.91

These dispersions have been developed to predict the experimental behavior of hybrid SLs

in Chapter 4.

1.3.3 Finite element method

The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical technique to solve differential equations in

the time and spectral domain. The PnC is divided into successive periodic unit cells, that

obey a periodicity law according to the Bloch’s theorem. The mechanical displacements
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Fig. 1.6: Band structure for longitudinal modes of an infinite superlattice for the sixth first
irreducible Brillouin zones. The parameters of the superlattice are d1/d2 = 0.75, ρ1/ρ2 = 0.6
and c1/c2 = 0.93. The band gap of prohibited frequencies in the first Brillouin zone is
between points A and B.

in the boundary of the cell are determined by appropiate periodic boundary conditions.

Thus, is it possible to reduce the PnC to a single unit cell. Those unit cells are meshed into

finite elements of small size connected by nodes, and described by element equations that

locally approximate the partial differential equations (solved by numerical integration).

Periodic 2D modulation: planar crystal

A two-dimensional (2D) PnC modulates the phonon propagation in a xy plane. The PnC

is assumed to be infinite and arranged periodically along x (e.g. periodic lines) or x and

y directions (e.g. periodic square lattice). The key of the FEM is to consider the periodic

PnC as a succesion of unit cells. Each unit cell Ω of the PnC is split into M elements Ei,

according to:92

Ω =

M⋃
i=1

Ei. (1.30)

There are no empty spaces between the elements Ei, and they do not overlap except on

their surface. The most common splitting geometries are triangles or tetrahedrons. Their

vertices have associated indices, respect the whole domain or the splitting element. All

the grid nodes have a unique global index, but several local indices. Using the assembly

principle, we may obtain the global indices of the grid matrix from the local indices. The

assembly from a local matrix Ae to a global matrix Ag is done through a transformation
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1.3. Elastic waves in structured media

x
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y

Fig. 1.7: Illustration of the finite element method. The 2D PnC is viewed as a succesion
of unit cells in the xy plane. Each cell is split into tetrahedron elements.

matrix to project local indices to global indices of the nodes,

Ag =
N∑
e=1

T(Ae) (1.31)

The dimension of Ae is nk×nk, where n = 3, 4 for triangles and tetrahedrons, respectively,

and k is the number of node variables. The dimension of Ag is Nk ×Nk, where N is the

total number of grid nodes in the discretized domain.

At any point of any element, the displacement may be expressed by the interpolation

of nodal displacements uxy = Nxyu
e
xy. Here Nxy is the shape function and ue is the nodal

displacement vector. The shape function shall interpolate the discrete solution function

values between the grid nodes; it must have a value 1 on the node xy and cancel on all

other nodes. In equilibrium, the forces acting in every element are balanced:

meüe + keue = 0. (1.32)

Here me and ke are the element mass and stiffness matrices, respectively. Because of the

periodic nature of the PnC, the displacement in every unit cell obeys the Bloch’s theorem:

uxy = vxye
i(k·r−ωt) = Tvexye

−iωt. (1.33)

Substituting Eq. 1.33 into Eq. 1.32 we obtain:

keTve = ω2meTve. (1.34)

Considering the assembly principle of the global matrix, the generalized eigenvalue problem

yields Kv = ω2Mv. The dispersion relation is obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem.

The commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics, based on the FEM, has been used

to compute the band structures, displacement field and Brillouin scattering intensities of
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Chapter 1. Elastodynamic theory

PnCs in Chapter 5.

1.3.4 Multiple-scattering method

Any multiple scattering (MS) theory takes into account all scattering processes occurring in

an assembly of non-overlapping scatterers of arbritrary shape and size in an homogeneous

medium, and makes use of the superposition principle to obtain the displacement field at

a given point. An outgoing wave from the n-th scatterer can reach the n′-th scatterer

directly, or indirectly after scattering any number of times by any number of scatterers.93

When scatterers are arranged in 3D periodic lattices, as for PnC, an efficient way

to perform the MS method is by using the layer multiple-scattering technique.94 The

crystal is viewed as a succession of identical characteristic planes (xy) of scatterers along a

given crystallographic direction (z). The band structure can be calculated by determining

kz(ω) after imposing periodic boundary conditions (Bloch’s theorem) to the scattering

coefficients of the wavefields in a unit layer.

a) b)

uin(r)

usc
Llm(r) 

az 
az 

z

x

y

Fig. 1.8: Illustration of the a) multiple scattering method and b) the layer multiple-
scattering principle. The 3D PnC is viewed as a succesion of xy planes of spheres along
the z direction.

The multiple-scattering method possess advantages over the plane wave method. While

the latter is unable to calculate transmittance and reflectance of elastic wave through a

finite slab of the crystal, the former does. Multipole expansions of the wavefields in an

appropriate basis are employed, which is not the case for some numerical methods as finite

elements; the possibility of separating the several multipole contributions offers physical

insights to the properties of the system under study. The MS method is suitable for non

periodic systems, while the plane wave or FEM methods are not.

Periodic 3D modulation: spherical inclusions

Let us consider harmonic elastic plane waves ui = u0e
i(kr−ωt) propagating in an homoge-

neous medium with elastic coefficients ρ, λ and µ. The spatial part of these waves can be
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1.3. Elastic waves in structured media

written as a multipole sum of vector spherical waves —adapted to the spherical geometry

of the inclusions. In the case of a single spherical scatterer in an homogeneous medium,

the incident and scattered waves are expressed in the form:

uin(r) =
∑

P`m a
0
P`mJP`m(qν ; r)

usc(r) =
∑

P`m a
+
P`mHP`m(qν ; r),

(1.35)

where the index P=L (longitudinal) and P=M,N (transverse) denotes the polarization and

`m are the angular momentum quantum numbers; FL`m(r; ql) = 1
q`
∇ [f`m(qlr) Y`m(r̂)] is

the longtiudinal vector spherical wave with f`m(qlr) = j`m(qlr) or h+
`m(qlr) the spherical

Bessel and Hankel functions for FL`m = JL`m or HL`m, respectively, and Y`m(r̂) are the

spherical harmonics. Similar expressions can be found for the other two polarizations

(P=M,N). In Eq. 1.35 a0,+
L`m are appropriate coefficients depending on the amplitude,

polarization P and direction of propagation of the wave, and are related to each other

through the scattering transition matrix from the relation:

a+
L`m =

∑
P ′`′m′

TP`m;P ′`′m′a
0
P ′`′m′ . (1.36)

Knowledge of the T-matrix is achieved after applying the appropriate boundary conditions

on the surface of the sphere. The displacement at the boundary can be either continuous

(perfect boundary conditions) or discontinuous (imperfect boundary conditions). In the

latter case, the imperfect boundary conditions are modelled by stifnesses, longitudinal (kL)

and transverse (kT ).

The T-matrix, together with the propagator matrix Ω are necessary to perform the

multiple scattering for a system consisting of N scatterers. Ω describes the propagation

without scattering of a wave from a point of the homogeneous space to an other. When

a plane wave is incident on an ensemble of N scatterers, the scattered wave consists of

N contributions; an outgoing wave about each scatterer. The total incident wave on a

scatterer consist of the externally incident wave and N − 1 additional terms deriving from

the outgoing waves from the rest of the scatterers. With the help of Ω the outgoing wave

from the n′-th scatterer can be expressed as a sum of spherical waves about the n-th

scatterer as in Eq. 1.35. We can use Eq. 1.36 with a0
P`m replaced by the corresponding

amplitude of the total incident field on the n-th scatterer (involving an expression with T

and Ω) to obtain a+n
P`m in terms of a+n′ 6=n

P`m . This leads to a system of N algebraic equations

which determine uniquely a+n
P`m. The system of equations can be solved numerically to

obtain the displacement field outside the scatterers. When the scatterers are arranged
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periodically on a 2D infinite lattice (layer of spheres), a Fourier transform is employed

and only the wavefield scattered from the sphere at the origin needs to be found. The

wave scattered from the sphere at Rn differs from that scattered from the sphere at the

origin only by the phase factor eik‖·Rn , here k‖ being the projection of the wave vector

onto the crystallographic plane defined by the 2D periodic array of spheres. Using Ewald

summation techniques, the multiple scattering is performed to a layer of spheres which

constitutes the unit cell of the crystal —to obtain the vector displacement field in the space

between layers. Applying Bloch’s theorem (Eq. 1.28) leads to an eigenvalue problem; its

solution provides the eigenvalues kz(ω,k‖). The plot kz(ω,k) (for a given k‖) constitutes

the dispersion relation of the crystal associated with a given crystallographic plane.

This layer-MS formalism has been used to compute the band structure of one-component

PnCs in Chapter 6.

1.3.5 Types of phononic band gaps

Historically, the first mechanism proposed for the opening of a phononic gap is based

on the destructive interference of the scattered waves by the inclusions of a matrix and

therefore requires a high ordering and contrast between the elastic properties of the materi-

als.19,20,23,24,95 This type of gap is termed Bragg gap (BG) and opens at the BZ boundary.

When the propagating waves in the embedding medium are strongly scattered by the in-

ternal resonances of the individual inclusions, one may obtain the so-called hybridization

gap (HG). Hybridization gap results from the coupling between the propagating waves of

the matrix and the localized modes of the scatterers; there is a repulsion of two bands of

the same symmetry at the anticrossing point.35,96 Such gap is less sensitive to the period-

icity and can persist even in presence of some disorder in the structure. The approximate

frequency for HGs is proportional to c/2L, where L is the typical size of the inclusion.

HGs appear usually inside the first BZ (q∗ < qBZ).

The existence and bandwidth of the gaps depend strongly on the nature of the con-

stituent materials (solid or fluid), the constrast between the physical characteristics (den-

sity and elastic constants) of the inclusions and the matrix, the disposition of the inclu-

sions, inclusion shape and filling fraction. The influence of these factors will be discussed

in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
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Chapter 2

Light scattering and photoelastic

interaction

This chapter introduces fundamental concepts of the theory of light scattering and pho-

toelastic interaction, based on the books of Pecora97 and Arechhi.98

2.1 Fundamental light scattering theory

When visible light of wavelength λ incides upon a medium, the atoms of a subregion (small

compared to λ3) see essentially the same incident electric field. When many subregions

of equal size are considered, the scattered field by them would be the superposition of

the scattered field of each small volume. If the subregions are optically identical, it is,

they have the same dielectric constant ε, the total scattered field will be zero because the

phases of the scattered field are paired, except for the forward direction. However, for

optically different subregions, the amplitudes of the scattered field are no longer identical,

with the subsequent scattered field in every direction. The origin of the local fluctuations

in the dielectric constant is in the translation and rotation of molecules, i.e., thermal

fluctuations.99 The density fluctuations of wavelengths q−1 ∼ 100 nm studied along this

thesis are appreciably larger than intermolecular separations and involve collective motion

of molecules; consequently, can be described by the laws of macroscopic physics.

Consider a nonabsorbing medium with average dielectric constant ε, and an incident

electric field of the form Ei(r, t) = niE0e
i(kir−ωit), where ni is a unit vector of the incident

electric field polarization; E0 is the field amplitude; ki is the incident propagation wave

vector and ωi is the angular frequency. The local dielectric constant of the medium is:
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2.1. Fundamental light scattering theory

ε(r, t) = εI + δε(r, t), (2.1)

where I is the second rank unit tensor and δε(r, t) is the dielectric fluctuation tensor. It

is demonstrated that the scattered electric field at a large distance R from the scattering

volume υ can be derived from Maxwell equations as,100

Es(R, t) =
E0

4πεR
eiksR

∫
υ
d3r exp i(q · r− ωit) [ns · [ks × (ks × (δε(r, t) · ni))]], (2.2)

where ns is the scattered field polarization and ks is the scattered propagation vector.

The scattering wave vector q is defined by:

q = ki − ks. (2.3)

The direction of q is determined by the scattering angle θ between ki and ks (Fig. 2.1).

Considering the triangle by q, ki and ks, the magnitude of q can be derived from cosines

law,

q2 = k2
i + k2

s − 2kiks cos θ. (2.4)

Because usually the wavelength of the incident light is changed very little in the scattering

process, |ks| ≈ |ki| = 2πn/λi, where λi is the wavelength of the incident radiation and

n is the refractive index of the scattering medium. The triangle by q, ki and ks is

approximately isosceles; therefore we get the magnitude of q or wave number as q =

2ki sin θ/2. In terms of wavelength,

q =
4πn

λi
sin

θ

2
. (2.5)

Equation 2.5 specifies the wave vector component of the dielectric constant fluctuation

that will give rise to scattering at an angle θ in the bulk of a medium.

In order to derive an expression for the scattered spectral intensity, Equation 2.2 is ex-

pressed in terms of the spatial Fourier transform of the dielectric fluctuation, and simplified

as:

Es(R, t) =
−k2

sE0

4πεR
ei(ksR−ωit)δεis(q, t), (2.6)

where δεis(q, t) = ns · δε(q, t) · ni is the component of the dielectric fluctuation tensor
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Fig. 2.1: Schematic of a light scattering experiment. Incident light with wave vector ki
and polarization ni is scattered in all directions. Only scattered light of wave vector ks and
polarization ns is collected by the detector.

along the initial and final polarization directions. The spectral intensity of scattered light

is obtained through the time correlation function 〈E∗s (R, 0), Es(R, t)〉 as:

Iis(q, ωs) = A · 1

2π

∫
dt 〈δε∗is(q, 0), δεis(q, t)〉 ei([ωs−ωi]t), (2.7)

with proportionality constant A = E2
0k

4
s/16π2R2ε20. It is easy to see that the frequency

shift occurs only if δεis varies with time; it is an inelastic scattering. Scattering could occur

from “frozen” fluctuations but the frequency of the scattered wave would be identical to

that of the incident wave (elastic scattering).

In the quantum mechanical description, the scattering event may be viewed in terms of

momentum and energy conservation. A photon suffers an energy and momentum change by

creating (or annihilating) a phonon in the scattering medium of energy ~ω and momentum

~q such:

~ωs = ~ωi ± ~ω

~ks = ~ki ± ~q.

(2.8)

Here the minus (plus) sign is for an anti-Stokes (Stokes) event. Since in thermal equilibrium

the creation and annihilation of phonons are equally probable processes, the intensity of

the shifts in the Stokes and anti-Stokes sides is identical.

2.1.1 Scattering from anisotropic molecules

Equation 2.7 is an expression for the scattered light in terms of dielectric constant fluctu-

ations. Here, the explicit dependence of these fluctuations on the molecular properties is

presented.

A monochromatic light beam impinging a molecule which has anisotropic polarizability

α induces a dipole moment:
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Fig. 2.2: a) Scattering geometry. Here xy is the scattering plane and θ the scattering angle.
b) Cylindrical molecule orientation respect to the laboratory axes (xyz) and the molecule
axes (x′y′z′).

µ(t) = α ·E(t), (2.9)

which varies with time. According to the classical radiation theory, a time varying dipole

emits electromagnetic radiation. The scattered field at the detector, with polarization

ns is proportional to ns · α(t) · ni · eiq·r. The polarizability tensor αis(t) = ns · α(t) · ni
varies in time because the molecule rotates and vibrates, while eiq·r varies in time because

the molecule translates. If the molecules are weakly coupled, it can be assumed that the

light scattered from the molecules will be proportional to a sum of terms
∑

j α
j
is(t)e

iq·r(t),

where the index stands for the j-th molecule in the assembly. The spectral density of the

scattered field is proportional to:

Iαis(q, ω) =
1

2π

∫
dt e−iωt 〈δα∗is(q, 0), δαis(q, t)〉 . (2.10)

Molecules, such as polymers, are optically anisotropic; this means that the polariz-

ability tensor has off-diagonal elements. In diluted solutions, we can make a thick ap-

proximation on the statistic independence of the position of the molecules; its center of

mass is independent from the orientation of the molecule. The scattered spectral intensity

becomes:

Iαis(q, t) = 〈N〉
〈
αif (0)αif (t)eiq·(rj(t)−rj(0))

〉
= 〈N〉 〈αif (0)αif (t)〉Fs(q, t), (2.11)

where Fs the translational factor and 〈N〉 is the average number of molecules. Let us

consider the scattering geometry of Fig. 2.2a. The polarized (IV V ) and depolarized light

(IV H) expressed in terms of the laboratory axes are:
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Chapter 2. Light scattering and photoelastic interaction

IαV V (q, t) = 〈N〉 〈αzz(0)αzz(t)〉Fs(q, t)

IαV H(q, t) = 〈N〉 〈αyz(0)αyz(t)〉Fs(q, t).
(2.12)

In order to calculate 〈αif (0)αif (t)〉, the polarizability tensor must be expressed in terms of

the molecule axes. Now, let the molecule have fixed polarizability component α‖ parallel to

its symmetry axis x′, and α⊥ in any direction perpendicular to its axis. In order to specify

the orientation of the cilinder molecule respect to the principal axes we use the projections

of the unit vector ẑ and ŷ along the x′, y′ and z′ molecule axis as ẑ = (cos θ, sin θ, 0) and

ŷ = (sin θ sinφ,− cos θ sinφ,− cosφ). Then,

αzz = ẑαẑ = α‖ cos2 γ + α⊥ sin2 γ

αyz = ŷαẑ = (α‖ − α⊥) sin γ cos γ sinφ.

(2.13)

These components may be expressed in terms of the spherical harmonics of order 2

Y2,m(γ, φ),

αzz = α+

(
16π

45

)1/2

βY2,0(γ, φ)

αyz = i

(
2π

15

)1/2

β [Y2,1(γ, φ) + Y2,−1(γ, φ)] ,

(2.14)

where α is the isotropic part of the polarizability tensor and is equal to 1/3 of the trace.

The parameter β measures the optical anisotropy of the molecule. Substituting Eqs. 2.14

into Eqs. 2.12 we obtain:

IαV V (q, t) = 〈N〉
[
α2 +

16π

45
β2F 2

2,0(t)

]
Fs(q, t)

IαV V (q, t) = 〈N〉
(

2π

15

)
β2
[
F 2

1,1(t) + F 2
1,−1(t) + F 2

−1,1(t) + F 2
−1,−1(t)

]
Fs(q, t),

(2.15)

where F lm,m(t) are orientational correlation functions which reflect how the angles specify-

ing the orientation of the symmetry axes change in time. The orientation of a cylinder can

be regarded as a point of a sphere of unit radius in polar coordinates. Since the cylinder is

expected to suffer many reorienting collisions per second, its orientation execute a random

walk that diffuses in the surface of the unit sphere. By using spherical coordinates and

after some algebra,97 it is obtained:
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2.2. Brillouin scattering

IαV V (q, t) = 〈N〉
{
α2 +

4

45
β2e−6Θt

}
e−q

2Dt

IαV H(q, t) =
1

15
〈N〉β2e−6Θte−q

2Dt.

(2.16)

Here Θ is called the rotational diffusion coefficient. IV V can also be expressed as:

IαV V (q, t) = IαISO(q, t) +
4

3
IαV H(q, t), (2.17)

where IαISO(q, t) = 〈N〉α2Fs(q, t) is the isotropic scattering.

2.2 Brillouin scattering

Brillouin light scattering (BLS) refers to the scattering of visible light by elastic waves

activated by thermal fluctuations in a medium. The relevant frequencies of the elastic

waves are in the hypersonic or GHz regime. In the following sections, two approaches

to derive the formulas that govern the frequency shift and the scattered intensity of this

process will be presented.

2.2.1 Constructive interference approach

A simple description yields BLS as the constructive interference between multiple reflected

beams by an elastic wave. Let us assume a plane elastic wave with wavelength Λ propa-

gating towards or against an incident light beam (Fig. 2.3). The elastic wave modulates

periodically the density of the medium, and hence the dielectric constant and refractive

index n. The light beam is reflected multiple times by the in-phase fronts of the elastic

wave and goes under constructive interference described by the Bragg’s condition:

2nΛ sin
θ

2
= λi, (2.18)

where θ is the angle between the incident and reflected beams and λi is the wavelength of

the incident light. Equation 2.18 can be rewritten as:

q =
4πn

λi
sin

θ

2
. (2.19)

Note that this is the same expression as in Eq. 2.5. In Eq. 2.19 we have used the identity:

q =
2π

Λ
, (2.20)

that indicates the wavelength Λ of the phonon probed with a certain wave number q.
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Chapter 2. Light scattering and photoelastic interaction

Because the elastic wave is moving, the frequency of the reflected light suffers a Doppler

shift ∆f :101,102

fs = fi ±∆f = fi

(
1± 2

cg
c

sin
θ

2

)
. (2.21)

Here c is the velocity of light within the medium, cg the elastic wave group velocity and

the ± sign correspond to the two possible propagation directions of the elastic wave:

towards (+) and backwards (-) the light beam. It is clear from the above expression that

the spectrum of scattered light consist on a doublet centered at the frequency fi. The

frequency shifts can be simplified as:

∆ω = 2π∆f =
cg
2π
q, (2.22)

which is the linear dispersion relation that governs the propagation in isotropic media.

2.2.2 Thermodynamic approach

In the preceding text the appearance of a Brillouin doublet and its frequency shift was

correctly predicted. However, the calculation of the intensity of the scattered light was

not tackled. To have complete information about the intensity of the scattering, we must

recall Eq. 2.7 and address how the elastic wave determines the dielectric fluctuations.

For an homogeneous one-component system at equilibrium, a macroscopic physical

property can be specified by two independent thermodynamic properties. Therefore the

dielectric constant can be expressed as a function of the variables density and temperature,

or pressure and entropy. It is convenient to choose density and temperature, since they

are properties that can be readily measured. The fluctuation of the dielectric tensor is

then:

Λ

So
un

d 
w

av
e

λi

θ

Fig. 2.3: BLS proccess viewed as constructive interference of the multiple reflections of a
light beam from an elastic wave of wavelength Λ.
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2.2. Brillouin scattering

δε(r, t) =

(
∂ε

∂ρ

)
T

δρ(r, t) +

(
∂ε

∂T

)
ρ

δT (r, t). (2.23)

The microscopic theory does not involve temperature fluctuations, so ∂ε/∂T ≈ 0. With

this approximation, Eq. 2.7 is written:

Iαis(q, ω) = (ni · ns)2

(
∂ε

∂ρ

)
T

∫
dt 〈δρ∗is(q, 0), δρis(q, t)〉 ei([ωs−ωi]t). (2.24)

It can be noticed by the product ni · ns that the scattering is polarized, i.e. the scattered

light has the same polarization as the incident light. Consequently, density fluctuations

are responsible for the scattering in liquids. For practical applications, we are interested

in the integrated intensity:

Iis(q) =

∫
dωIis(q, ω). (2.25)

Let us use
∫

dt
(∫

dω ei([ωs−ωi]t)
)
〈δρ(q, 0), δρ(q, t)〉 =

〈
|δρ(q)|2

〉
. Because we are prob-

ing q values much greater than the intermolecular interactions, is possible to make the

following approximation:

lim
q→0

〈
|δρ(q)|2

〉
= lim

q→0

∫
V
d3rei(q·r)δρ(r) = V 2δN. (2.26)

Here δN = 1/V ρ2kBTβT is the fluctuation in the number of particles in the scattering

volume. The integrated scattering is finally expressed as:

Iis(q) = (ni · ns)2

(
∂ε

∂ρ

)2

V ρ2kBTβT , (2.27)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant and βT = 1/ρ(∂ρ/∂p)T the isothermal compress-

ibility.

The spectrum of scattered light consists on a central or Rayleigh band at the incident

light frequency ωi and Brillouin doublets shifted to frequencies ωi ± ωs(q). The width of

the doublets is q2Γ, where Γ is the attenuation coefficient.103 Γ−1 can be regarded as the

lifetime of the fluctuation. A number of factors like absorption, phonon scattering and

molecular relaxation can lead to the reduction of the fluctuation lifetime. An accurate

description of the intensity requires complete information on these contributions, which is

hardly possible in practice. Since is the frequency shift the quantity that primarly concern

us, we will not investigate the phonon broadening.

Thermal fluctuations with longitudinal polarization are not the only responsible for
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Fig. 2.4: a) Normalized BLS intensity, polarized (black) and depolarized (blue) of soda-lime
glass. b) Depolarization ratio IV H/IV V as a function of q is constant and about 15%. c)
Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Brillouin shift as a function of q2 yields the
attenuation coefficient Γ. The intercept at zero gives the instrumental broadening Γ0.

the Brillouin doublets; transverse waves in solids contribute also to the scattered light.

The contribution is not caused by density fluctuations, but by the coupling of shear waves

to rotation of the molecules. The polarization of the incident wave is in this case rotated.

In general, the scattering intensity due to transverse waves is weak in comparison with

the scattering due to longitudinal waves. As an example, the depolarization ratio is about

15% for soda lime glass (Fig. 2.4).

2.3 Photoelastic interaction

The scattered intensity due to thermal fluctuations in solids can be accesed through the

photoelastic coupling phenomenon. In the long wavelength limit, the distortion of the

local dielectric constant can be determined by the local strain through the photoelastic

coefficients. The fluctuations in the dielectric tensor are coupled to the strain tensor ukl

by the fourth rank photoelastic (Pockel’s) tensor Pijkl,

δεij = Pijklδukl. (2.28)

Since the strain and dielectric tensors are symmetric, the Pockel’s tensor can be represented

by a 6×6 array of components. The materials this thesis deals with (mostly polymers) are

isotropic for the spatial range and frequencies of interest; for isotropic solid materials, the
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2.3. Photoelastic interaction

Pockel’s tensor is:104

Pijkl =



P11 P12 P12 0 0 0

P12 P11 P12 0 0 0

P12 P12 P11 0 0 0

0 0 0 P11−P12
2 0 0

0 0 0 0 P11−P12
2 0

0 0 0 0 0 P11−P12
2


(2.29)

The 6-component strain fluctuation uj is written as:

u1 =
∂ux
∂x

u2 =
∂uy
∂y

u3 =
∂uz
∂z

u4 =
∂uz
∂y

+
∂uy
∂z

u5 =
∂uz
∂x

+
∂ux
∂z

u6 =
∂uy
∂x

+
∂ux
∂y

.

(2.30)

The multiplication of the 6-component strain by the 6×6 Pockel’s tensor Pijuj (Eq. 2.28)

gives a 6-component δεi:

δε1 = P11
∂ux
∂x

+ P12
∂uy
∂y

+ P12
∂uz
∂z

δε2 = P12
∂ux
∂x

+ P11
∂uy
∂y

+ P12
∂uz
∂z

δε3 = P12
∂ux
∂x

+ P12
∂uy
∂y

+ P11
∂uz
∂z

δε4 =
P11 − P12

2

(
∂uz
∂y

+
∂uy
∂z

)
δε5 =

P11 − P12

2

(
∂uz
∂x

+
∂ux
∂z

)
δε6 =

P11 − P12

2

(
∂uy
∂x

+
∂ux
∂y

)
,

(2.31)

which can be converted to 3×3 form through the matrix:
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Fig. 2.5: a) Top view schematic of the scattering experiment with a plane-parallel sample.
Principal axes are indicated. V and H polarization means vertical and horizontal to the
optical table (xz plane), respectively. b) Scattering geometry. The scattering plane is xz,
and θ the scattering angle. In this geometry, q = ki-ks lies along x. In VV geometry,
both the incident and scattering polarization vector are along y axis; in VH geometry, the
scattering polarization vector is perpendicular to ks in the scattering plane.

M =


δε1 δε6 δε5

δε6 δε2 δε4

δε5 δε4 δε3

 (2.32)

The scattered intensity per unit volume of the j -th acoustic mode with group velocity cg

is:105,106

Ijis =
π2kBT

2λ4
s

n

n0

1

ρc2
g

[ns ·M · ni]2 , (2.33)

where ni and ns are the polarization unit vectors of the incident and scattered fields, λs is

the wavelength of the scattered light, kBT is the thermal energy, and n, n0 are the average

refractive indices of the scattering and incident medium, respectively. The quantity ρc2
g

equals the elastic modulus of the j -th mode.

In order to obtain an analytical expression for the scattered intensity, it is practical

to redefine the scattering geometry of Fig. 2.2. The samples that this thesis deals with

are usually plane-parallel. The sample plane is considered the xy plane as in Fig. 2.5,

so the wave vector lies along the x direction (Appendix A), and the scattering plane is

xz. The polarization vector of the incident electric field according to the axes in Fig. 2.5

is always ni = (0, 1, 0). The polarization of the scattered electric field is selected either

ns = (0, 1, 0) (VV polarization) or ns = (cos θ/2, 0, sin θ/2) (VH polarization). Using Eq.

2.33 the scattered intensities are:
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IjV V ∝
1

C11

[
p12

∂ux
∂x

+ p11
∂uy
∂y

+ p12
∂uz
∂z

]2

IjV H ∝
1

C44

(
p11 − p12

2

)2 [
cos

θ

2

(
∂uy
∂x

+
∂ux
∂y

)
+ sin

θ

2

(
∂uz
∂y

+
∂uy
∂z

)]2

,

(2.34)

where C11 = ρc2
L and C44 = ρc2

T are the longitudinal and transverse modulus, respectively.
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Chapter 3

Instrumentation: fundaments of

the methods

3.1 Brillouin spectroscopy

3.1.1 Spontaneous BLS

In a general light scattering experiment, a beam of light is focused onto a region of a

material and the scattered light is collected by a detector. Polarizers are used to define

the polarization of incident and collected beams. A variety of detection techniques can

be used to analyze the time dependence of the fluctuations of the dielectric constant,

such as optical mixing or filtering. Because of the rapid time scale of the probed modes

(< 10−6 s) we use a filtering method based on the spectral decomposition by a Fabry-Pérot

interferometer.

A Fabry-Pérot interferometer (FPI) consists of two plates held parallel to each other;

their inner surfaces are highly reflective. When a monochromatic beam of light enters

the interferometer normal to the plates, it bounces back and forth multiple times in the

interferometer cavity. Due to the multiple interference, the output of the FPI results in

the Airy function:100

t =
1

1 + F 2 sin(δ/2)2
. (3.1)

Here δ is the phase shift and F is the so called finesse, that depends on the reflectivity of

the mirrors R by:

F =
4
√
R

1−R
. (3.2)
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Fig. 3.1: Transmittance of a Fabry Pérot interferometer as a function of the phase shift.

Note that Eq. 3.1 becomes maximum for a phase shift δ = 2πm, being m an integer

number.107 The phase difference between two adjacent rays is defined as δ = k0L, where

k0 = 2π/λ is the wave number and L is the optical path. Therefore, only waves with half

integral number of wavelengths λ fit in the cavity,

m

(
λ

2

)
= d. (3.3)

Here d is the distance between mirrors in the FPI. The output of the interferometer consist

of a periodic Lorentzian function (Fig. 3.1). The frequency spacing between adjacent cavity

modes is the free spectral range (FSR):

∆ν =
c

2nd
. (3.4)

Here c is the speed of light in vacuum and n is the refractive index of the cavity. The

finesse is also defined as F = ∆ν/δν, where:

δν =
c(1−R)

2πd
(3.5)

is the instrumental linewidth of the interferometer. The higher F is, the more clearly

the interferometer distinguishes between different cavity modes. A compromise between

finesse and light output must be achieved for an optimal detection.

In order to use the FPI as a spectrometer, two experimental methods can be followed:

a) alter d by physically moving the plates or b) modulate the optical path in the cavity by

changing the refractive index between the plates (e.g., by pumping a gas into the cavity).

The first scheme is used in our setup with some variations.

The spectral measuring window (FSR) is increased by the use of a tandem FPI. The
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Fig. 3.2: Experimental setup for Brillouin spectroscopy.

tandem FPI consists of two subsequent Fabry-Pérot etalons. The output light wave

through the two etalons must fulfill the condition:

m1λ = 2d1

m2λ = 2d2.
(3.6)

To use the tandem FPI as a spectrometer, it is necessary to scan the two interferometers

synchronously, by simultaneously altering the spacing d1 and d2. This is achieved in our

setup by a translation stage that contains the second mirror of the two FPIs (Fig. 3.2).

FP2 is inclined a fixed angle ϕ respect to FP1, so the mirror distances depend upon each

other by d2 = d1 cosϕ, and the condition in Eq. 3.6 is simplified as:108

m1

m2
= cosϕ. (3.7)

FP2 blocks the transmitted peaks by FP1, except under the condition in Eq. 3.7 where

both transmittances are syncronized. This experimental technique allows a broad FSR for

detection of GHz elastic excitations.

The experimental setup for BLS I used along this thesis is depicted in Fig. 3.2. A

laser source (Oxxius DPSS LMX-OEM-532) is mounted in the arm of a goniometer that

allows the collection of the scattered light at variable incident angle. The laser incident

power is 78 mW and its wavelength λ = 532 nm. The incident light is by default polarized

vertically (V) respect to the scattering plane and is focused onto the sample in the center

of the goniometer. The focus size of the probing spot is about 100 µm. A Glan-Thomson

analyzer is placed in the entrance of the FPI to select the component vertical (V) or

horizontal (H) of the scattered light. The scattered light is scanned by a 6-pass tandem

FPI (JRS Instruments),109 with a scan amplitude of 560 nm, every 0.5 s. Note that the

scanning amplitude is slightly larger than λ to facilitate the alignment through the second

order transmission peaks. A complete scan is divided on 1024 sections, and the frequency
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Fig. 3.3: Scattering geometry used in the BLS experiments. The scattering wave vector is
parallel (a) and perpendicular (b) to the sample plane.

(GHz) resolution per section depends on the FSR as:

f/channel =
2× FSR× 560

532

1024
= 2 · 10−3 × FSR (GHz) (3.8)

For example, the resolution is 0.03 GHz per section with FSR = 15 GHz. The light is

collected by an avalanche photodiode (APD). The typical instrumental linewidth (Eq. 3.5)

with R = 0.9 and FSR = 15 GHz is about 0.3 GHz, a value smaller than the characteristic

broadening of phonons in soft matter.

The probing q vector is, besides the scattering angle, determined by the geometry of

scattering. In the case of a cylindrical sample, the scattering vector has been previously

defined in Eq. 2.5. In this thesis we often deal with samples with plane-parallel sur-

faces, such as thin films in plate substrates. Two scattering geometries are then possible

(Fig. 3.3). In transmission geometry, the magnitude of the q vector is derived using Snell’s

law:

q (n, θ, α) =
4πn

λ
sin

{
1

2

[
sin−1

(
1

n
sinα

)
+ sin−1

(
1

n
sin(θ − α)

)]}
. (3.9)

Propagation parallel to the sample is probed in the special case that θ = 2α, and q is given

by:

q‖ (θ) =
4π

λ
sin

(
θ

2

)
. (3.10)

Note the independence on the refractive index n for this particular case, that is very

convenient since n is not always easily accessible in composites. In reflection geometry,

the scattering vector under the condition α = (π − θ)/2 is perpendicular to the sample

plane and n-dependent:
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q⊥ (n, θ) =
4πn

λ
cos

{
1

2

[
sin−1

(
1

n
sinα

)
+ sin−1

(
1

n
sin(θ − α)

)]}
(3.11)

The details on the scattering geometries are explained in Appendix A.

3.1.2 Stimulated BLS: picosecond acoustics

In a stimulated BLS experiment, the origin of the elastic fluctuations is in an artificial

external input of elastic strain, in contrast to the natural thermal energy probed in the

spontaneous BLS experiment. When an ultrashort (τ < 1 ps) optical pulse incides on the

surface of an opaque solid, it is absorbed and converted to heat. The temperature rise

leads to a thermal stress that is released by launching a strain pulse propagating in all

directions. If the optical spot size is much larger than the absorption depth, the generated

acoustic pulse can be treated as a superposition of longitudinal plane waves travelling

normal to the surface of the solid. The acoustic frequencies depend on the duration of the

pulse by ω ∼ 1/τ are tipically in the GHz-THz regime for ps pulses.110,111

The detection of the wavepackets is realized by probing the transient optical reflectivity

R(t) of an incident light beam. The probe beam is passed through an optical delay line,

thus scanning the time interval between the pump and probe pulses. The probe beam is

incident on the opposite surface of the solid. When the probing beam incides normal to

the surface, it detects phonons propagating normal to the surface. The measured echoes

in the R(t) are separated a time interval proportional to the thickness d of the film and its

longitudinal sound velocity c as ∆t = 2d/c. In the case that the probing beam incides at

an angle θ, the specularly reflected beam is measured. The probing wave vector is:112,113

q =
4π

λ

√
n2 − sin2 θ, (3.12)

where λ is the wavelength of the probing beam in air, and n is the average refractive index

of the sample.

The modulation in R(t) is influenced by to two effects: first, the photoelastic effect

that includes the modification of the refractive index due to strain; second, the interfero-

metric effect due to displacement of surfaces and interfaces of the sample.114 The spectral

composition of R(t) is accessed through the fast Fourier transformation.

The pump-probe experiment of Section 4.2. were performed by Laurent Belliard in

the Institute of Nanoscience in Paris. Briefly, the pump beam consists on a mode-locked

Ti:Sapphire (MAI-TAI Spectra) laser operating at 800 nm with a repetition rate around
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Fig. 3.4: Geometry used in the stimulated BLS experiments: a) transmission and b) reflec-
tion geometries.

79.3 MHz. The pulse time width is less than 100 fs at the laser output. The pump beam

is modulated at 1.8 MHz to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The probe beam, with less

intensity power than the pump beam, is focused opposite surface of the sample (transmis-

sion geometry, Fig. 3.4a), or at the location of the pump excitation beam (in reflection

geometry, Fig. 3.4b). The transient reflection is detected by a photodiode connected to a

lock-in amplifier.115

The preparation of the substrates includes the sputter coating of a thin aluminum (Al)

film of ∼100 nm onto a silicon (Si) wafer of ∼100 µm thickness. The Si wafer are double-

sided polished on the (111) plane. The Al film is the transducer of the elastic strain;

it absorps the pump pulse and releases the thermal stress as a bipolar strain pulse. The

particular choice of Si thickness is a compromise between the robustness of thick substrates,

and the small thickness necessary to not supress strongly the acoustic component at room

temperature. The samples where spincoated on the opposite side of the Al transducer for

a transmission experiment.

3.2 Imaging techniques

In order to characterize the geometrical parameters of the samples under study, I have

employed two imaging techniques, namely scanning electron and confocal microscopy.

These are powerful techniques to extract information about the morfology, roughness and

distribution of composites, as well as film thickness and particle size.

3.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) utilizes a beam of electrons to create the image

of a small specimen’s surface. Since the wavelength of an electron, given by the quantum

theory, is much shorter than the wavelength of visible photons, the electron microscope

has a high resolving power, higher than a light microscope, capable to resolve features in
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the sub-µm range.

In a typical SEM, a beam of monochromatic electrons is focused onto the surface of a

sample. The principal products of the collision interaction between the incident electrons

and the atoms of the sample are:116

• Characteristic X-rays, produced by an outer-shell electron transition to an inner-shell

vacancy of an atom.

• Auger electrons, originating from the excess energy when an atom de-excites.

• Bremsstrahlung radiation, produced by the deceleration of electrons in their deflec-

tion.

• Secondary electrons, generated from atomic ionization by the incident electrons.

• Backscattered electrons, produced by the elastic scattering of the incident electrons.

Each of the products of the electron-matter interaction generate different type of images,

since they originate from various depths within the sample and carry distinct information.

The detection of secondary and backscattered electrons allows the imaging of the surface

topology, since their signal comes from a narrow region close to the surface of the sample.

To map the sample, the beam scans or “illuminates” continuously a sample region. The

collected secondary and backscattered electrons are focused by electromagnetic lenses onto

a fluorescent screen to form an image.

In this thesis I operated a SEM microscope (Zeiss LEO Gemini 1530 ) with an 8-

carrousel and a 15◦-tilted holders to image top views and side views, respectively. The

typical energies of the low-voltage electrons were selected from 0.4 kV to 7 kV, so I could

obtain high resolution images without any metallic coating on the polymeric soft surfaces.

3.2.2 Confocal microscopy

Confocal microscopy is an optical imaging technique that uses a pinhole at the confocal

plane of the lens to eliminate out-of-focus light and increase resolution and contrast in the

z direction. The resolution in the z direction is as low as 15 nm, and the lateral resolution

is the typical optical resolution, between 313 nm/px and 1563 nm/px depending on the

objetive.

The confocal microscope is useful to determine the thickness of films. In order to

determine the thickness of a supported film, the sample is scratch with a knife. The height

difference of the sample and the substrate in the confocal profile determines the total
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thickness of the sample. I operated a confocal microscope Nanofocus to determine the

thickness of the samples studied in this thesis.
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Chapter 4

Hybrid superlattices

The periodic modulation of the mechanical properties in phononic crystals endowes them

novel properties that cannot be found in bulk materials. In this chapter, the phonon

propagation in layered structures is analyzed. 1D phononic crystals facilitate the study of

the band diagrams and related quantities because of the decreased number of parameters

involved.

4.1 PMMA-TiO2 Superlattice

We studied experimentally and theoretically the direction-dependent elastic and electro-

magnetic wave propagation in a supported film of hybrid PMMA (poly[methylmethacrylate])

and TiO2 superlattice (SL). In the direction normal to the layers, this one-dimensional pe-

riodic structure opens propagation band gaps for both hypersonic (GHz) phonons and

near-UV photons. The high mismatch of elastic and optical impedance results in a large

dual phoxonic band gap. The presence of defects inherent to the spin-coating fabrication

technique is sensitively manifested in the band gap region. Utilizing Brillouin light scat-

tering, phonon propagation along the layers was observed to be distinctly different from

propagation normal to them and can, under certain conditions (SL thickness and substrate

elasticity), reveal the nanomechanical properties of the constituent layers. Besides the first

realization of unidirectional phoxonic behavior, hybrid (soft-hard) periodic materials are

a promising simple platform for optoacoustic interactions and applications such as filters

and Bragg mirrors.

This chapter is based on:

E. Alonso-Redondo, H. Huesmann, E.-H. El Boudouti, W. Tremel, B. Djafari-Rouhani,

H.-J. Butt, and G. Fytas. Phoxonic hybrid superlattice Appl. Mater. Interfaces 7, 12488

(2015). EAR performed the BLS measurements. HH and WT fabricated the samples.
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EHEB and BDR performed the theoretical simulations. HJB and GF conducted the

project. GF and EHEB together with EAR wrote the manuscript.

4.1.1 Introduction

Properties of periodic nanocomposites differ from those of their bulk constituents. The

flow of elastic and electromagnetic waves is drastically altered by the presence of alter-

nating dissimilar impedances in composite structures. The destructive interference along

the periodicity direction opens frequency band gaps that prohibit wave propagation. This

property can be exploited to develop and customize materials with designed mechani-

cal and optical characteristics. Potential applications of periodic structures include their

use as Bragg reflectors for nonabsorbing laser cavity mirrors,117 as humidity and liquid

sensors66,118 or for thermal management.30,42,119 In particular, polymer composites are at-

tractive because of their elasticity, transparency and easy fabrication. Despite the closeness

of the refractive indices, photonic applications incorporating polymers are well-established.

For example, this is the case of the microsegregated block copolymers.118,120,121 Yet, to

function as phononic materials, a sufficiently large elastic impedance Z = ρc mismatch

(involving two physical quantities, density ρ and sound velocity c) is required for a siz-

able band gap.31,113,122,123 Inorganic materials are frequently used to boost the impedance

mismatch for a designed phononic and photonic crystal.124,125 One-dimensional (1D) crys-

tals facilitate the study of elastic wave propagation because of the vector character of the

latter.

The majority of experimental investigations deal with inorganic materials such as Si,

GaAs, AlAs or Au because molecular beam epitaxy, sputtering or lithography allow for

good control over sample thickness and defects.62,126–130 In particular, 1D crystals with

periodicity normal to the substrate, termed superlattices (SLs), promote both phononic

and photonic band gaps. Expansion to hybrid SLs with one soft polymeric phase enlarges

the range of elastic impedance. For example, SLs consisting of alternating poly(methyl-

methacrylate) (PMMA) and porous silica (SiO2) nanoparticle layers fabricated by spin

coating have advanced our fundamental knowledge in small scale phononics.60,122,125 The

cavity and surface modes as well as their interaction when varying the thickness and the

position of the cavity layer were identified by the full theoretical description of the phononic

density of states (DOS) recorded by Brillouin light scattering (BLS). In general for SLs,

the band gap at normal incidence depends on the c and ρ contrast between the layers.

Replacement of the SiO2 (cSiO2 =5660 m/s, ρSiO2 = 2400 kg/m3) layer by TiO2 (cT iO2,bulk

= 8440 m/s, ρT iO2,bulk = 3900 kg/m3) should boost the elastic impedance. The phonon
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propagation in an almost symmetric TiO2-PMMA SL with a lattice constant of 0.22 µm

was earlier investigated with a photoacoustic technique.58 In that study, the probed phonon

wavelengths (6 < Λ < 30 µm) are much longer than the lattice constant, and fall within the

long wavelength regime far from the band gap region. Hence, this earlier study of phonon

propagation along the periodicity direction could not reveal phononic behavior. Instead,

the propagation normal to the layers yielded the effective medium elastic properties that

unexpectedly resemble those of the PMMA layer.

To achieve large phononic and photonic band gaps, we fabricated a PMMA-TiO2 SL by

spin-coating subsequent layers on a glass substrate. We have chosen a spatial periodicity

of d ≈ 100 nm and probing phonon wave vector q, with qd ∼ 1. The periodicity was

selected to achieve dual band gap, a near-UV photonic and a hypersonic (GHz) phononic.

Also, we probed phonon propagation normal to the periodicity direction using BLS, where

no phononic gap but different effective medium behavior is expected. At the nanoscale,

confinement and interface effects can render different effective material elastic properties

than in the bulk. Experimental results along with theoretical band structure analysis

allow a complete optical and nanomechanical characterization of the multilayer structure,

thereby settling the necessary fundamental knowledge for applications.

4.1.2 Design of a transparent SL

To fabricate our one dimensional SL, we spin-coated 1D alternating bilayers of PMMA and

TiO2 nanoparticles, in total 20 layers on transparent SiO2 glass substrate. The polymer

used was PMMA (poly [methyl-methacrylate]) with a molecular weight Mw = 35 kg/mol,

transparent for the wavelengths of our study and thermally stable. TiO2 (titania) nanopar-

ticles were chosen because of the large impedance contrast with the PMMA; additionally,

the transparency of the TiO2 in the visible spectrum and strong absorption for the UV

light represent advantageous attributes in order to create transparent films and protect

the polymer from UV degradation. The diameter of the spherical TiO2 nanoparticles is ≈

7 nm, which allows (a) a good dispersion in the solvent for subsequent spin-coating and

wettability and (b) several strata of particles, for a homogeneous inorganic layer. PMMA

shows a good adhesion to the TiO2 particles, essential for a stable multilayer composite

without voids. The mismatch of elastic and optical properties is large for these compatible

components, in comparison with other combinations of polymer and inorganic particles.

For example, LiNbO3 (refractive index n = 2.32) has no good performance when spin-

coated. Other metals such as gold or lead, despite their high density contrast, have a

strong absorption in the visible range, with undesirable effects on the transparency of the
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Fig. 4.1: (a) Cross-sectional SEM micrograph of the 10-bilayer PMMA-TiO2 superlattice
(SL). (b) Schematic of the SL. The two cavity defects are noted as c1 and c2. (c) High-
magnification image showing the substrate (bottom) and subsequent alternating bilayers.

SL.124,131 The lattice constant of the SL is π/q ≈ 100 nm, with q being the wave number

of the first Brillouin zone (BZ).

The spacing of the layers was determined from cross sectional scanning electron mi-

croscopy (SEM) images (Fig. 4.1). The estimated thickness of the PMMA and TiO2

amounts to 40 ± 5 nm and 57 ± 7 nm, respectively, and hence the periodicity is d = 97

± 6 nm. The shape and ordering of the layers is extended over large areas (Fig. 4.1a).

Because of the fabrication technique, there is a nonperfect alternation of the layer spac-

ing in the SL (Fig. 4.1a,c), however the bandgap was found to be robust to structural

incoherence of few nanometers. We have labeled in Fig. 4.1b the two layers with marked

differences, named cavities c1 and c2 with thicknesses 30 and 75 nm, respectively. The

identification of these cavities is crucial in the theoretical representation of the phononic

band structure. The small roughness observed in Fig. 4.1c are less than 10% and does not

represent an obstacle to achieve large bandgaps, as reported previously.125 Moreover, the

probing spot size (50 µm) is much larger than the length scale of the roughness, affecting

mainly the width of the experimental BLS spectra.

4.1.3 Constituent layers and SL in-plane propagation

To characterize separately the elastic properties of the constituents, we fabricated addi-

tional films of PMMA and TiO2 alone. The estimation of the sound velocities in the

two constituent layers is necessary to reduce the number of adjustable parameters in the

theoretical modeling of the phononic dispersion of the SL. We prepared PMMA and TiO2

nanoparticle films dropcasted from solution. The thickness of the films was in the mi-
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crometer range to measure bulk properties and avoid surface modes.132–134 The dispersion

relation in Fig. 4.2b, measured by BLS, is linear (i.e., purely acoustic) as expected for ho-

mogeneous films. The longitudinal sound velocity, obtained from the linear slope, amounts

to cdrop = 3390 ± 40 m/s in the TiO2-dropcasted and cL,PMMA = 2730 ± 20 m/s in the

PMMA. The low cdrop relative to cT iO2,bulk is due to the porosity of the TiO2-dropcasted

film. In the fabrication of the SL by spin-coating, infiltration of PMMA is unavoidable

and hence the cdrop value might not be the appropriate estimate of the sound velocity in

TiO2 sublayer of the SL.

a)

b)

500 nm

TiO2-dropcast

PMMA

TiO2-infiltrated

Fig. 4.2: a) Cross-sectional SEM micrograph of the TiO2-infiltrated film. b) Linear (acous-
tic) dispersion, frequency vs wave vector, for the longitudinal phonon in the TiO2-infiltrated
film (solid circles), TiO2- dropcasted (open squares) and PMMA (open triangles). The wave
vector q is parallel to the film surface. The experimental error for the phonon frequencies
amounts 1%.

To find a better representation of the TiO2 layer in the SL, we prepared a third film

by spin-coating subsequent layers of TiO2 and a thin layer (1 wt %) of PMMA, up to

a total thickness of about 1 µm. PMMA is completely infiltrated in the TiO2 layer,

as confirmed by the SEM image (Fig. 4.2a). In spite of the layering observed in the

direction perpendicular to the substrate, this film appears homogeneous, because these

local heterogeneities are much smaller than the phonon wavelengths (Λ > 300 nm). Hence

a single purely acoustic phonon is observed (Fig. 4.2b) yielding an effective medium sound
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velocity c∗T iO2 = 2900 ± 50 m/s. The infiltration of PMMA in the porous TiO2 layer

seriously impacts its sound velocity as compared to the cT iO2,bulk of anatase crystal and

even cdrop in the TiO2-dropcasted. Therefore, the access to the experimental c∗T iO2 is

crucial.

A similar drop is anticipated for the density ρ∗T iO2 of this layer that affects the elastic

impedance. However, since this value can be hardly estimated without serious assumptions

on the porosity and composition dependence of the mean density, we deliberately used

ρ∗T iO2 as an adjustable parameter that sensitively enters the theoretical description of

the SL band structure. From the representation of the experimental dispersion relation,

we estimated ρ∗T iO2 = 1900 kg/m3. The values c∗T iO2 and ρ∗T iO2 of the TiO2-infiltrated

film are internally consistent as they can be rationalized by the Wood’s effective medium

law.135,136 Using the density and sound velocity of the bulk TiO2 and PMMA, c∗T iO2 in the

TiO2 infiltrated film can be captured with ρ∗T iO2 assuming 50% of TiO2 volume fraction.

Thus, the TiO2 infiltrated layer with more than 50% of TiO2 volume fraction can possess

a value of c∗T iO2 only 5% higher than cL,PMMA.

The longitudinal sound velocities of the two constituent layers should rationalize the

experimental effective cL,eff for in-plane propagation in the SL. Along this direction, nor-

mal to the periodicity, there are several possible elastic excitations depending on the film

thickness rendering Wood’s effective medium law inappropriate.132,134,137,138 On the ex-

perimental side, the BLS spectra (∼12 h acquisition) display a single phonon structure

as shown in Fig. 4.3a (for the anti-Stokes side). The frequency f at the peak position

increases linearly with q‖ (right panel of Fig. 4.3a) yielding the longitudinal sound ve-

locity cL = 2πf/q‖= 3010 ± 40 m/s. Unexpectedly, this value exceeds both c∗T iO2 and

cL,PMMA of the infiltrated TiO2 and PMMA layers and cannot represent the effective

medium longitudinal velocity cL,eff of the SL. We note that for a similar SL (infiltrated

SiO2/ PMMA),125 cL falls between the sound velocities of the two sublayers and a good

agreement with cL,eff was reported. The latter can be theoretically estimated for an

infinite PMMA-TiO2 SL using essentially c∗T iO2 and cL,PMMA with minor effect of the

corresponding transverse sound velocities (Table 4.1).139 Indeed, the computed cL,eff =

2840 m/s falls between the sound velocities of the constituent layers and is 6% smaller

than the experimental cL. Because of the finite size effect of the SL, a computation of the

density of states (DOS) for the in-plane elastic excitations in the supported SL helped to

identify the experimental acoustic mode.

Below the transverse sound velocity cT,SiO2 = 3250 m/s of the substrate, there are two

types of Rayleigh modes: one localized at the surface of the SL with sound velocity 1420
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Fig. 4.3: a) BLS spectra recorded parallel to the substrate (normal to the periodicity) at
three wave vectors q‖ as indicated in the plot. The spectra are well-represented by a single
Lorentzian shape (red line) and the peak frequency is plotted against q‖ in the right panel.
The pure acoustic nature of the phonon is indicated by the solid red line. b) Computed
total density of states (DOS) integrated over the thickness of SL and substrate (top) and
only in the SL (bottom). The two arrows indicate the frequencies of the experimental
longitudinal sound velocity cL = 3010 m/s phonon (solid) and the computed effective medium
sound velocity cL,eff = 2840 m/s (dashed) at q‖ = 0.0167 nm−1. c) Square modulus of
the displacement fields of the acoustic modes around 3000 m/s in the supported SL with
longitudinal (LC, red line) and transverse (TC, blue line) components of the polarization
against the dimensionless z/d position.

m/s (slightly below the mean cT ≈ 1500 m/s of PMMA and TiO2) and the second localized

at the surface of the glass substrate with cR = 3000 m/s (slightly below cT,SiO2). In

addition, there are several discrete (or standing) modes confined in the SL. The calculation

of DOS and displacement field for the present SL, shown respectively in panels b) and c)

of Fig. 4.3, was performed using the densities and sound velocities listed in Table 4.1.140

Fig. 4.3b gives the DOS vs the sound velocity at q‖ = 0.0167 nm−1, with (upper panel) and

without (lower panel) the contribution of the glass substrate. The upper panel shows good

agreement with the Brillouin spectra (Fig. 4.3a), where the SiO2 Rayleigh mode dominates

the other SL guided modes. The lower panel shows a broad peak where the increase of DOS

around the frequencies of the effective medium acoustic phonon (cL,eff = 2840 m/s, dashed

arrow) is associated with the longitudinal guided mode (LGM).141,142 Indeed, an analysis
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of the displacement field of this mode (Fig. 4.3c) clearly shows that it is confined in the

SL region and decreases exponentially in the substrate. Also, its longitudinal component

(red line) is predominant in comparison with the transverse component (blue line). From

a comparison between Fig. 4.3a and b, and the fortuitous proximity of the values of cR (=

3000 m/s) and cL,eff (= 2840 m/s), one can deduce the experimental cL (= 3010 m/s) bears

both contributions, rendering their discrimination ambiguous. Thus, the experimental cL

for in-plane propagation cannot be uniquely associated with the elastic properties of the

two layers of the SL and is not free of substrate effects.

Table 4.1: Physical quantities of the 10-bilayer PMMA-TiO2 SL constituents and substrate
used in the theoretical calculations.a

Parameter TiO2 layerb PMMA layer SiO2 substrate

ρ (kg/m3) 1900 1190 2480
cL (m/s) 2900 2700 5660
cT (m/s) 1800 1400 3250
d (nm) 57 40 1 mm
n 1.85 1.50 1.50

aDensity (ρ), longitudinal sound velocity (cL), transverse sound velocity (cT ), thickness (d), and refractive
index (n). bInfiltrated.

In the earlier investigation of the in-plane phonon propagation for a PMMA-TiO2 SL,

also on glass substrate, two dispersive phonons were resolved in the long wavelength limit

( q‖d < 1) using a photoacoustic technique.58 Their dispersion in the multilayer structure

was described assuming it was a single uniform layer with effective sound velocity 2870

m/s, being closer (15%) to the sound velocity in PMMA (2490 m/s in Saini et al.58). In

this low q‖ range, the access to two dispersive elastic excitations allows the estimation of

effective sound velocity, subject to the assumption of a uniform single layer. In the same

context, the measured sound velocity 3020 m/s for a SiO2-PMMA SL supported on glass

substrate is very close to the effective value125 and is affected to a lesser extent from the

substrate because of the higher sound velocity of the SiO2 nanoparticle phase cL,SiO2 (=

3100 m/s) exceeding the cR of the glass.

4.1.4 Hypersonic phononic band gap (normal to the SL)

Bragg interference band gap in SLs appears along the periodicity direction when the

wavelength of the phonon propagating normal to the film is commensurate with the lat-

tice constant, i.e., q⊥d ∼ 1.122 The BLS spectra recorded for q⊥ values close to the first

BZ, at ∼ π/d = 0.032 nm−1, deviate from the single peak structure of an effective medium

acoustic propagation. Defect-free SLs display two-phonon branch structure at the Bril-
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louin edge, whereas the presence of defects causes an increase of the number of resolved

modes in the BLS spectrum.60 In fact, Fig. 4.4 (left panel) shows that three Lorentzian

shapes are necessary to represent the experimental BLS spectra and obtain the frequen-

cies of the resolved modes at different wave vector modulus q⊥. The dispersion along this

direction reveals the anticipated Bragg-type phononic band gap centered at 15 GHz, with

a bandwidth of ∼ 5 GHz as shown in Fig. 4.4 (right panel). The lower edge of the band

gap is related to a standing wave with nodes located in the softer material (PMMA); the

maximum amplitude of the displacement field is located in the TiO2 layer. The opposite

applies for the upper edge of the band gap, connected to the standing wave with nodes in

TiO2. Additional modes in the phononic band diagram are unequivocally related to the

structural defects in the SL and their unique identification requires theoretical modeling

of both the band diagram and BLS spectra.

q||

q T

T

T

T

(
)

(
)

( )( )

|

Fig. 4.4: Left: BLS spectra recorded perpendicular to the substrate (parallel to the peri-
odicity) at three wave vectors q⊥ indicated in the left panel. Right: Dispersion relation for
phonon propagation along the two orthogonal directions, parallel (squares) and perpendicu-
lar (circles) to the PMMA-TiO2 SL layers. The dispersion for an infinite SL with q⊥ is shown
as a gray solid line, whereas the red solid line represents the linear (acoustic) dispersion for
the in-plane propagation (q‖) also shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.3a.

The band structure is very sensitive to periodicity perturbations. The theoretical

spectral shape considering the contribution of two cavity modes representing the defects

is mapped in the contour plot of Fig. 4.5, which accounts for the BLS intensity shown in a

color scale (arbitrary units). The ideal case of an infinite defect-free lattice is represented

by a solid gray line (Fig. 4.5a). For the theoretical modeling, we considered two defects in

the third and fifth layers of TiO2 with thicknesses d3
c1 = 30 nm and d5

c2 = 75 nm, and the

elastic parameters given in Table 4.1. The square modulus of the displacement field at the

frequencies of modes labeled c1 and c2 is shown in Fig. 4.5b. The maximum displacement
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occurs in the region of the considered defects, noted by dots in the position axis, and

vanishes in the surface. Its frequencies are fc1 (fc2) for the thin (thick) cavities with

fc1 < fc2. The two frequencies do respect the fc ≈ 1/dc dependence,60 but as they fall

on two different branches they appear to violate this relation. The total DOS integrated

over the thickness (Fig. 4.5d) identifies these cavity modes, and determines the Brillouin

intensity as visualized in the BLS spectra of Fig. 4.5c at q⊥ = 0.0368 nm−1. The theoretical

BLS spectrum is represented by Lorentzian functions broadened by convolution with the

instrumental function (≈ 0.5 GHz).
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Fig. 4.5: a) Theoretical dispersion relation of an infinite SL (solid line) and Brillouin
intensity, given as a color scale, for the PMMA-TiO2 SL considering two cavity defects.
b) Square modulus of the displacement fields of the two cavity defects. The points in the
position axis denote the limits of the defects. c) Theoretical (solid line) and experimental
BLS spectrum for three selected wave vectors q⊥ (along the periodicity direction). d) Total
density of states (DOS), where c1 and c2 denote two cavity modes lying inside the band gap.

In addition to the band gap structure, the effective medium behavior (low q⊥ limit)

along the periodicity direction is also predicted. The effective cL⊥ can be obtained from

the mean longitudinal modulus of the SL envisaged as a single uniform layer with M⊥ =

ρc2
L⊥, where ρ (= 1610 kg/m3) is the mean density. Because the SL modulus M⊥ obeys

Wood’s law,135 its value is obtained from the moduli of the constituent layers. Using the

densities and the sound velocities of Table 4.1 and the volume fraction of the layers in

SL, M⊥ =11.8 GPa yielding cL⊥ = 2710 m/s. Interestingly, the effective medium sound

velocities along the two symmetry directions are not the same; cL⊥ is about 5% lower

than the in-plane cL,eff (= 2840 m/ s). Assuming isotropic density, the effective in-plane

elastic constant (C11) is about 9% higher than the out-of-plane (C33) component, asserting

the anisotropic nature of the elastic tensor of the SL.139 Access to direction dependent

mechanical properties is not possible with conventional rheology or atomic force microscopy

(AFM), but requires elastic wave propagation selectivity, feasible through the vector nature
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of the BLS technique.137 As in the case of PMMA-SiO2 SLs,60,125 both phononic band

diagram and the experimental BLS spectrum are well-represented with two adjustable

parameters (ρ∗T iO2 and ratio of elasto-optic constants∗) using all elastic moduli fixed to

the values of the constituent TiO2 and PMMA layers; the assumed number of defects and

thicknesses are in conformity with the SEM images. These two successful cases allow for

a reliable prediction of the elastic wave propagation in 1D phononic structures.

4.1.5 Photonic band structure

Further characterization of the SL was done via optical spectroscopy. When a monochro-

matic light is launched onto a periodic layered medium, with frequency in the range of

the forbidden band gap, such a wave is evanescent and does not propagate through the

medium. The energy is reflected, and the medium acts as a Bragg reflector. The peak

reflectance for normal incidence occurs at the center of the forbidden band, given by

λ = 2neffd.112 In the present SL with an effective refractive index neff = 1.71 and lattice

constant d = 97 nm, the peak should appear around 332 nm. Indeed, the photonic band

gap was found experimentally in the range 315-360 nm (Fig. 4.6a). As the films are sup-

ported by a glass substrate, a strong absorber in the UV region, experimental curves are

affected by an error for λ < 300 nm. At the laser wavelength (532 nm) used in the BLS

experiment, the SL is transparent (arrow in Fig. 4.6a) allowing for optimal transmittance

required for strong BLS signal. The modulation of the SL optical behavior is noticeable

in comparison to its constituents (dotted and dash-dotted lines), both being transparent

in the visible.

To account for the band gap observed in the experimental transmittance, we have

computed the photonic band structure of Fig. 4.6b using the refractive indices nPMMA

= 1.5 and nT iO2 = 1.85 for the constituent layers (Table 4.1).47 We should note that

nT iO2 must be lower than the bulk anatase TiO2 (nT iO2,bulk = 2.5) due to the infilled

PMMA. We have estimated nT iO2 from neff , nPMMA and the TiO2 fraction in the SL,

assuming a linear dependence. The computed photonic band structure exhibits a gap in

the region of wavelengths 310–350 nm. The band gap opens because of the large mismatch

in the dielectric constant ε (ε ≈ n2), or in other words, because of the difference in field

energy location. At the edges of the band gap, the majority of the energy is localized

either in the PMMA (lower part of band 2) or TiO2 (upper part of band 1). The gap

located in the UV region blocks those wavelengths and lets the rest, e.g., visible light, pass

through the structure as seen in the photograph (inset of Fig. 4.6b). Thus, a unidirectional

∗The ratio of the elasto-optic constants for PMMA and TiO2 was assumed as PPMMA/PTiO2 = 1.9.
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kd
π

a)

b)

Superlattice

Fig. 4.6: a) UV/vis spectrum of the ten bilayer PMMA/TiO2 SL (solid). The PMMA
(dotted) and TiO2 nanoparticle (dash-dot line) films are also shown with a distinct trans-
mittance than the SL. The wavelength of the probing light (532 nm) is pointed by an arrow.
b) Calculated band structure of the infinite SL. Inset: picture of the sample showing its
transparency in the visible region.

phoxonic behavior (Fig. 4.5a and Fig. 4.6) at different frequencies but with almost the same

wavelengths for the elastic and electromagnetic waves is realized and justified for a hybrid

SL.

4.1.6 Conclusions

We have studied by Brillouin light scattering (BLS) the elastic wave propagation in sup-

ported one-dimensional PMMA-TiO2 multilayer structure (superlattice, SL) along and

normal to the periodicity direction. The isotropic wave propagation in the constituent

layers becomes direction dependent in the SL, with rich dispersion frequency vs. wave

vector relations. Normal to the periodicity (in-plane) phonon propagation depends on the

elastic mechanical properties of the constituent layers but also on the glass substrate in

the case of finite SL thickness. The observed acoustic mode is not necessarily identified

with the longitudinal acoustic phonon of the effective SL medium, fully determined by the

composition and properties of the constituent layers. Instead, it relates to the predomi-

nantly longitudinal guided mode (LGM) localized in the SL as reflected by the computed

displacement fields of the propagating modes along the layers. Based on the density-of-

states (DOS) calculations, the LGM frequency of this SL is higher than the frequency of

the effective medium phonon. The proximity of the two modes depends on the longitudinal
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sound velocities in the constituent layers relative to the transverse velocity of the glass

and the thickness of the SL. Hence, the extraction of the material elastic properties from

the experimental acoustic mode is not straightforward.

For the elastic and electromagnetic wave propagation along the periodicity direction

studied by BLS and optical reflectance, a dual large band gap in the hypersonic (GHz) and

near UV frequencies is realized for the first time in hybrid SLs. Although the spin-coating

technique provides a facile fabrication of SLs with large range of materials, however the

structure coherence is low compared to semiconductor SLs using MBE fabrication. The

width of the band gaps is rather robust to such thickness variation but distinct defects

are manifested in the BZ edge as localized modes. The theoretical representation of the

dispersion band diagram, as well as of the BLS spectra, allows the identification of cavity

defects and the elastic properties of the constituent layers. Surprisingly, the sound velocity

in the TiO2 layer is marginally higher than in PMMA layer and hence the observed large

band gap essentially reflects the density contrast. For the effective medium elastic modulus

along the symmetry direction, a low (∼9%) mechanical anisotropy is revealed.

This is the first realization of a unidirectional phoxonic hybrid SL occurring at similar

phonon (Λ = 2π/0.032 nm) and photon (λ = 332/neff nm) wavelengths ∼200 nm, and

complements the recent report on porous silicon SL.126 However, in the present BLS

experiment with a laser wavelength at 532 nm the phonon-photon coupling must be weak.

To the best of our knowledge, there are only theoretical works on active 1D phoxonic

structures.143–145 The present experimental and theoretical study provides a thorough

understanding of 1D phoxonic structures necessary to access fundamental concepts such

as opto-acoustic interactions, phonon and photon confinement for sound amplification and

Bragg mirrors. Alternative fabrications techniques such as direct ink writing146 can be

examined to further improve and extend the range of hybrid SLs, which is a step forward

from the conventional semiconductor-based structures.
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4.2 PMMA-BaTiO2 Superlattice

In the previous Section, the phononic and photonic characterization of a hybrid titania-

poly[methyl-methacrylate] superlattice (TiO2-PMMA SL) was established. It was demon-

strated that the broad phononic band gap is mainly attributed to the density (ρ) contrast,

rather than the sound velocity (cL) contrast. In this context, it is straightforward to

expect a further increase of the band gap width by the use of denser inorganic layers.

There are many examples of denser materials than titania (TiO2, 3,9 g/cm3) that can be

readily prepared as nanoparticles for spincoating, such as silver (Ag, 10.5 g/cm3) or gold

(Au, 19.3 g/cm3). However, they are not suitable for light scattering experiments because

they strongly absorb the probing light of the laser. Other high density materials such as

tungsten (W, 19.3 g/cm3) or platinum (Pt, 21.5 g/cm3) can be sputter coated, but their

high melting temperatures (3700 K and 2000 K, respectively) are a serious inconvenient

when coating with alternating layers of polymer. Barium titanate (BaTiO3) is an inorganic

compound, transparent to visible light, that can be readily synthesized as nanocrystals.147

BaTiO3 has a density of ρBaTiO3 = 6.0 g/cm3,148 which is 54% higher than TiO2, and

hence is suitable to build transparent hybrid SL with large impedance contrast to facilitate

the creation of large phononic band gaps. In the following Section, the phononic properties

of a PMMA-BaTiO3 SL are investigated by Brillouin light scattering (BLS) spectroscopy

and theoretical simulations. The sound velocity of the BaTiO3 layers is required for a

correct theoretical simulation, and is assessed independently.

4.2.1 Design of a SL

The synthesis of the BaTiO3 nanoparticles was done following the the procedure by Nieder-

berger et al.147 The size and dispersity of the BaTiO3 particles was determined from trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM, Fig. 4.7a). The particles are approximately spherical

with a diameter of 7 ± 1 nm. To fabricate the SL, 10 bilayers of PMMA and BaTiO3

nanoparticles were spincoated alternatively from solution on a clean glass slide (see Meth-

ods). The morphology and lattice constant of the SL was determined from scanning elec-

tron microscopy of the cross section (SEM, Fig. 4.7b). The individual layer thicknesses

were measured in 20 spots of the images, yielding an average thickness dPMMA = 70 ± 5

nm and dBaTiO3 = 63 ± 5 nm. The lattice constant is a = dPMMA + dBaTiO3 = 133 nm.

The error in the layers thickness, of less than 0.1a, is inherent to the particle spincoating.

Nevertheless, small thickness deviations are tolerable in view of the results of last Section,

and do not alter significantly the phononic behavior of the SL.
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100 nm PMMA
BaTiO3

SiO2 substrate10 nm

a b

Fig. 4.7: a) TEM micrograph of BaTiO3 nanoparticles. b) Cross section SEM micrograph
of the BaTiO3 SL and schematic of the layer constituents.

4.2.2 Photonic characterization

Information on the effective refractive index of the SL (n) is a requisite prior to the

phononic characterization, as the probing wave vector out of plane q⊥ is dependent on

n (Appendix A). The estimation of n is particularly relevant in this case because the

refractive index mismatch between PMMA (nPMMA = 1.50)149 and bulk BaTiO3 (n ≈

2.5)148,150 is quite large, and to calculate approximate estimation is not straightforward.

The photonic transmittance spectrum of the SL (Fig. 4.8) displays a dip in the transmis-

sion of light with wavelengths around 435 nm. According to the Bragg-Snell law,112 the

wavelength of the photonic band gap is proportional to the period of the SL as λ = 2an at

normal incidence. The calculated effective refractive index of the SL is n = 1.64 (with a =

133 nm). This value is remarkably low respect to the bulk refractive index of BaTiO3 and

does not conform to the effective medium laws.151 A possible reason to this low n value

could be the infiltration of the PMMA into the BaTiO3 layers during the spincoating fabri-

cation; the proportion of PMMA in the SL should be larger than the expected (dPMMA/a

= 53%). According to the linear effective medium law for the refractive index we obtain

a 86% of PMMA in the SL, which indicates that there are a significant amount of PMMA

infiltrated in the BaTiO3 layers. The refractive index of BaTiO3 films is investigated in

the next Section 4.2.3.

4.2.3 Constituent layers

In order to model the phononic behavior of the BaTiO3-PMMA SL, the elastic parameters

of the constituent layers need to be established. The PMMA is the same as in the previous

Section (4.1.3) and its parameters are already measured. The BaTiO3 layers are porous,

and in view of the photonic characterization, infiltration of PMMA in between the particles

is feasible. The parameters of the BaTiO3 layers are discussed in the following Subsections

by means of BLS, theoretical simulations and picosecond acoustic measurements.
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Fig. 4.8: Photonic transmittance spectrum of the BaTiO3-PMMA SL at normal incidence.
A decrease in the transmittance occurs at about 435 nm (shaded region).

BLS characterization

It has been demonstrated that the infiltration of PMMA in films of nanoparticles alters

their sound velocity and elastic properties.149 The present case, PMMA infiltration is

expected in the BaTiO3 layers; however, the exact ammount is unknown and not accessible.

For this reason, films of BaTiO3 particles mixed with PMMA in several rations were

prepared by dropcasting from solution in glass slides. The list of films and their properties

are indexed in Table 4.2. The “BaTiO3-drop” sample corresponds to the pure BaTiO3

particle film, and its volume fraction of particles is estimated as less than 0.74, which

corresponds to the ideal close-packed spheres case.

The cL of the BaTiO3 particle films is determined by BLS spectroscopy, with probing

q in the plane of the substrate (Methods). Fig. 4.9a displays the normalized anti-Stokes

BLS intensity for a typical q = 0.0135 nm−1. The peak broadening in the BLS spectra

is more pronounced for films rich in BaTiO3 particles: broad peaks indicate a limited

phonon lifetime caused by increased phonon scattering by the particles. Fig. 4.9b confirms

the instrumental broadening at q2 = 0 as y0 = 0.3 GHz (see Section 2.2.2). The phononic

Table 4.2: Physical quantities of the PMMA-BaTiO3 films.c

Sample ID fBaTiO3 ρ (g/cm3) φBaTiO3 cL (m/s)

PMMA 0.0 1.19 0 2739 ± 2
30-70 0.3 1.57 0.08 2669 ± 1
50-50 0.5 1.99 0.17 2702 ± 2
70-30 0.7 2.71 0.32 1980 ± 10
90-10 0.9 4.27 0.64 1563 ± 4

BaTiO3-drop 1.0 < 4.44 < 0.74 2090 ± 10
cWeight percent (wt%), density (ρ), volume fraction (φ), longitudinal sound velocity (cL).
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Fig. 4.9: a) Normalized BLS intensity of the PMMA-BaTiO3 films. b) Phonon width as a
function of q2. The intersection of the linear fit with the vertical axis yields the experimental
broadening y0. c) Dispersion relation. d) Sound velocity as a function of the volume fraction
of particles in the film; dashed line is a guide for the eye; the error bars are taken from the
peak displacement in Fig. 4.10. The color code is the same in the four subfigures.

dispersion relation of the films is linear (Fig. 4.9c), as expected for homogeneous films in

the probing q (∼ π/200 nm) range. We note that the “70-30” film does not follow the

trends by Fig. 4.9a,c; this film has also slightly withish color, indicating aglommeration of

the particles that explains both the optical dispersion and the phonon broadening. The

cL, from the slope of the lines in Fig. 4.9c, is represented in Fig. 4.9d as a function of the

volume fraction of BaTiO3 in the film and listed in Table 4.2.

To calculate the volume fraction of particles in the film φ = Vparticles/V from the

weight fraction (fBaTiO3), the effective density of the film ρ = φρBaTiO3 + (1− φ)ρPMMA

is required. The following expression is obtained:

φ = fBaTiO3 ρ/ρBaTiO3. (4.1)

The effective densities of the films are listed in Table 4.2. Note that the density of the
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Fig. 4.10: BLS intensity of the PMMA-BaTiO3 films, as received (black), after the first
annealing (green) and after the second annealing (blue). The intensity has been represented
by Lorentzian shapes, red, green and black.

“BaTiO3-drop” film is obtained by multiplying ρBaTiO3 by the close packing volume frac-

tion φ = 0.74.

Remarkably, the cL of every film is smaller than cPMMA (Fig. 4.9d). This is an un-

expected finding in view of the blending law, that predicts the effective cL of a mixture

to be weighted between the cL’s of their components.135 In order to evaluate an excess of

solvent in the films as the cause of their low cL, we annealed the films. We measured the

BLS intensity at a single q = 0.0135 nm−1 after two annealing cycles (Fig. 4.10). There

are a blue-shifts of the Brillouin doublets for the particle-rich films. Because the solvent

is mainly trapped in the polymer-particle interface, the total amount of trapped solvent

increases with the volume fraction of particles in the film. As expected, there is no blue-

shift for the PMMA film. A complete annealing of the films increases cL by 270 m/s (15%

in the “90-10” film), so the influence of the solvent is not completely explaining the drastic

drop in cL.

Influence of the solvent evaporation rate in the film sound velocity

The evaporation rate of the solvent used in the film fabrication is considered to influence the

sound velocity. In Fig. 4.11 two films of BaTiO3 nanoparticles and PMMA at fBaTiO3 = 0.5

are compared. The first film was slowly dried in air; the second film was rapidly dried in

an oven at 90◦C inmediately after its preparation. The morfological changes in the films

are recorded by SEM images of the cross section (Fig. 4.11a,b). The slowly evaporated

film (Fig. 4.11a) displays a phase separation along the thickness of the cross section that is

not present in the fast dried film (Fig. 4.11b), which displays an homogeneous distribution

of nanoparticles in its cross section. The phase separation can be rationalized because the
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Fig. 4.11: a-b) Cross section SEM micrographs of the fBaTiO3 = 0.5 PMMA-BaTiO3 films,
a) slowly dried and b) fastly dried. c-d) BLS intensity of the films displayed in (a-b). The
inset in d) is a low magnification SEM image of the cracked surface of the fast dried film.

denser BaTiO3 nanoparticles are precipitating towards the substrate as a consequence of

the slow evaporation process, and phase of certain thickness richer in PMMA remains at

the top of the slow-dried film.

The morphological differences manifested in the SEM images are also apparent in

the BLS measurements (Fig. 4.11c,d). There are two main differences: (i) peak position

and (ii) peak width. First, the peak position of the BLS spectrum of the slow-dried film

(Fig. 4.11c) is at higher frequencies than in the fast-dried film (Fig. 4.11d). The explanation

of the increase in the phonon frequency (or, equivalently, sound velocity) in the slow-dried

film is due to the presence of a PMMA-rich phase; by Fig. 4.9d it is demonstrated that

the sound velocity increases with the PMMA content. Second, the width of the peaks is

increased in the fast-dried films. A possible explanation could be related to the photon

multiple scattering that occurs in the turbid sample. The origin of the film turbidity

could be due to the multiple cracks (Fig. 4.11d inset), consequence of the rapid solvent

evaporation.

In conclusion, a rapid evaporation of the solvent creates an homogeneous distribution

of nanoparticles and the sound velocity of such compounds is smaller than the slow-dried

films. Therefore, the cL of films rich in PMMA (three first points of Fig. 4.9d) could have

lower cL with a fast drying process. The fabrication conditions of the SL are similar to

the fast-dried films; after spincoating each layer the sample is annealed (Methods).
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Fig. 4.12: Effective sound velocity of a fcc lattice of BaTiO3 spheres in PMMA matrix as a
function of the BaTiO3 volume fraction, or equivalently, the radius of the BaTiO3 spheres,
along three main crystallographic directions.

Theoretical effective sound velocity

In order to confirm and reproduce the experimental cL(φ) of blended films, we simulated

the effective longitudinal sound velocity of a fcc arrangement of BaTiO3 spheres in a

PMMA matrix. In the computation, it has been used a bulk cBaTiO3,bulk = 5910 m/s;

for PMMA the usual values (Table 4.2). The results are displayed in Fig. 4.12. A direct

comparison of Fig. 4.12 with the experimental plot in Fig. 4.9 reveals a shallower trend

in cL(φ), specially at high φBaTiO3. The disparity of the experimental and theoretical

results reveal that there is an additional mechanism for slow phonons down, appart from

the PMMA infiltration and the trapped solvent discussed in the previous Subsections. For

example, the presence of air voids could impart the disparities, and is feasible in view of

the polydispersity of the particles. However, the rationalization of air cavities by SEM

images (Fig. 4.11a,b) is not straightforward. In spite of the quantitative differences, the

decrease of cL of PMMA-BaTiO3 films below the cPMMA is qualitatively captured by the

theory. We have chosen φBaTiO3 ≈ 0.5 as a realistic mixing ratio in the BaTiO3 layer of

the SL. By Fig. 4.12 the cBaTiO3 = 2570 m/s corresponds to the chosen φBaTiO3, and is

the value selected to represent the sound velocity of BaTiO3 in the SL computation.

Picosecond acoustics

In previous subsections we demonstrate that an inhomogeneous profile of the film is feasible

by the fabrication technique. In order to test the homogeneity of the BaTiO3 film prepared

by spincoating, an alternative technique is used. The picosecond acoustic technique is

based in the absorption of an ultrashort (ps) light pulse, that launches a coherent phononic

wavepacket that can be detected by means of a probing light beam. The acoustic pulse

modulates the refractive index of the sample; then, the transient reflectivity of the probing

beam can be recorded as a function of the time lapse and information about the cL can
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be obtained. If the sample is homogeneous, the modulation of the signal is periodic,

with a single period at any time-of-flight. Details of the time-domain picosecond acoustic

technique can be found in Section 3.1.2.
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Fig. 4.13: a) Transient reflectivity of a BaTiO3 nanoparticle film mixed with PMMA at
fBaTiO3 = 0.5. Inset: schematic of the experiment. b) Fast Fourier transform of the
transient reflectivity yields a narrow frequency distribution.

A film of BaTiO3 nanoparticles blended with PMMA at fBaTiO3 = 0.5 (φBaTiO3 = 0.17)

is prepared by spincoating several succeeding layers of mixed solution in a silicon substrate

till a thickness of about ≈600 nm is reached. The schematic of the pump-probe experiment

is in the inset to Fig. 4.13a. The transient reflectivity R(t) from the BaTiO3-PMMA film

(Fig. 4.13a) has an initial fast increasing due to the longitudinal echo after propagation

in the silicon substrate (red arrow in Fig. 4.13a). Then, the wavepacket propagates in

the sample and the changes in the reflectivity are due to the modulation of the acoustic

pulse. A fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the signal (Fig. 4.13b) yields a single phonon

with frequency f = 10 GHz. The relative narrow distribution of the FFT (width/height

= 3%) indicates that the frequency of the phonon is constant throughout the film and

hence its elastic properties. Therefore, the distribution of particles in the spincoated film

is homogeneous. This is a desired condition when fabricating SL of spincoated particles.

Further, the cL of the films can be calculated from the frequency of the phonon.

Equation 2.18, that describes the Bragg condition of interference, is valid here. The

frequency of the reflected light suffers a Doppler shift described by:

f =
1

τ
=

2nfcL
λ

(4.2)

Here τ is the period of R(t), nf is the refractive index of the film and λ (= 800 nm)

is the wavelength of the probing light. The refractive index of the film is calculated by

ellipsometry152 as nf (λ = 810 nm) = 1.48 ± 0.04. We decided to use the upper value nf

= 1.52, because 1.48 does not conform to the expected refractive index of a composite,
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which in principle should be in between the refractive indices of the constituents (even

though the effective medium laws do not apply). Substituting nf on Eq. 4.2, we obtain cL

= 2500 m/s, that is in agreement with both, the measured (Fig. 4.9), and the calculated

cL (Fig. 4.12) with φBaTiO3 = 0.17 (fBaTiO3 = 0.5).

4.2.4 Out-of-plane propagation

The longitudinal phonon propagation has been recorded across the SL layers, i.e. along

the periodicity direction. The BLS spectra of the SL, recorded for q⊥ values close to

the first BZ, at ∼ π/d = 0.023 nm−1, display two phonons that are the fingerprint of

the phononic band gap (Fig. 4.14a). The two phonons of the BLS spectra have been

described by single Lorentzian lines, in contrast to the several Lorentzians necessary to

fit the TiO2 spectra (previous section), that indicates the absence of layer cavities. The

theoretical representation of the spectra is successful with one adjustable parameter.† The

dispersion relation along the periodicity direction (Fig. 4.14b) reveals a phonon splitting

characteristic to a Bragg phononic band gap. The gap is anticipated by the theoretical

band structure by Eq. 1.29 using the parameters discussed in the previous Section and

summarized in Table 4.3.
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Fig. 4.14: a) BLS spectra of the PMMA-BaTiO3 SL, acquired with q perpendicular to
the substrate at several q’s indicated in the plot. The spectra have been represented by
Lorentzian (red dashed) lines. The computed spectra is in green color. b) Dispersion relation
out of plane. The solid line corresponds to the theoretical dispersion curve of an infinite
lattice with parameters as indicated in Table 4.3. The SL effective refractive index necessary
to calculate q⊥(n) was estimated as n= 1.52. The error bars are estimated by the uncertainty
in the peak position in a). c) Displacement field along the vertical direction at q = 0.0323
nm−1 and f = 14.65 GHz.

The upper branch minimum in Fig. 4.14b is at 12.8 GHz, much lower than the pre-

dicted frequency at 19 GHz by the theory with bulk parameters of BaTiO3. The fre-

quency edge of the upper branch is proportional to the elastic impedance mismatch60

†The ratio of the elasto-optic constants for PMMA and BaTiO3 is assumed as PBaTiO3/PPMMA = 1.5.
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∆Z = cBaTiO3ρBaTiO3 − cPMMAρPMMA. In the absence of a large cL contrast, the large

density contrast is responsible for the elastic impedance mismatch necessary to open the

largest phononic band gap, from 6.8 GHz to 12.8 GHz, experimentally recorded for hybrid

superlattices. The upper branch edge is related to a standing wave (null phase velocity)

with maximum displacement in the PMMA phase. Beyond the edge of the Brillouin zone,

the displacement is not localized anymore in the PMMA phase (Fig. 4.14c), and both

layers contribute to the BLS intensity according to the optoelastic coupling.

Table 4.3: Physical quantities of the BaTiO3-PMMA SL constituents and substrate.a

Parameter BaTiO3 layer PMMA layer SiO2 substrate

ρ (kg/m3) 3000 1190 2200
cL (m/s) 2570 2800 5660
cT (m/s) 1350 1400 3250
d (nm) 63 70 1 mm
n 1.52 1.50 1.50

aDensity (ρ), longitudinal sound velocity (cL), transverse sound velocity (cT ), thickness (d), and refractive
index (n).

4.2.5 In-plane propagation

The in-plane BLS spectra renders the elastic excitations along the layers. The BLS spectra

in-plane displays several phonons (Fig. 4.15a), that reduce to a single phonon for long q’s.

In the dispersion plot three non-linear modes are identified (Fig. 4.15b). These modes are

dispersive and their cL decreases with q (Fig. 4.15b). Only at high q of the dispersion is

possible to identify an experimental effective velocity of 2570 m/s.

Tipically, the spectrum of films with thickness larger than approximately 1 µm consists

on a single phonon yielding the effective medium properties.133 However, in our case in

spite of the total thickness of our SL being 1.3 µm we observe several phonons. The

dispersion relation is reminiscent of this of a thin film, described by supported plate

eigenmodes. The phase velocity vs. q (Fig. 4.15c) decreases till the cL,eff value at about

q · h ≈ 1 (h = 133 nm). This is an indication that the modes we observe are collective

excitations of the SL in plane. Indeed, the theoretical computation of the displacement

fields by Fig. 4.15d confirms that the modes are guided and confined in the SL, with no

leakage to the substrate.

4.2.6 Conclusions

The phonon propagation in a BaTiO3 has been studied by BLS and theoretical computa-

tions along the two main orthogonal directions: in-plane and out-of-plane. The phonon
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splitting along the periodicity of the SL is consequence of Bragg destructive interference,

created by the alternance of elastic impedances of PMMA and BaTiO3 nanoparticle layers.

The large contrast of the constituents elastic impedance is the responsible of the largest

Bragg gap (6 GHz) observed in hybrid SLs, to the best of our knowledge. The elastic

impedance mismatch is mainly attributed to the difference in densities, rather than in

sound velocities. The sound velocity of the BaTiO3 layer is similar to that of PMMA, and

for certain volume fractions of PMMA infiltration, is even lower, which is an unexpected

finding in view of the effective medium law.135 The BLS spectrum along the layers is rich,

with multiple elastic excitations. Such excitations have been identified with the collec-

tive excitation of the SL, that is guided along the substrate plane with no leakage to the

substrate.

The realization of the champion SL with a giant phononic gap is still elusive mainly to

the infiltration of the soft component into the hard phase. All in all, the phononic band

gap was increased by 1 GHz respect to TiO2-PMMA SL,149 mainly due to the contrast of

density. This result establish a limit to the band gap broadening in spincoated hybrid SLs

by material science engineering. Hybrid SLs could be improved by the use of a different

fabrication technique, e.g., laser deposition.
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Methods

TiO2 Nanoparticles

3,4-Dihydroxyhydrocinnamic acid (DHCA) functionalized TiO2 nanoparticles were synthesized by

hydrolyzing 20.6 mL of titanium isopropoxide in 37 mL of Milli-Q water and stirring for 1 h. The

resulting white precipitate was filtered and dried in air before transferring into a stainless steel

autoclave containing 0.96 g of DHCA and 12.8 mL of 5 wt % tetramethylammonium hydroxide

solution (TMAOH). The autoclave was sealed and heated for 6 h at 120 ◦C and 4.5 h at 195 ◦C.

The particles are composed of the anatase phase with mass density of 3.9 g/mL.

BaTiO3 Nanoparticles

2.94 g of barium was trasferred onto 180 mL of ethanol. The mixture was homogeneized with

6.3 mL of titanium isopropoxide for about 5 min. Then 180 mL of an ethanol-water mixture

(95:5) was slowly added over a dropping funnel. The transparent gel solution was transferred to a

stain-less autoclave, sealed and heated to 200 ◦C for 48 h. After cooling down, the mixture was

homogeneized in a sonication bath for 5 min. and centrifuged (10 min; 9000 rpm). The washing

step was repeated 3 times.

TiO2-PMMA Superlattice

It was added 6.78 mL of 14% NH3 and 100 µL of 10 wt % sodium dodecyl sulfate were added to

3.22 mL of the as-prepared nanoparticle solution. Ten alternating layers of 2.2 wt % of PMMA

(poly[methyl-methacrylate], Acros Organics) solution in toluene and TiO2 solution was spin coated

on a glass substrate (spin coating parameters: v = 5000 rpm, t = 20 s.; ACL = 5000 rpm/s), with

a heat treatment of 100 ◦C for 15 min after each layer. For the TiO2-infiltrated film, we used the

TiO2 solution and a 1 wt % PMMA solution in toluene. The spin-coating procedure was the same

as for the SL, with a total number of 13 layers of TiO2, which amounts to a thickness of ∼ 1 µm.

BaTiO3-PMMA Superlattice

The as-prepared BaTiO3 solution was strongly agglomerated and further purification was needed.

Slow centrifugation step at 1000 rpm for 10 min. resulted in a precipitate that was removed by

consecutive syringe filtering. The fabrication of the SL was conducted by spincoating 20 alternating

layers of PMMA solution (2.5 wt% in toluene) and BaTiO3 solution (20 mg/mL in EtOH) at 5000

rpm for 20 s. A heat treatment (100 ◦C for 15 min) after spincoating each layer was necessary to

completely remove the solvent. The spincoating was done on a microscope glass slide cleaned with

piranha treatment.
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Brillouin light scattering

BLS is a noninvasive technique which utilizes the scattering of an incident probing laser beam

from thermally activated density fluctuations (phonons) in transparent materials along a certain

direction. The probing wave vector direction is selected with the scattering geometry, and its

wavenumber q‖ = 4π/λ sin(θ/2) is dependent on the wavelength of the probing beam λ = 532

nm and the scattering angle θ or propagation parallel to the substrate plane. The probing wave

vector q⊥(n) perpendicular to the substrate is depending on the refractive index, n, and the

analytical expression can be found elsewhere.125 The BLS spectrum for homogeneous materials

consists of a double frequency shift (±f) at GHz frequencies, resolved by a tandem Fabry-Pérot

interferometer (JRS Instruments), whereas for structured materials, a more complex spectrum

arises. The dispersion relation f(q) reveals much information such as sound velocity, effective

refractive index, and avoided frequency regions (band gaps) in the GHz regime.

Picosecond acoustic technique

An ultrashort (ps) light pulse of 800 nm is absorbed in a 100nm-thick layer of aluminum that is

used as transducer. As a result of the optical excitation, the transducer expands and a longitudinal

acoustic pulse is injected into the substrate. The acoustic pulse travels through the (100) silicon

substrate (100 µm) until the opposite side and reaches the sample. The detection of the pulses

is realized by probing the optical reflectivity with a pulse originating from the same laser which

excites the pulses, after passing through a delay line. The interference of the probe beam reflections

from the acoustic wave packet results in the temporal modulation of the reflectivity.

Optical spectroscopy

The optical transmittance of the SLs was checked by an UV/vis spectrometer (Varian, Cary 5G

UV/vis-NIR spectrometer) at normal incidence.

Electron microscopy

The morphology and microstructure of the SL were characterized by a scanning electron microscope

(SEM, LEO Gemini 1530) at 0.7 kV (Fig. 4.1). The measured thickness of the PMMA (TiO2)

layers is 40 ± 5 (57 ± 7) nm. A deviation of this value is observable, especially in certain layers that

are subsequently treated as defects, which are of special importance in the theoretical description

of the band structure. Nanoparticles were drop-coated on a carbon-coated copper grid from an

ethanolic solution and measured with at acceleration voltage of 120 kV with a transmission electron

microscope (TEM, JEOL 1400). Nanoparticles are spherical, with an average diameter of (7 ± 2)

nm.
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Theoretical modelling

The computation of BLS spectra is based on the calculation of DOS utilizing Green’s function

technique. The reader is referred to Suplemental Information of Schneider et al. 2013.60 The

effective sound velocities are computed by finite element method calculations by the commercial

software Comsol Multiphysics.
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Chapter 5

Planar phononic crystals

A suitable description of the behavior of phononic crystals leads to the determination of

its mechanical properties at nanoscale. In this chapter, the phononic dispersion relation

of 2D crystals and its theoretical representation allows the prediction of the direction-

dependent nanomechanics. The use of 2D crystals adds one degree of complexity to the

case of 1D crystals, and permits the investigation of anisotropy along two main orthogonal

directions in the substrate plane. It is particularly interesting to address the GHz phonon

propagation in plane, as potential applications such as MEMS and other planar actuators

might benefit from the fundaments provided in this chapter.

5.1 Polymeric one-dimensional grating

Determination of the mechanical properties of nanostructured soft materials and their

composites in a quantitative manner is of great importance to improve the fidelity in their

fabrication and to enable subsequent reliable utility. Here, we report on the characteri-

zation of the elastic and photoelastic parameters of a periodic array of nanowalls by the

non-invasive Brillouin light scattering technique and finite element calculations. The re-

solved elastic vibrational modes in high and low aspect ratio nanowalls reveal quantitative

and qualitative differences related to the two-beam interference lithography fabrication

conditions and subsequent aging in ambient conditions. Our results show that the pre-

diction of the behavior of nanostructures based on bulk knowledge is not adequate. The

phononic properties, namely the dispersion relations, can be drastically altered by changing

the surrounding material of the nanowalls. Here we demonstrated that liquid infiltration

turns the phononic function from a single-direction phonon-guiding to an anisotropic prop-

agation along the two orthogonal directions. The susceptibility of the phononic behavior

to the infiltrating liquid can be of unusual benefits, such as sensing and alteration of the
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materials under confinement.

This section is based on:

E. Alonso-Redondo, A. Gueddida, J. Li, B. Graczykowski, C. M. Sotomayor Torres, S.

Yang, Y. Pennec, B. Djafari-Rouhani, and G. Fytas. Directional elastic wave propagation

in high-aspect-ratio photoresist gratings: liquid infiltration and aging. Nanoscale, DOI:

10.1039/C6NR08312A (2017). Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chem-

istry. EAR carried the BLS measurements and wrote the manuscript. AG, YP and BDR

performed the theoretical calculations. JL and SY fabricated the samples. BG and CMST

provided the backscattering measurements. GF planned and supervised the project.

5.1.1 Introduction

Thin and patterned polymer films with nanoscopic thicknesses are materials with growing

interest, as the demand of miniaturization by the industry keeps on. Thin polymer struc-

tures are used in a variety of emerging applications including flexible electronics,153,154

superhydrophobic,155,156 phononic crystals125 and plasma etching masks.157 The polymer

nanostructures pose advantages in respect to their hard (e.g. silicon, metal) counterparts

as they can be transparent, biocompatible and low cost.158 One dimensional (1D) gratings

consisting on periodic arrays of nanowalls with high aspect ratio (AR = height / width)

are desired in many applications. For example, as plasma etching mask, high AR poly-

mer nanowalls increase the etching resistance; therefore the diffraction efficiency of the

resulting grating is improved.157 However, the increasing compliance also limit the max-

imum AR of nanowalls achievable, due to collapsing of the structures during fabrication

or post-applications.159

The direct fabrication of high AR (>2) polymer gratings has been elusive by photo-

and nanoimprint lithography using conventional polymers.160 Organosilicate photoresists

have enhanced the mechanical properties of the gratings, for the fabrication of stable

ultrahigh AR (up to 10) by interference lithography.161 The mechanical properties of

the resulting nanowalls differ from the bulk depending on the degree of polymerization,

post-exposure baking and rinsing processes. These nanowalls are amenable to buckling by

boundary forces resulting from dissimilar expansion of the sample to the substrate.162 Also,

capillary forces during drying of patterned lithographic films from developer lead to pattern

collapse if the AR is high or the material is mechanically weak.163 As the properties of bulk

polymers are relatively well understood, the behavior of the same materials in nanoscopic

systems can differ considerably.77 Besides the dependence of the mechanical properties on

the dimension, the local mobility expressed in the glass transition (Tg) is also altered.75
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In bulk polymers, Tg is closely connected to the temperature dependence of mechanical

moduli. The large surface to volume ratio in nanoscopic films can strongly affect mobility

near the free surfaces. The stability and mechanical properties of nanostructures is of

paramount importance to guarantee their optimal performance. Therefore it is requisite

to develop methods to the precisely measurement of the mechanical behavior of nanoscopic

polymer structures.

The state-of-the-art methods for nanomechanic measurements are based either on de-

formation,77,78 or on acoustic wave propagation.79,164 Both methods pose limitations: the

former is destructive, while the latter requires a complex sample preparation. Both assume

linear stress-strain relationship,165 and cannot resolve the direction-dependent mechanical

behaviors.11Yet, in the case of deformation tests, the estimation of the Young’s modulus is

based on the assumed value of the Poisson’s ratio. The frequently employed atomic force

microscopy (AFM) indentation technique suffers from drawbacks originating from small

contact forces in the probe-sample interaction, and the influence of the rigid substrate.166

20 In this context, Brillouin light scattering (BLS) emerges as a robust technique that

provides an alternative for the non-invasively determination of the direction-dependent

mechanical properties at nanoscale, without complicated sample preparation. In BLS, the

analysis of the spectral distribution of the scattered light by thermal phonons provides in-

formation about the mechanical properties of polymer thin films in their elastic response

regime (GHz).65 In the case of supported films, the influence of the supporting substrate

is reliably predicted by the theory.132

Here, we estimate the direction-dependent nanomechanical properties of high AR

nanoscopic gratings using BLS. The recorded spectra (frequency and intensity) are func-

tion of the geometric, elastic and photoelastic parameters. Through finite element method

(FEM) modeling we access to the complete characterization of the 1D grating consist-

ing of an array of nanowalls. As the susceptibility of nanowall collapsing is dependent

on the aspect ratio,163,167 we evaluate their size-dependent fidelity on high AR and low

AR nanowalls. The direction-dependence is assessed in both, pristine and buckled grat-

ings. Fundamental understanding of the mechanical properties of nanoscopic nanowalls

will provide insights how to improve the material performance, and realize the tuning of

these sensitive materials by infiltrating liquid in the interstices of the grating. The presence

of periodicity in the sub micrometer range invokes phonon interactions in hypersonic fre-

quencies that inevitably leads to deviations from the linear acoustic dispersion -frequency

f versus wave vector q. Record of f(q) is necessary to unveil phononic behaviors that

essentially determine the flow of the elastic energy in nanostructured materials. Therefore,
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5.1. Polymeric one-dimensional grating

in addition to the nanomechanic characterization, the phononic character of the grating is

assessed in both pristine and liquid filled structures.

5.1.2 Results

The 1D gratings consisting of a periodic array of soft nanowalls were fabricated by two-

beam interference lithography (Methods) with two distinct AR = 11 (nanowalls, Fig. 5.1)

and AR= 2 (nanolines).168 In brief, the photoresist film was prepared from epoxy poly-

hedral oligomeric silsesquoxane (epoxy-POSS), a transparent organosilicate consisting of

POSS molecules (smallest silica particles) with covalently bonded epoxy groups suitable

for polymerization. The spincoated film was exposed to a 532nm-laser, and baked at 50

◦C to crosslink the exposed regions. Then, the grating was developed in propylene glycol

monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA). The geometric parameters height h, width w and

period a were determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images and are listed

in Table 5.1. The distinct AR in nanowalls and nanolines allows the exploration of the

elastic properties as a function of h. Nanowalls and nanolines are prepared directly on

glass substrates, therefore the gratings are independent.133,169

h
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b)a)

Fig. 5.1: Structure of the high AR nanowalls. a) Schematic illustration of a 1D- grating
with lattice constant a, width w, and height h along with the principal axes. b) Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) images of nanowalls (AR = 11); the bending is due to the electron
beam during imaging by SEM.

Table 5.1: Characteristic dimensions of the photoresist gratings.a

Sample h (nm) w (nm) AR a (nm) w/a

Nanowalls 2700 250 11 630 0.4
Nanolines 600 320 2 650 0.5
aLattice constant (a), height (h), width (w), aspect ratio (AR = h/w) and width to lattice constant
ratio (w/a).
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High aspect ratio nanowalls

Direct measurements of elastic properties in soft gratings are performed with the non-

contact and non-destructive BLS technique. BLS spectroscopy is based on the photoelastic

interaction of thermal hypersonic (GHz) elastic excitations with the probing laser beam.

Thermal phonons interact with the photons to give rise to a momentum transfer manifested

as frequency shifts in the recorded spectrum of scattered light. The momentum transfer

between the incident photon and an elastic single mode (phonon) is expressed by ~ q =

~ qs - ~ qi, where ~ qi and ~ qs are the momenta of the incident and scattered photons,

respectively. The spectral Brillouin shift, f , depends on the direction and magnitude of

the scattering wave vector q as described in the dispersion relation f(q). For transmission

(T) geometry (Fig. 5.2a) the modulus of the wave vector is q = 4π/λT sin(θ/2) (λT = 532

nm, θ is the scattering angle) and for backscattering (BS) geometry (inset Fig. 5.2e) is q =

4π/λBS sinα (λBS = 514.5 nm), where α the angle of the beam to the normal of the sub-

strate. Responsible for BLS at T and BS geometries is the photoelastic and surface ripple

mechanisms, respectively. The ripple mechanism –weak in transparent materials170,171– is

enhanced in this transparent material by a thin (∼15 nm) aluminum coat, which results

in a weak blue shift (< 3%) of the phonon frequencies due to the structure stiffening, as

confirmed by FEM calculations. In the T-geometry, the incident light is vertical (V) to the

scattering plane xz (Fig. 5.2a). The polarized spectrum was recorded with a vertical (V)

polarization, while the depolarized spectrum was recorded with horizontal (H) polarization

(in xz plane). In the back-scattering experiment, the incident light is horizontally polar-

ized, and the collected light is vertically polarized (HV). Polarized and depolarized light

carry distinct information about longitudinal or transverse displacement modes, respec-

tively. The dispersion relation f(q) was recorded along the nanowalls (x axis, Fig. 5.2a)

because along the periodicity direction (y axis) the strong diffracted beams obscures the

BLS signal in the transmission geometry.

An in situ characterization of the periodicity of the grating was performed through the

scattering of the diffracted beams in T-geometry. The strongly diffracted beams act as

input beams for subsequent scattering in the glass substrate by the bulk longitudinal and

transverse phonons. Their frequency shift is described by

f(k) =
cglass

2π

√
G2 + k2 ± 2Gk sinϕ (5.1)

Here G = 2π/a is the reciprocal lattice constant, ϕ is the relative angle between the

probing wave vector q and the nanowalls (Fig. 5.11 inset) and cglass is the sound velocity
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Fig. 5.2: Brillouin light scattering on high aspect ratio nanowalls. a) Schematic of the
BLS scattering geometry (transmission). ki, ks are the incident and scattered wave vectors
respectively, oriented an angle θ respect to each other. q is the scattering wave vector along
the nanowalls. b) Experimental polarized (VV) BLS spectrum represented by a sum of
Lorentzian shapes (blue and red solid lines). c) Dispersion relation f(q), acquired in VV
(black circles) and VH (blue circles) polarizations. Solid lines denote the representation of pL
and pT modes by Eq. 5.1, while the dashed lines are guides for the eye. d) Experimental BS
BLS spectrum represented by a Lorentzian shape (red line). e) Dispersion relation acquired
in BS geometry (HV polarization, purple circles) dashed line is a guide for the eye. BS
geometry is illustrated in the inset.

in the glass substrate. Equation 5.1 is obtained from f = cglassq/2π, with q2 = q2
x+q2

y , and

qy = k ±G, due to the momentum conservation.172 For propagation along the nanowalls

(ϕ = 0), there are two branches (pL and pT in Fig. 5.2c) dependent on substrate sound

velocity, either the longitudinal or the transverse (Table 5.2). If q has a y-component

(ϕ 6= 0) with an orientation as small as 1◦, each “periodicity peak” in the BLS spectrum

splits into a doublet; thus there are four branches in the dispersion plot. The sensitivity of

the spectrum to the nanowall orientation in the scattering plane allows a precise control

on the q-direction. Representation of the experimental points by Eq. 5.1 (solid lines in

Fig. 5.2c) using fixed the known values of the two glass sound velocities yields the lattice

parameter a.
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Chapter 5. Planar phononic crystals

Apart from the pL and pT branches, the dispersion plot (Fig. 5.2c) consist of five

branches (1-5 ) related to the elastic excitations within the photoresist gratings, along

the nanowalls. The recorded spectra in transmission geometry consist of many peaks

(representative spectrum in Fig. 5.2b), and in backscattering geometry a single phonon

was observed (Fig. 5.2d). The dispersion relation f(q) in Fig. 5.2c, consists of a collection

of branches acquired in VV polarization (black) and VH polarization (blue). Branch 1

in Fig. 5.2e was acquired with HV polarization in backscattering geometry. The nature

of the observed modes is being disclosed by the theoretical representation of the full BLS

spectrum.
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Fig. 5.3: Band sorting method. a) Full dispersion curves of nanowalls calculated for their
300 first eigenfrequencies. b) Dispersion curves of the modes with mainly ux and uy com-
ponents (Pxy ≤ 0.8).

We utilize the FEM analysis (Methods) to calculate the dispersion curves of elastic

waves propagating along the nanowalls. Many modes are anticipated due to the finite

size of the nanowalls and their attachment to a quasi-rigid substrate. To filter the modes

that contribute strongly to the BLS intensity, we use the band sorting method and the

photoelastic coupling between the probing light and the sorted elastic modes.98 Since the

material of nanowalls have very different acoustic impedance (Z = cρ) than the substrate,

we shall be mostly interested in the modes below the sound lines of the glass substrate (red

lines in Fig. 5.3a) which are highly confined inside the nanowalls and cannot penetrate

into the substrate. Still, due to the finite size of the nanowalls and nanolines, there are a

great number of dispersion curves below the glass sound lines. One can make a selection of

the modes for which the displacement field is mainly composed of ux and uy components.

This selection is based on a band sorting method by means of the following relation:
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5.1. Polymeric one-dimensional grating

Pxy =

∫∫∫
Nanowalls

(
|ux|2 + |uy|2

)
dV∫∫∫

Unit cell (|ux|2 + |uy|2 + |uz|2) dV
(5.2)

This relation means that the mode which have mainly ux and uy components display a

Pxy close to 1, whereas the modes with uz component have Pxy close to 0. Fig. 5.3b

shows the dispersion branches that satisfy to the condition Pxy ≤ 0.8. One can recognize

a similarity between these modes and those of an infinite plate of equal thickness as the

nanowall (Fig. 5.6a). Therefore we call them Sn and An like (n is an integer) for the modes

whose displacement fields are respectively symmetric and antisymmetric with respect to

the mid-plane of the plate.

The dielectric tensor εjk at any given point is modulated by the elastic wave due

to the strain tensor S`m: δεjk = Pjk`mS`m, where Pjk`m is the photoelastic (Pockels)

tensor. In isotropic homogeneous media, only two photoelastic constants describe the

materials, in Voigt notation P11 (= P1111) and P12 (= P1122).173 The BLS intensity is

given by I = |Es|2 ∝
∣∣∣ 1

2πf

∫
V ei~q~r

∑
k`m Pjk`mS`mE

0dV
∣∣∣2, where E0, ES are the incident

and scattered electric fields, respectively, V is the scattering volume and i is the imaginary

number. In our particular case where the propagation is along x (~r = (1,0,0)), the BLS

intensities in VV and VH polarizations are:174

IV V ∝
∣∣∣∣ 1

2πf

∫
V

eiqx (P12∂xux + P11∂yuy + P12∂zuz)E
0dV

∣∣∣∣2 (5.3)

IV H ∝
∣∣∣∣ 1

2πf

∫
V

eiqx
P11 − P12

2

[
cos

θ

2
(∂xuy + ∂yux) + sin

θ

2
(∂yuz + ∂zuy)

]
E0dV

∣∣∣∣2 ,
(5.4)

where ui is the displacement and ∂j denotes a partial derivative along the j-th direc-

tion. The selection rules in Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4 allow only few modes to contribute to the

BLS intensity in each polarization (Fig. 5.4a and Fig. 5.4b). The theoretical spectra were

convoluted with the instrumental width (∼0.3 GHz). The excess of broadening in the

experimental spectrum is due to additional damping because of phonon scattering and

secondary relaxation in the glassy epoxy. The nanowall elastic and photoelastic param-

eters (in Table 5.2) are then obtained from the unique theoretical description of the full

experiment (dispersion and peak intensities).

Fig. 5.4 displays the theoretical BLS intensity (IV V + IV H) dispersion relation. The

bands with sufficiently large BLS intensity are colored, while the bands with zero intensity

are set to a certain transparency for visualization purposes. A thorough inspection of
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Fig. 5.4: High aspect ratio nanowalls. a-b) Experimental (green) and computed (red)
spectrum at q = 0.0135 nm−1 in VV and VH polarization. The experimental spectra have
been represented by a sum of Lorentzian lines (black). The shaded region in (b) corresponds
to the scattering peak of the glass substrate. (c) Computed BLS intensity (VV + VH
polarizations) and experimental (pink circles) phononic band diagram. The arrow marks the
wavenumber of the spectra in (a-b). d) Normalized total (utotal) and selected displacement
field along x (ux) and y (uy) directions of a nanowall slice (tilted, see xyz axes), at q =
0.0135 nm−1 and three frequencies as indicated in the plot. The total displacement has been
exaggerated for visualization purposes, and the nanowalls AR is not to scale.

the dispersion plot (Fig. 5.4c) reveals that the experimental points can be satisfactorily

described by the Lamb modes of an infinite plate of the same wall thickness, w (Fig. 5.6).

Lamb modes are classified as An and Sn, with antisymmetric and symmetric displacements

of the plate free surfaces from their mid-plane, respectively. Based on the displacement

field, An modes are observed in VH (Fig. 5.4b, Eq. 2), while Sn modes are observed in VV

(Fig. 5.4a, Eq. 3) polarization. The fundamental modes A0 (flexural) and S0 (extensional)

are the most important since they carry large fraction of the elastic energy and have no

low cut-off frequency as their harmonics (Fig. 5.4c). Higher order modes are nascent (q =

0) at a resonant frequency of the plate f = mc/2w, where m is a positive integer, and c is

the epoxy’s transverse velocity for even An and odd Sn modes, or the epoxy’s longitudinal

velocity for odd An and even Sn modes. The dependence of the fundamental modes

with the transverse cT and longitudinal cL velocities of sound in epoxy is related to their

symmetry and the wave vector. For instance, S0-like mode is sensitive to the variation

of cT and not too much to cL, whereas the S1-like mode is sensitive to the variation of

cL and becomes also sensitive to cT when the wave vector increases. A more quantitative

evaluation of these dependences is discussed in the “Morphological effects” section. In our

work, the band structure has been calculated for several choices of these velocities. The

best comparison with experiments is obtained for the cT and cL values listed in Table 5.2

with a variance about 4% and 10%, respectively. The elastic parameters in Table 5.2 reveal
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5.1. Polymeric one-dimensional grating

bulk-polymer-like behavior of pristine high AR nanowalls as both the Poisson ratio (0.32)

and the longitudinal sound velocity (2620 m/s) are values typical for glassy polymers.

Access to exactly the same bulk material forming the gratings is not possible, since the

fabrication involves a process of crosslinking by an interference pattern of variable intensity,

and post-exposure baking and developing that affects the final properties.175 Hence, the

non-destructive in situ characterization of the grating is crucial.

The observed modes 1-5 in Fig. 5.2c are identified as A0, S0, A1, S1 and S2, respec-

tively. The displacement fields of some of the modes that contribute to the BLS intensity

are displayed in Fig. 5.4d. These modes can be understood as guided modes along x di-

rection, and stationary in y and z directions. At low q’s (< 2π/w ∼ 0.026 nm−1), the

A0-like mode (active in VH and HV polarizations) is dominated by the transverse uy,

while the S0-like mode (active in VV) is prevailed by the longitudinal ux displacement.

At high q’s, the wavelength of the phonon is shorter than the wall thickness, and the A0

and S0 modes propagate on the vertical free surfaces of the walls with the speed of a

Rayleigh wave of epoxy. Higher harmonics, corresponding to stationary waves along the

height of the nanowall with their oscillations in the z-axis, contribute little to the BLS

spectra (blue-transparent lines in Fig. 5.4c). These modes become more important with

the decrease in AR, and indeed their intensity is stronger in nanolines (Fig. 5.7g).

Aging effects

Polymer gratings are amenable to age by factors such as humidity, stress and temper-

ature.162,165,176,177 Since one of our goals is to tune the elastic properties of nanowalls

by liquid infiltration, the study of possible shape deformation of the gratings under wet

conditions is relevant. Nanowalls stored in the lab for a few months —under ambient
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Fig. 5.6: Lamb plate theoretical dispersion plot (orange open circles) and experimental dis-
persion (black spheres) for a) high aspect ratio nanowalls and b) short aspect ratio nanolines.
The experimental points have been acquired in both T and BS geometry.

temperature (≈ 23◦C) and humidity— are buckled (Fig. 5.7a). It has been reported that

nanowalls exposed to humidity absorb water and swell.178 Because the nanowalls are at-

tached to a rigid substrate, residual stress along the lamina is created. When the critical

stress S∗ is reached, straight nanowalls form wavy patterns.165

Since the elastic vibrations of the straight nanowalls can be described effectively by an

infinite plate, the BLS intensities of the buckled structures are computed for the infinite

plate instead of the finite nanowalls. The theoretical BLS intensities at several q’s are

displayed for three values of the amplitude (δ) and the period (d) of the wavy patterns

(inset to Fig. 5.7a) are displayed in Fig. 5.7b and Fig. 5.7c, respectively. The blue lines

are for d = 8400 nm and δ = 646 nm (observed values by SEM) and the green lines

denote spectral shape for the straight plate (δ = 0 nm or d→∞). In general, a variation

of either d or δ results in a diminution of the BLS intensities accompanied by a slight

Table 5.2: Physical quantities of the gratings used in the theoretical calculations.b

Parameter Nanowalls Nanolines Substrate Cargille PDMS

ρ (kg/m3) 1190 1190 2200 1000 965
cL (m/s) 2620 2950 5660 1670 1000
cT (m/s) 1350 1450 3390

ν 0.32 0.34 0.22
E (GPa) 5.29 6.20 617

n 1.50 1.50 1.55 1.516 1.396
P11/P12 0.100 0.667

bDensity (ρ), longitudinal (cL) and transverse (cT ) sound velocities, Poisson’s ratio (ν), Young’s
modulus (E), refractive index (n) and photoelastic coefficients ratio (P11/P12).
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Chapter 5. Planar phononic crystals

red-shift relative to straight plate case; to observe a significant red-shift, δ/d must be

unrealistically small. As the zig-zag structure does not display a symmetry plane, more

modes (than only S0-like and S1-like) can be involved in the scattering process. The results

remain similar to the straight nanowalls as far as the ratio δ/d is small, upon increasing

δ/d more modes appear in the vibration spectrum. Therefore, a moderated buckling does

not affect strongly the phonon propagation along the nanowalls.

The apparent touching of the buckled nanowalls (Fig. 5.7a) could, in principle, alter

the dispersion relation, and the phonon-guiding character. To evaluate precisely the influ-

ence of contact between walls, the dispersion relation for two walls touching in their tops

was computed. No significant changes in the dispersion are found for one-point contact,

or 1/4 of the nanowall height h (Fig. 5.8). For a touching portion larger than h/2, there

are significant changes in the dispersion; the formed pseudo-plate behaves as a Lamb plate

of 2w thickness. Nevertheless, the latter scenario is highly unrealistic and is disregarded.

Consequently, touching of the nanowalls is not expected to alter the phononic properties.

However, the experimental dispersion relation of the aged gratings reveal changes at high

q’s (or short sizes) and the observed disparity deviation is ascribed to morphological is-

sues due to fabrication (see “Morphological effects” section). In this context it is worth

mentioning that in previous backscattering BLS studies on polymer nanolines the effect

of trapezoidal shape was not considered in the numerical calculations.179
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Fig. 5.8: Effect of the contact between high aspect ratio nanowalls in the VV BLS intensity:
a) small contact area, nanowalls touch about 1/4 of their height h; b) large contact area,
nanowalls touch about 1/2 of their height. The bands of greater intensity in b) correspond
to the Lamb modes of a plate of 2w width.

In order to test the role of nanowall height on the buckling effect, we measured the

dispersion by BLS of short AR (= 2) nanolines. In contrast to the nanowalls, nanolines
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5.1. Polymeric one-dimensional grating

seem robust against buckling and there is no significant deformation (Fig. 5.7d) when aged

at the same conditions as the nanowalls. Assuming that S∗ × (AR)2 is constant for the

same material,165 the critical compression stress S∗ in the case of nanolines should be ≈

30 times higher than that of the nanowalls, in agreement with the absence of significant

deformation in Fig. 5.7d. Thus, nanolines can accommodate higher stress than nanowalls.

To qualitatively capture the band structure shown in Fig. 5.7g, faster sound velocities and

hence higher Young modulus of nanolines are necessary compared to those for nanowalls

(Table 5.2). This is in line with the expected increase of bending stiffness and the compres-

sive residual stress of short AR nanolines.159,180 The disparity of the mechanical strength

(∼15%) in the two photoresist gratings fabricated by the same original material clearly

indicates the necessity of non-destructive metrology, in particular for nanostructures. And

this is not restricted to a single physical property (Table 5.2).

The experimental dispersion can still be captured by the guided Lamb modes of an

infinite plate of the same width w (Fig. 5.6), in spite of their small AR. However, the sup-

pression of extensional S0 mode in the nanoline spectrum is remarkable (Fig. 5.7f) in view

of the strong intensity of S0 in high AR nanowalls (Fig. 5.4a). The justification of the S0

suppression involves a photoelastic coefficient ratio P11/P12 higher than in the nanowalls

case (0.67 vs. 0.10 in Table 5.2), despite being fabricated from the same original material.

A possible reason for this elasto-optic modification could be related to the variation of

the epoxy crosslinking characteristics, as a consequence of the sinusoidal interference light

intensity, and the longer crosslinking times for short nanolines.161 As P11 relates to dis-

placements parallel to the polarization direction (y-axis), i.e. flexural modes, a stronger

crosslinked polymeric matrix could accommodate an increase of P11. While the photoelas-

tic coefficients are well defined for crystalline materials,181 in the case of polymers subtle

local structural changes can impart these coefficients. Again this disparity emphasizes the

importance of material characterization at different length scales.

Morphological effects

To examine whether morphological changes of the nanolines and nanowalls relate to the

observed change of the elastic parameters, we consider the effect of the grating wall shape.

Deviation from the theoretical rectangular shape is feasible in the soft matter. We con-

sider two deviations from the ideal straight rectangular shape: (i) round top and round
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Fig. 5.9: Theoretical BLS spectra at q = 0.0118 nm−1 as a function of the nanoline section
shape.

grafting of the nanolines to the substrate (Fig. 5.9) and (ii) trapezoidal nanowalls being

narrower on the top than at the bottom (Fig. 5.10). The BLS intensities and the disper-

sion relation are not significantly affected by including a small rounding either on the top

(Fig. 5.9b) or at the bottom (Fig. 5.9c) of the nanowall structure.179 The second shape

defect (trapezoidal) can relate to the sinusoidal profile of the interference light pattern.

Only above a critical light intensity the oligomers will be crosslinked; hence the bottom

of the nanowalls should have larger crosslinking area than the top, leading to a broader

bottom of the nanowalls. The computed BLS intensity-dispersion relation of a trapezoidal

nanowall can be understood as the superposition of the dispersions by a nanowall with

thickness in a range 100-250 nm. The S0 and S1-like bands are broad because the phase-

matching frequency sweeps the acoustic dispersion curve as the width of the nanowall

increases. That creates an apparent blue-shift of the S-like modes (Fig. 5.10a). The in-

crease of the sound velocities, in general, causes a blue-shift of the modes (Fig. 5.5) but

it does not suffice to completely capture the blue shift of the resolved acoustic branches.

More specifically, the S0-like mode is sensitive to cT as well as the S1-like mode but at

higher wave vectors (Fig. 5.5). In contrast, the increase of cL mostly produces a blue shift

of only S1 and S2-like modes. The trapezoidal shape, together with the slight increase in

velocities is necessary to completely describe the experimental dispersion. In conclusion,

the phononic dispersion of nanowalls is very sensitive to variations in the wall thickness,

but not variations of their edges shape.
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Fig. 5.10: a) Experimental dispersion plot (VV polarization) of trapezoidal aged nanowalls
(pink) is blue-shifted respect to the original (green). b) Cross section SEM micrograph
displays the distinct width at the base (bottom inset) and the top (upper inset) of the
nanowalls. c) Dispersion relation colored according to the VV BLS intensity.

Liquid filled gratings

Based on the displacement field of the vibration modes in Fig. 5.4d, the strain is localized

inside the nanowall volume, while the substrate is essentially unstrained. In order to

examine the phonon confinement along the nanowalls, we recorded the dispersion relation

with different orientations of q with respect to the wall direction, as illustrated in the

inset to Fig. 5.11. The superposition of the modes 1, 2 and 4 when their frequencies

are plotted as a function of the projected qx (= q · cosϕ) evidences the guidance of the

elastic excitations along the nanowalls. In fact, the computed density of states at several

angles ϕ (Fig. 5.12) supports the experimental finding. This is an advantage when utilizing

nanowalls as host for liquids; we emphasize that the main discrepancies between the empty

and liquid-filled nanowalls are not due to the buckling, but entirely to the filling liquid.

The phononic behavior of high AR gratings is expected to be significantly altered

upon the presence of a different environment (i.e. liquid). We infiltrated the gratings

with a refractive index matched liquid (Cargille Laboratories) that suppresses partially

the diffracted beams in transmission geometry. In this case, it is possible to record the

phonon propagation across the nanowalls (y direction). The infiltration of the grating

with a liquid allows the propagation of the longitudinal acoustic wave along and across

the nanowalls. Fig. 5.13a displays the theoretical and experimental dispersion relation

for propagation across the nanowalls (where the displacement has mainly uy and uz com-

ponents) of Cargille-filled nanowalls. In this case, the grating behaves as 1D phononic

crystal for longitudinal waves across the walls with the experimental points falling into
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5.1. Polymeric one-dimensional grating

the reduced 3rd and 4th Brillouin zone. The branches with the highest BLS intensities in

Fig. 5.13a relate to the well-known folded acoustic branches of an infinite 1D phononic

crystal.60 Between these branches, additional branches with little contribution to BLS

correspond to stationary waves along the z-axis as a consequence of the finite size of the

grating. The dispersion relation across the nanowalls (y axis) is qualitatively different from

that along nanowalls (x axis, Fig. 5.13b) for which no band gap is predicted. However,

the experimental dispersion could look similar (Fig. 5.14) in view of the similar effective

sound velocities in parallel (ceff,x = 2125 m/s) and perpendicular (ceff,y =1880 m/s) to

the walls. In this case, the phonon guiding evidenced by Fig. 5.11 is not apparent, and

was confirmed by measurements (not shown here) at different orientation angles ϕ.
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Fig. 5.13: Infiltration. Dispersion of a) across and b) along high aspect ratio nanowalls
infiltrated with Cargille liquid. c) Dispersion along PDMS-infiltrated nanowalls. PDMS is
assumed to form a solid layer around the nanowalls (thickness of 10 nm, cT,layer = 250 m/s).

The dispersion relation along the nanowalls (x-axis) is distinctly different in the two

cases of empty (Fig. 5.4c) and filled (Fig. 5.13b) grating. While the former displays multiple

branches corresponding to the propagation of phonons along the nanowalls, the dispersion

relation of the latter shows only two branches of S-like character. The experiment captures

only the upper one (Fig. 5.13b), probably because the lower branch is obscured by the

Rayleigh peak. The higher orders contribute weakly to the BLS intensity. Note that in

the FEM calculations of the infiltrated grating the effect of buckling was not simulated

because first, the wavy patterns are random and second, the wavelength of the wavy

patterns (d) is much longer in comparison with the phonon wavelength; these two factors

cannot lead to an observable phononic effect.182 Hence, the simulations were performed

with straight nanowalls. The elastic and photoelastic parameters needed for the theoretical

modelling are the same in the filled and empty grating. The new introduced parameter is
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Fig. 5.14: a) Experimental dispersion relation measured with probing q along (φ = 0◦)
and perpendicular (φ = 90◦) to the nanowalls. The dashed line is a guide for the eye. b-c)
VV spectra at 0.0167 nm−1 b) along and c) across the nanowalls.

the photoelastic coefficient for the liquid P = 4, which adopts a value higher than in the

epoxy.

In order to verify the sensitivity of the grating to different infiltrating liquids, we filled

a second sample of nanowalls with PDMS. In contrast to the previous case, the dispersion

curves (Fig. 5.13c) contain an almost flat branch around 5 GHz, observed also in other

periodic structures infiltrated with PDMS.65 It is supposed that a very thin solidified layer

of PDMS is formed under confinement. The flat branch in Fig. 5.13c can be rationalized

if we assumed that PDMS forms a solid layer in contact to the epoxy nanowalls of 10 nm

thickness and transverse sound velocity cT,layer = 250 m/s. This theoretical flat branch in

Fig. 5.13c obtained in this way is associated with a strong displacement field in the solid

PDMS layer. The susceptibility of the guided modes along nanowalls to the infiltrating

liquid can be of unusual benefits: both sensing and alteration of the materials under

confinement.67

5.1.3 Conclusions

We have studied the elastic excitations of 1D epoxy-POSS gratings normal to the pe-

riodicity direction from two different ARs using BLS. Full theoretical FEM calculations

yield the elastic and photoelastic parameters of the structure that are dependent on the

fabrication conditions and aging. In spite of the predominant buckling defects presented

in high AR nanowalls after aging, the propagation along the epoxy is preserved along

the grating in air. The liquid infiltration activates the propagation across the nanowalls.
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5.1. Polymeric one-dimensional grating

The recorded dispersion along the two main orthogonal directions (x and y) is distinct,

revealing anisotropy in the phonon propagation. We believe that the nanowall gratings

are suitable not only as hosts for liquids but as nano-building blocks towards architected

materials.17 Specifically, the assembly of resonant building blocks of different length scales

could lead to extraordinary stiffening of the whole structure by phonon filtering at several

frequency scales.14,183

5.1.4 Methods

Fabrication of nanogratings

The soft gratings were fabricated by two-beam interference lithography according to the procedure

described in Li et al.161 In brief, the photoresist film was prepared from 50-70 wt% of epoxy poly-

hedral oligomeric silsesquoxane (epoxy-POSS, EP0408 from Hybrid Plastics) and 0.9 wt% (relative

to the mass of epoxy-POSS) Irgacure 261 (visible photoacid generator, PAG, Ciba Specialty Chem-

icals). The exposed regions were crosslinked by baking at 50◦C for 35 s, followed by development

in propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA, Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min. To prevent

the pattern collapse of the high aspect ratio nanolines, we rinsed the sample in isopropanol (IPA,

Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min, followed by drying in CO2 supercritical point dryer (SAMDRI-PVT-

3D, Tousimis). The incident angles of the beams determine the periodicity and the height of the

nanolines (i.e. film thickness) could be fine-tuned by spin coating speed. Here, we investigated

two of them, AR = h/w = 2 (nanolines) and 11 (nanowalls).

Scanning electron microscopy

The morphology and dimensions of the nanowalls and nanolines were characterized by a scanning

electron microscope (SEM, LEO Gemini 1530 ) at 0.7 kV.

Brillouin light scattering

BLS is a non-invasive technique which utilizes the scattering of an incident probing laser beam

from thermally activated density fluctuations (phonons) in transparent materials along a certain

direction. In transmission geometry, the probing wave vector orientation respect to the nanowalls

ϕ is selected with the scattering geometry, and its wavenumber q = 4π/λ sin(θ/2) is dependent

on the wavelength of the probing beam λ = 532 nm and the scattering angle θ for propagation

parallel to the substrate plane. The BLS spectrum consists of a family of frequency doublets

at GHz frequencies, resolved by a tandem Fabry-Perót interferometer (JRS Instruments). In

backscattering (BS) geometry, the wavenumber q = 4π/λBS sin(α) (λBS = 514.5 nm) depends on

the angle of incidence α respect to the normal of the film. The BLS spectra are represented by a

sum of Lorentzian shapes; the error in the peak position is about ± 0.05 GHz (<1 %).
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Theoretical modeling

The dispersion curves f(q) of the nanowalls are obtained by solving the elasticity equations of

motion by using the finite element method (FEM), by means of the software Comsol Multiphysics.

Due to the periodicity of the structure along y direction, the problem is solved in one unit cell

by assuming periodic boundary conditions at the limits of the unit cell. Free stress boundary

conditions are used at the surfaces of the ridge which are in contact with vacuum whereas fixed

boundary conditions are used at the bottom surface of the glass substrate (assumed to be of finite

thickness). From the knowledge of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the structure, one can

calculate the BLS spectra based on Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4. The calculations were performed using the

parameters of Table 5.2; otherwise is stated. The sensitivity of the peak position of the modes in

the theoretical spectra has a complex dependence on the elastic parameters and the wavenumber q,

and is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. The theoretical spectra are compared with experiments by allowing

the epoxy’s acoustic velocities cL and cT to change by 10 % and 4 %, respectively, with respect to

the best agreement.
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5.2 Square patterned polymer

The phononic band diagram of a periodic square structure fabricated by femtosecond laser

pulse-induced two photon polymerization is recorded by Brillouin light scattering (BLS)

at hypersonic (GHz) frequencies and computed by finite element method. The theoreti-

cal calculations along the two main symmetry directions quantitatively capture the band

diagrams of the air-and liquid-filled structure and moreover represent the BLS intensities.

The theory helps identify the observed modes, reveals the origin of the observed bandgaps

at the Brillouin zone boundaries and unravels direction dependent effective medium be-

havior.

This section is based on:

A. M. Rakhymzhanov, A. Gueddida, E. Alonso-Redondo, Z. N. Utegulov, D. Perevoznik,

K. Kurselis, B. N. Chichkov, E. H. El Boudouti, B. Djafari-Rouhani, and G. Fytas.

Band structure of cavity-type hypersonic phononic crystals fabricated by femtosecond laser-

induced two-photon polymerization. Appl. Phys. Lett. 108, 201901 (2016). EAR per-

formed the measurements. AMR, ZNU, DP, KK, BNC fabricated the sample. AG, EHEB

and BDR did the theoretical calculations. GF, BDR and EAR wrote the manuscript.

5.2.1 Introduction

Phononic crystals (PnC), the acoustic analogues of photonic crystals, are periodic struc-

tures made of materials with different acoustic impedances. The main consequence of the

structure periodicity is the formation of band gaps in the phonon dispersion at certain

wavelengths commensurate with the lattice constant. PnC with periodicity in the sub-

micrometer range can block hypersonic phonons with potential applications in compact

wireless and sensing devices.37,184 Control over the GHz phonons in polymers and semi-

conductors could lead to the design of new highly efficient hybrid photonic-phononic signal

processing technologies.31 Devices in the optoelectronics industry such as resonators, cav-

ities and waveguides can be realized in a phononic crystal by removal or distortion of the

inclusions.37,185

Since the first realization of a hypersonic phononic band gap,29 the design, fabrication

and characterization of 1D, 2D and 3D hypersonic phononic crystals (hPnC) has been the

subject of intensive research.32,60,71,72,113,186–189 However, the fabrication of such periodic

crystals is still a technological challenge, since control over the periodicity for various 3D

architectures on the sub micrometer scale is necessary. Electron and focused ion-beam

lithographic techniques are powerful in producing 2D GHz phononic structures in opaque
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media.63,190 Self-assembly by vertical lifting deposition29,32 and holographic interference

lithography,28,161,186 have enabled fabrication of 2D hPnC in transparent polymeric media

with limited 3D architectures. To realize true multiple 3D nano- and micro-structured

structures in photosensitive polymeric media, direct laser writing technology based on

multi-photon absorption processes such as two-photon polymerization (2PP) is a very

attractive option.17,191,192 Because of the threshold behavior and nonlinear nature of the

2PP process, small spatial features with optical resolution beyond the diffraction limit can

be achieved. By scanning the focused laser spot inside a photo-resist various predefined

3D topographic shapes can be formed. So far 2PP technique has been applied for the

fabrication of 2D and 3D photonic crystals.193–198 but we are not aware of its utilization

in phononics. In this work, we use femtosecond laser 2PP to fabricate square lattice hPnCs

based on zirconium propoxide-based hybrid sol-gel photosensitive material.197

There are few reports on cavity-type hPnCs with cylindrical nanopores, e.g. with a

single crystalline epoxy/air sample28 and anodic porous alumina containing hexagonal

arrays of aligned nanopores oriented normal to the film surface,198,199 and square arrays

of holes of the Si-membranes.200 Using Brillouin light scattering spectroscopy (BLS) in

transmission geometry (see Fig. 5.16d), the phonon dispersion relation has been recorded

for a square lattice hPnC with filled spherical nanopores186 and hexagonal lattice with both

air-and filled spherical nanopores.201 In the former case, there was no direct comparison

with the theoretical band diagram, while in the latter this comparison was restricted on

the observed phononic branches. For the semi- or non-transparent hPhCs,199,200 BLS

was employed in backscattering geometry where the ripple mechanism dominated the

scattering from the surface. For a fundamental understanding, however, the theoretical

representation of the full BLS spectrum, frequencies and intensities, is necessary. Here,

we report on the experimental band diagram of both air and filled square nanopores in

a square lattice recorded by BLS and thorough theoretical calculations of the dispersion

and the BLS intensities.

The band structure of the square lattice polymer-based hPnC is sensitive to the pore

shape as illustrated in Fig. 5.15 for air-filled holes, lattice parameter a = 740 nm, filling

fraction f = 0.46 and elastic properties representing the hPnC of this study. This problem

was studied theoretically for periodic fibre reinforced composite solid materials202 and solid

square rods in air203 enabling tunability of the band gap by rotating the rods. The effect

of the inclusion shapes or varying geometry in architected materials is of current research

interest.204 The phonon dispersion curves are calculated for a 2D crystal being infinite

along the z direction to avoid superposition with the numerous modes propagating in the
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substrate and represent the in-plane modes polarized in the xy plane. The calculation is

performed by using finite element method and the dispersion curves present the frequency

as a function of the Bloch wave vector k = (kx,ky) along the high symmetry axes (ΓX and

ΓM) of the Brillouin zone (BZ). The band structures for square lattice symmetry clearly

depend on whether the inclusions are of circular and rotated-square shapes (Fig. 5.15b

and c). Absolute band gap can be opened in the rotated-square structure and even in the

circular geometry, whereas the non-rotated square shape yields partial band gaps (along

ΓM).
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Fig. 5.15: Dispersion curves of square lattice polymer based phononic crystal with square
a), rotated-square b) and circular c) holes. The lattice parameter, filling fraction and density
are, respectively, a = 740nm, f= 0.46 and ρ = 1190 kg/m3, whereas the longitudinal and
transverse sound velocities in the matrix assume cL = 2900 m/s and cT = 1700 m/s.

5.2.2 Design of square patterned polymer

To realize such periodic structures, we synthesized the photoresist197 and used it as a

platform for its subsequent polymerization with lateral 2D periodicity. The focal spot of

the writing pulse laser beam (517 nm, 60 fs, 76 MHz, 70 mW) was accurately scanned (0.2

mm/s in a vertical and lateral plane of the transparent pre-baked Zr-propoxide (ZPO)

photoresist).205 Fabrication of a 1×1 mm2 sample required about 8 hours. To remove the

non-polymerized material, the sample was developed in 1-propanol. Top view scanning

electron micrograph of the 2D-hPnC is shown in Fig. 5.16a along with the schematic

picture in Fig. 5.16c yielding a filling fraction f = 0.46. The two main crystallographic

directions ΓM (110) and ΓX (100) are indicated by the arrows.

5.2.3 Band structure of hPnC

The phonon band structure of the air-filled and infiltrated hPnC was characterized by

BLS spectroscopy. It is based on the elasto-optic interaction of the incident light with

thermally activated phonons that results in a Brillouin double shift (± ω) in the spectrum

of homogeneous media. Nanostructured media display much richer spectrum (Fig. 5.18a)
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ΓM

ΓX

1 µm

(110)

(100)

a b

c d

h = 6 µm

w = 240 nm

a = 740 nm

Substrate

Incident light

q1

Scattered light

Substrate

Crystal kiks

θ/2

α = θ/2 

q2

Fig. 5.16: Scanning electron micrograph a) (top view) and schematic representation c) of
the structure with the two main crystallographic directions indicated by the red arrows in a).
b) Photograph of the optical diffracted pattern with the two symmetry directions marked
by the red arrows. d) Lateral view of the Brillouin scattering geometry with ki, ks and q1,2

being the wave vectors of the incident and scattered light, and probed phonon (|q1| = |q2|),
respectively. The thickness of glass substrate in c) and d) is not to scale.

represented by a sum of Lorentzian lines and their peak position defines the phonon fre-

quencies at a given wavenumber q.29,32,60,71 In the present hPnC, phonons were probed

with wave vector q = ks - ki (Fig. 5.16d) lying along the ΓX and ΓM (Fig. 5.15b); ki

(ks) is the incident (scattered) light wave vector. The magnitude, q = 4π/λ sin(θ/2), is

determined by the angle θ between ki and ks where λ = 532 nm is the wavelength of the

laser beam. Note that for the transmission geometry of Fig. 5.16d (with θ = 2α), there

is a complete cancellation of the refractive index (n) of the medium and hence q does not

depend on n.206 Figure Fig. 5.16b displays the image of the diffracted pattern of the laser

beam impinging on hPnC and the red arrows (in Fig. 5.16a,b) mark the direction (ΓX or

ΓM) of the probing wavevector q.

For the air-filled hPnC, the dispersion relation was recorded only along ΓM due to very

strong elastic (Rayleigh) scattering along ΓX. Experimental BLS spectra at q < qΓM ∼

6 · 10−3 nm−1, represented by Lorentzian lines (red), are shown in Fig. 5.18a. Since an

independent access to the elastic properties of the unstructured material was not feasible,

we rely on their determination searching for the optimal theoretical description of the full

BLS spectra, i.e., dispersion, polarization and relative peak intensities. As the spectra

were recorded with q’s extending beyond the first BZ, we show the unfolded dispersion

relation into the second BZ in Fig. 5.18b and Fig. 5.17.

In Fig. 5.17, the band diagrams of the air-filled hPnC are computed for two different
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Fig. 5.17: Dispersion curves obtained along the ΓM direction for two values of the transverse
sound velocity a,b) cT = 1400 m/s, c,d) cT = 1700 m/s The upper panels a) and c) give
the relative longitudinal (L) vs. transverse (T) character (color scale bar) of the dispersion
curves. The lower panels b) and d) give the BLS intensities obtained for P66/(P11 + P12)=
-0.2.

transverse sound velocity cT of the matrix. In the two upper panels, the color scale

indicates the polarization of the different modes, whereas in the same dispersion curves of

the two lower panels, the contribution of these modes to the BLS spectra is illustrated by

a color scale bar. For the latter, the experimental BLS intensities were best represented

when the photoelastic coefficients (Fig. 5.15) assuming P66/(P11+P12) is negative (∼ -0.2),

P11/(P11 + P12) = 0.3 and P12/(P11 + P12) = 0.7 (Fig. 5.17b,d). For example, mode 2 in

Fig. 5.18b (close to the M point of the Brillouin zone) exhibits significant contribution to

the BLS spectrum and is strongly longitudinal (L).

The branches are colored according to their polarization P (longitudinal, L, vs. trans-

verse, T) character. Based on the band sorting method, the polarization of the branches
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is:

Px =

∫∫
u.cel |ux|

2dS∫∫
u.cel (|ux|2 + |uy|2) dS

(5.5)

where x is a direction parallel to the wave vector and ux represents the projection of

the displacement field along this direction; [1,1] for ΓM and [1,0] for ΓX. For Px close to

1(0), the corresponding mode has predominantly longitudinal (transverse) polarization;

the value of Px is highlighted by a color bar in Fig. 5.17. The dispersion curves are given

for two different choices of the acoustic velocities: cL = 2900 m/s, cT = 1400 m/s in

Fig. 5.17a and cL = 2900 m/s, cT = 1700 m/s in Fig. 5.17c. While both choices lead to

a good agreement with the experimental phonon dispersion, the higher cT appears more

satisfactory because it captures the longitudinal character of the observed modes. The

value of cL in the range [2700 - 2900] m/s does not influence the agreement between the

theoretical and experimental dispersion curves.
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Fig. 5.18: a) Experimental (black) and theoretical (blue) BLS spectra of the hPnC with
air-filled square nanopores at three wave vector q’s along the ΓM direction. The very strong
peaks in the experimental spectra at the two lowest q’s (around 3.8 and 4.1 GHz) belong to
the longitudinal phonon in the glass substrate. The experimental spectra were represented
by Lorentzian shapes (red lines). b) Theoretical (lines) and experimental (dots) band di-
agrams along ΓM direction. The color scale denotes the strength of the BLS intensity. c)
Displacement fields for the modes at the wave number qΓM = 0.0057 nm−1 with increasing
frequency. The color bars indicate the amplitude of the displacement.

The uniqueness of the velocity values can be verified by a more stringent criterion which

is the prediction of the BLS intensity.60,125 Since the samples are transparent, we use a

simple expression of the Brillouin intensity based only on the elasto-optic (or photoelastic)

mechanism of light-matter interaction,207
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I =
∣∣ESj ∣∣2 ∝ ∣∣∣ 1ω

∫∫
unit cell

ei
−→q −→r

∑
ijkl

PijklSklE
idS
∣∣∣2, (5.6)

where Esj is the j-th component of the scattered electric field, and Ei is the i component

of the electric field of the laser beam and q is the wave vector, Pijkl are the components

of the photoelastic tensor, Skl are the components of the strain tensor. For acoustic waves

propagating along the ΓM direction and the VV scattering geometry of BLS, the above

expression yields

I =
∣∣ESj ∣∣2 ∝ ∣∣∣ 1ω

∫∫
unit cell

ei
−→q −→r

[
(P11 + P12)×

(
∂ux
∂x

+
∂uy
∂y

)
− 2× P66 ×

(
∂ux
∂y

+
∂uy
∂x

)]
EidS

∣∣∣2. (5.7)

The photoelastic coefficients involved in this expression are P11 + P12 and P66 where in

the case of isotropic materials, they are related by P11 − P12 = 2P66. To compare with

the relative intensities in the BLS spectra, there is only the ratio P66/(P11 +P12) which is

used as a free parameter. The best qualitative agreement was found when P66/(P11 +P12)

is negative and relatively small about -0.2 (P11/(P11 + P12) = 0.3 and P12/(P11 + P12) =

0.7, Fig. 5.17 b,d). Since there is no additional source of information, a negative P66, i.e.,

a destructive addition in Eq. 5.7 is needed for an adequate theoretical representation of

the BLS intensities.

The assignment of the observed branches and the appearance of the band gap (be-

tween modes 1 and 3) in Fig. 5.18 can be ambiguous in the absence of rigorous theoretical

calculations of the full BLS experiment. In fact, the experimental band gap concerns only

branches with a high longitudinal character, whereas the theory predicts a smaller unidi-

rectional stopband (Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.18). To provide more insight into the nature of

the observed branches, maps of the displacement fields for the modes close to the first BZ

boundary are displayed in Fig. 5.18c with increasing frequency at qΓM = 0.0057 nm−1.

Note that mode 2 close to the M point of the Brillouin zone is strongly longitudinal (vi-

bration along the ΓM direction), whereas both modes 1 and 3 possess mixed polarization.

Their motion corresponds to successive contraction/dilatation of both sides of the square,

while the corners are kept almost fixed. In the evaluation of the BLS intensity (Eq. 5.7),

the main contribution to the strain arises from the second term for mode 1 and the first

term for modes 2 and 3.

The strong diffraction and the occurrence of the BZ along ΓX at lower q (= 0.004
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nm−1) than for ΓM (Fig. 5.15) renders the experimental access along ΓX ambiguous. To

reduce the strong elastic scattering, we proceed with filled nanopores29,186 infiltrating the

hPnC with Cargille (F) liquid (refractive index, nF = 1.513) almost optically matching

the ZPO matrix (nZ = 1.51). Although the infiltration reduces the impedance contrast,

the mismatch between corresponding sound velocities and densities of ZPO and F liquid

is sufficient to allow an acoustic Bragg interference. Such band gap along two symmetry

directions is displayed in the phonon dispersion of Fig. 5.19a,d.
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Fig. 5.19: The experimental (pink circles) and theoretical (lines) band diagrams a,d), the
experimental (black) and theoretical (blue) BLS spectra at two wave vector q’s b,e), and
the displacement fields for the observed modes c,f) of the filled hPnC along the ΓX (a-c)
and ΓM d-f) directions. The experimental spectra were represented by a sum of Lorentzian
shapes (red lines in b,e)). The band diagrams are calculated for cT = 1700 m/s.

To calculate the contribution of the liquid to the light scattering we assume that the

only strain in the liquid results from the dilatation, so the corresponding photoelastic

parameters are taken to be P11 = P12 (or P44 = 0) and called P . Then, the expressions of

the BLS intensities for phonon propagation along ΓM and ΓX become respectively:
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IΓM =
∣∣ESj ∣∣2 ∝ ∣∣∣ 1ω

∫∫
solid part

ei
−→q −→r

[
(P11 + P12)

(
∂ux
∂x

+
∂uy
∂y

)

− 2P66

(
∂ux
∂y

+
∂uy
∂x

)]
EidS +

1

ω

∫∫
liquid part

ei
−→q −→r

[
2P

(
∂ux
∂x

+
∂uy
∂y

)]
EidS

∣∣∣2 (5.8)

IΓX =
∣∣ESj ∣∣2 ∝ ∣∣∣ 1ω

∫∫
solid part

ei
−→q −→r

[
P12

∂ux
∂x

+ P11
∂uy
∂y

]
EidS

+
1

ω

∫∫
liquid part

ei
−→q −→r

[
2P

(
∂ux
∂x

+
∂uy
∂y

)]
EidS

∣∣∣2. (5.9)

The theoretical dispersion curves for the filled-hPnC are considered in Fig. 5.19 along

ΓX and ΓM and are again unfolded into the second BZ; additionally, in Fig. 5.20 we give

the dispersion curves colored according to their longitudinal versus transverse character.
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Fig. 5.20: Theoretical and experimental dispersion curves along ΓX and ΓM directions of
the square patterned polymer filled with Cargille liquid (cF = 1670 m/s). cL = 2900 m/s and
cT = 1400 m/s (a-d) and cT = 1700 m/s (e-h). The color scale gives the relative longitudinal
(L) vs. transverse (T) polarizations of the modes (a,c,e,g) and the BLS intensity (b,d,f,h).

Fig. 5.20 is a replica of Fig. 5.17 for the filled-hPnC using liquid Cargille with lon-

gitudinal cF = 1670 m/s. Two different transverse sound velocity cT of the matrix are
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assumed in Fig. 5.20a,c,e,f along the two symmetry directions, ΓX and ΓM with the color

scale bar indicating the polarization character of the observed modes. The same dispersion

curves of the four lower panels indicate (color scale bar) the relative contribution of these

modes to the BLS spectra. For the latter, the experimental BLS intensities were best

represented (Eq. 5.8 and 5.9) when the photoelastic coefficient P in the fluid is higher

compared to P11 + P12 in the ZPO solid with P11, P12 used in Fig. 5.17. According to

Fig. 5.21, P/(P11 + P12) = 4 leads to a good agreement with the BLS intensities.

P = -4

P = 1

P = 4

Fig. 5.21: Theoretical and experimental BLS spectra along the ΓX and ΓM directions, for
two values of q. The ratio P/(P11 +P12) is fixed in each row P/(P11 +P12) = 4 is the optimal
value).

In the calculations, the longitudinal sound velocity in F is fixed to its bulk value

(cF = 1670 m/s), while the acoustic velocities in the solid ZPO are fixed to cL = 2900

m/s and cT = 1400 m/s (Fig. 5.20a-d) or cT = 1700 m/s (Fig. 5.20e-h), as in the case

of the air-filled hPnC (Fig. 5.17). To investigate which longitudinal modes contribute

significantly to the BLS spectra, the computation of their intensities includes now the

photoelastic coefficient, P , in F liquid as adjustable parameter (Eq. 5.8 and 5.9). Good

agreement with the experimental spectra was expectedly obtained with a higher P in the

fluid compared to P11 +P12 in the ZPO solid; P/(P11 +P12) = 4 (Fig. 5.21). While both cT

values lead to a good agreement between theory and experiment along ΓX, the branches in

the band diagram along ΓM are not represented equally well with either cT value; lowest

(highest) branches favor the lower (higher) cT value (Fig. 5.20b,d). We note that the

air-filled (Fig. 5.18) and infiltrated (Fig. 5.19) films used in this study are not the same

and their fabrication can tolerate somewhat different cT values. Hence, a closer estimate

of this quantity is not justified without additional physical arguments. Nevertheless, the

full representation of the BLS experiment is the correct approach to yield the elastic and
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photoelastic parameters of the hPnC constituent components at nanoscale.199 We have

also examined an alternative approach assuming a solidification of the fluid next to the

wall.201 A thin (∼ 10 nm) solidified layer at the interface with low transverse acoustic

velocity (∼ 100 m/s) creates few additional features (flat branches) in the band diagram

but are not identifiable among the experimental branches.

The displacement fields associated to the modes that contribute to BLS are presented

in Fig. 5.19c,f for some selected values of the wave vector. For instance, along ΓX, the

mode at the frequency 1.02 GHz and q = 0.0031 nm−1 is longitudinal and its contribution

to BLS mainly arises from the fluid hPnC component. For q = 0.0057 nm−1, the modes

at 1.42 GHz and 1.63 GHz are mainly longitudinal whereas the mode at 2.30 GHz is of

mixed character. We note that the peak termed 2 results from the contributions of two

modes at 1.42 GHz and 1.63 GHz. Similarly, in the case of ΓM direction, some of the

peaks result from the contribution of two close modes (Fig. 5.19e). Overall, filling of the

holes strongly impacts hPnC the band structure as well as the nature of the probed modes

by BLS. It includes the change in ceff (see below), the penetration of the displacement

field into the fluid and the activation of high frequency modes along the ceff -line.
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Fig. 5.22: Effective sound velocity (ceff ) normalized to the longitudinal sound velocity of
the matrix (cL) along ΓX and ΓM. The arrow indicates the filling fraction of the present
hPnC.

The effective sound velocity, ceff , at long wavelengths, obtained from the dispersion

relations at sufficiently low q’s (Fig. 5.19a,d), is distinct along the two symmetry directions.

Indeed, the theory (Fig. 5.22) predicts about 13% higher value (ceff = 2320 m/s) along

ΓX than along ΓM (ceff = 2040 m/s). The effective sound velocity in the air-filled hPnC

displays the same trend and the reduction compared to the filled counterpart is direction

dependent; from about ∼ 15% along ΓM to ∼ 5% along ΓX (Fig. 5.22). The observed

anisotropy of the effective sound velocity is expected in view of the symmetry of the square

lattice, in contrast to an isotropic behavior in a triangular lattice hPnC with circular
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Fig. 5.23: Effective sound velocity (ceff ) normalized to the longitudinal sound velocity of
the matrix (cL) along ΓX and ΓM for two different infiltrated liquids (Cargille, cF = 1670
m/s and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), cF = 1000 m/s).

nanopores. Triggered by this unpredicted observation, we computed ceff as a function of

the filling fraction also for two filling liquids with different fluid velocity, cF (1670 m/s

and 1000 m/s in Fig. 5.23). There is no linear dependence of ceff to cF and certainly the

common Wood’s law fails.

The normalized ceff/cL, effective sound velocity to the matrix longitudinal acoustic

cL, decreases with filling fraction (porosity) for both air- and liquid-filled hPnC but the

drop of ceff is direction dependent. Moreover, infiltration does not necessarily leads to

higher ceff compared to the air-filled hPnC as clearly revealed in the case of PDMS with

lower sound velocity cF (1000 m/s) than Cargille (cF = 1670 m/s) but similar densities

(ρ). Hence, the longitudinal modulus M = ρc2
eff can be tuned for the same hPnC by

liquid infiltration and is direction dependent. The trend in Fig. 5.23 cannot be captured

by effective medium expressions, e.g., Wood’s law.

5.2.4 Conclusions

Summing up, the present experimental and theoretical study demonstrates the effect of the

shape of the holes on the direction-dependent hypersonic phononic properties (Fig. 5.15)

of a cavity with square lattice symmetry fabricated by femtosecond laser pulse-induced

two photon polymerization technique. Filling the holes with a fluid strongly modifies the
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phononic band diagram being a necessary condition for sensor applications.67 Yet, we have

theoretically examined the tuning sensitivity to the filling material, fraction and shape of

the inclusions in square lattice phononics that calls for experimental verification. The

full representation of the experiment (band structure and intensities) is necessary to yield

a unique identification of all probed vibration modes, the direction dependent effective

medium sound velocity and the longitudinal and transverse moduli of the constituent ma-

terial at nanoscale. A detailed understanding of phonon propagation in periodic structures

is a precondition to access fundamental concepts of strong phonon-photon interactions and

thermal properties.30,208
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Colloidal assemblies

The concepts studied in layered materials can be extended to 3D phononic crystals. 3D

crystals offer the possibility to study the phonon propagation along several crystallographic

directions, specially to seek for new routes towards absolute band gaps. In this chapter,

the phonon propagation in colloidal crystals is investigated by experimental measurements

and theoretical calculations; further, their elastic properties are estimated.

6.1 Densely grafted brush-particle assemblies

The design and engineering of hybrid materials exhibiting tailored phononic band gaps are

fundamentally relevant to innovative material technologies in areas ranging from acous-

tics to thermo-optic devices. Phononic hybridization gaps, originating from the anti-

crossing between local resonant and propagating modes, have attracted particular interest

because of their relative robustness to structural disorder and the associated benefit to

‘manufacturability’. Although hybridization gap materials are well known, their economic

fabrication and efficient control of the gap frequency have remained elusive because of the

limited property variability and expensive fabrication methodologies. Here we report a

new strategy to realize hybridization gap materials by harnessing the anisotropic elastic-

ity across the particle-polymer interface in densely polymer-tethered colloidal particles.

Theoretical and Brillouin scattering analysis confirm both the robustness to disorder and

the tunability of the resulting hybridization gap and provide guidelines for the economic

synthesis of new materials with deliberately controlled gap position and width frequencies.

This section is based on:

E. Alonso-Redondo, M. Schmitt, Z. Urbach, C. M. Hui, R. Sainidou, P. Rembert, K.

Matyjaszewski, M. R. Bockstaller, and G. Fytas. New anti-crossing mechanism in polymer-

tethered colloidal assemblies enables robust phononic band gaps. Nat. Comm. 6, 8309
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(2015). EAR and ZU performed the measurements. CMH and KM synthesized the brush-

particles, and MS and MB fabricated the samples. RS and PR developed the theoretical

dispersion diagrams. GF planned the project and wrote the manuscript, together with

MB, RS and PR.

6.1.1 Introduction

Phononic crystals (PnC), that is, composite materials in which a periodic distribution of

elastic parameters facilitates control of the propagation of phonons, hold the promise to

enable transformative material technologies in areas ranging from acoustic and thermal

cloaking to thermoelectric devices.30,209–212 Realizing these opportunities requires strate-

gies to deliberately engineer the phononic band structure of materials in the frequency

range of interest. The typical approach involves the exploitation of Bragg-type phononic

band gaps (BG) that result from the destructive interference of waves in periodic media

(Fig. 6.1a).21 Because the central frequency of a BG is directly related to the periodicity

of the structure, i.e. fBG ∼ c/2a (where a and c denote the lattice parameter and the

propagation velocity of elastic waves in the composite, respectively), the control of high

frequency phonons implies the ability to tailor the microstructure of hybrid materials on

nanometer scales. Self-assembly processes have attracted particular attention as viable

fabrication methodology to realize hybrid materials with appropriate periodicity in the

nanoscale. For example, the assembly of colloidal particles into fcc-type crystal structures

has been shown to enable the fabrication of hypersonic phononic crystal (PnC) materials

that enable the control of phonons in the GHz regime.29,72,189 However, the sensitivity

of BG formation to structural disorder has limited the application of self-assembly meth-

ods that are generally susceptible to defect formation. Opportunities to overcome this

challenge are provided by the formation of the so-called hybridization-type gaps (HG), re-

sulting from the avoided crossing of two bands of the same symmetry.32,39,71,213,214 Fig. 6.1

contrasts the characteristics of BG and HG formation.

Often, at least one of these crossing bands originates from localized resonance modes of

the individual particles (Fig. 6.1b). In this case, the frequency of the resulting HG is deter-

mined by the particle’s geometric and elastic characteristics, that is, fHG ∼ cp/2L (where

L denotes a characteristic length of the particle and cp is the propagation velocity char-

acterizing the resonance mode). As a consequence of the dependence on local resonances,

HGs are robust to disorder,32,71 and can be tuned over a wider range of frequencies. Be-

cause fHG is related to the length scale of individual particles rather than lattice periods,

the anti-crossing mechanism is able to produce phononic band gaps at lower frequencies as
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Fig. 6.1: Schematic representation of Bragg and hybridization gaps. a) Structure-directed,
Bragg (BG) occurring at a frequency, f ∼ qBZ c/2π at the edge of the Brillouin zone (BZ),
qBZ = π/a, where c is the sound velocity in the composite medium and a the lattice constant.
b) Hybridization (HG) gap originating from an anti-crossing opening up at q∗ < qBZ and
involving a local resonant mode that occurs at a frequency fHG related to the particle
resonance characteristics.

compared with BG-analogues—thus providing opportunities to further expand the range of

frequencies over which control of phonon propagation can be accomplished. HG formation

has been experimentally demonstrated in a range of ‘particulate systems’ such as polymer

spheres in water-like hosts32,71,214 or ‘metal-in-polymer’ systems, such as millimeter-scale

layered spheres. The latter were first applied by Sheng and co-workers to realize sonic

structures operating in the kHz range.35 However, although these structures did prove the

concept of HG formation, they are of limited use for PnC applications because of their lack

of mechanical stability (liquid suspensions), pronounced optical absorption (in the case of

metals) that hampers any type of application based on elasto-optical coupling, as well as

fabrication cost and limitation to the kHz frequency regime (microfabricated structures).

Therefore, a viable methodology for the fabrication of HG materials, which lends itself to

the scalable production of robust all-solid PnCs active over a wide high frequency range,

remains an outstanding challenge.

Here we demonstrate a new approach to facilitate HG formation in polymer nanocom-

posite materials that holds the promise to provide transformative opportunities for the use

of self-assembly methods for the scalable fabrication of phononic materials, overcoming the

limitations of existing methods to HG formation. This approach harnesses local anisotropy

of the elastic parameters across the particle/polymer interface in colloidal hybrid particles

rather than the density mismatch between constituents (appearing in metal-in-polymer all-

solid composites). In particular, nanocomposite films prepared by simple solution casting

of densely polymer-tethered colloids are shown to exhibit a robust HG in the hypersonic

range that is retained in the absence of long-range order. Rigorous theoretical calculations

based on multiple-scattering theory (using imperfect boundary conditions, IBCs) reveal
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Table 6.1: Samples characteristics and longitudinal sound velocities in the assemblies.a

Sample σ (nm−2) N d (nm) cPS (m/s) cth (m/s) cexp (m/s)

DP100 0.61 130 142 2820 2688 2710
DP400 0.61 400 176 2562 2482 2480
DP600 0.56 630 201 2526 2469 2420
DP1000 0.48 980 214 2350 2309 2360
aσ, grafting density; d, distance core to core; N , degree of polymerization; cPS , polystyrene sound
velocity; cth, computed effective sound velocity; cexp, measured effective sound velocity.

the mechanism of HG formation in particulate systems with anisotropic elastic coupling

and provide guidelines for the synthesis of polymer-tethered colloids capable of forming

HG at deliberately chosen frequencies in the hypersonic range.

6.1.2 Results

The silica (SiO2) - polystyrene (PS) brush particles, with average radius Rc = 57± 6 nm

of the SiO2 core determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), were synthesized

using surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) as described pre-

viously.73,215 The polymer grafting density σ = 0.5 − 0.6 chains/nm2 was determined by

elemental analysis and thermogravimetry. The graft characteristics of the particle systems,

grafting density σ and degree of polymerization N (130−980) of the surface tethered chains

are listed in Table 6.1 (sample ID: DPN ). The center-to-center distance d = 2(Rc + h),

where h is the brush height (Fig. 6.2a), is also listed in Table 6.1.

Particle brush films with a thickness of about 50− 100µm were prepared for the BLS

experiment by casting from 3 wt% toluene solution (under ambient atmosphere) and sub-

sequent thermal annealing of the particle brush films at T = 120 ◦C for 24 h. We note

that this preparation route is similar to established fabrication methods of colloidal crystal

structures, in which weak compressive forces are being harnessed to drive the close-packing

of colloidal particles and the annealing of defects to yield highly ordered structures.216 The

resulting crystal-type particle brush assembly structure is a prerequisite for the application

of scattering theory to interpret the mechanism of HG formation. However, in contrast to

BG in regular hard-sphere colloidal crystals, the HG in particle brush films are robust with

respect to structural disorder. To demonstrate this important feature, we also explored

alternative preparation pathways such as rapid film casting or the mixing of distinct types

of brush particles that result in only short-ranged ordered materials (see also Discussion

below).

To assess the microstructure of particle brush assemblies, reference films of ∼ 1µm

thickness (corresponding to stacks of three or four particle brushes) were prepared fol-
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Fig. 6.2: Structure of gradient-interface (particle brush) colloidal crystal. a) Bright-field
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of particle brush film revealing projection
of a four particle-stack. In the micrograph the six-fold intersection of contrast regions is
indicative of fcc packing. The inset shows a magnified image of individual brush particles
revealing the inner shell of extended polymer segments (faint ring in the image). The scheme
illustrates the conformational transition and interdigitation of tethered polymer chains. b)
Schematic of fcc packing structure of brush particles with interparticle distance d along with
an illustration of the projection image that is expected for fcc structure along [111] direction
(black arrow in left panel).

lowing analogous procedures and analyzed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

after film lift-off. Fig. 6.2a depicts a representative bright-field TEM of a particle brush

(N = 1000) multilayer revealing uniform fcc-type packing of spheres, identified by the

characteristic 6-fold contrast pattern of the 〈111〉 projection (Fig. 6.2b). The result sug-

gests that the driving force for order formation in particle brush systems —at least for

the material systems and the process conditions applied in the present work— resemble

those of hard sphere systems for which fcc packing is typically observed.29,217 Analysis

of the particle surface-to- urface distance in particle monolayer structures (see inset of

Fig. 6.1a for N = 400) reveals the dependence of brush height on the degree of polymer-

ization of surface-tethered chains h ∼ N0.8±0.1 thus confirming the pronounced stretching

of surface-grafted chains.74

The experimental Brillouin light scattering (BLS) spectra were recorded for both in-

plane and out-of-plane phonon propagation through the selection of the wave vector di-

rection (q‖ or q⊥), as indicated by the two scattering configurations of Fig. 6.3a,b. In

addition, polarized and depolarized BLS spectra were acquired with longitudinal (VV)

and transverse (VH) polarizations (see Methods for details) to reveal the nature of the
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phonon propagation. In general, for homogeneous media, the transverse phonon is di-

rectly observed in the IVH(ω) spectrum, whereas the longitudinal phonon is observed in

the isotropic IISO(ω) = IVV(ω) − xIVH(ω); for fluids x ∼ 4/3.97 For the known cases,

e.g. hard sphere colloidal crystals, IISOω) = IVV(ω) due to the very weak intensity of the

IVH(ω) spectrum.29 The situation is very different in the present particle brush assemblies.

Polarized (VV) and depolarized (VH) BLS spectra are shown in the insets of Fig. 6.3c at

one representative q‖ value (vertical arrows in Fig. 6.3b) near the observed band gap for

three particle brush systems. The IVH(ω) contribution to IVV(ω) is unexpectedly signifi-

cant and the two spectra have qualitatively different shape. Although the former displays

a single but complex peak structure with broad low frequency wing, IVV(ω) has a double

peak structure that becomes increasingly pronounced with increasing brush thickness as

evidenced by the spectra of DP600 (Fig. 6.3c).

To account for the features revealed by the experimental spectra, we first consider the

contribution of IISO(ω) that is obtained from IV V (ω) and IV H(ω) by adjusting the value

of x between 0.7 and 4/3. This range of values was theoretically derived for fluids and was

found to apply for the present spectra at long phonon wavelengths (low q‖’s). The analysis

unequivocally reveals that the unusual asymmetric shape of IVV(ω) at low frequencies is

due to the IVH(ω) contribution. Its subtraction unravels the longitudinal phonon polar-

ization character of the IISO(ω) spectra which are well represented by two Lorentzian lines

(red solid lines in Fig. 6.3b). At low q‖’s, a single Lorentzian fit is sufficient to represent

the effective medium acoustic phonon (Fig. 6.4). The dispersion plots constructed on the

basis of these frequencies are shown in Fig. 6.3c for three distinct particle brush systems.

For the two propagation directions, q‖ and q⊥ (shaded area) the dispersion relation is con-

sistent with isotropic mechanical characteristics of film samples. Note that peak positions

of IVH(ω) (open symbols in Fig. 6.3c) are both q‖ and q⊥ independent hence identifying

the corresponding modes as localized modes in real space. Owing to the asymmetry of the

IVH(ω) at the low frequency side, the open symbols in the dispersion relation of Fig. 6.3c

refer to the peak position of the IVH(ω).

The experimental phononic band diagrams f(q‖) in Fig. 6.3c display three pertinent

features. (i) In the low q‖ range the dispersion is linear (red solid lines); its slope determines

the effective medium sound velocity ceff that decreases with increasing PS fraction, as

shown in Table Table 6.1. (ii) The spectra reveal a single phononic bandgap at q∗, with gap

width ∆fg, that narrows with PS fraction. (iii) A new flat band (q-independent frequency,

open circles) is present with almost exclusive transverse polarization. The frequency of

the flat band (fflat) decreases with increasing particle size and an anti-crossing with the
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Fig. 6.3: Recording the phononic band diagram. (a-b) Brillouin light scattering geometries
probing phonon propagation along the wave vector q = ks−ki, with ks, ki being respectively,
the incident laser and scattered light wave vector. The direction of q is selected either in-
plane (transmission geometry, a)) or normal to the plane (reflection geometry, b)). In the
transmission geometry, the magnitude of q is tuned by varying the scattering angle θ and
is independent of the refractive index of the medium. c) Experimental dispersion relation
(frequency vs. wavenumber q) for DP100, DP400 and DP1000 samples, obtained from the
corresponding deducted BLS spectra (insets) recorded at a given q‖ and fitted as a sum of
Lorentzian shapes (red lines). The deducted spectra is the difference between the intensities
recorded in VV and VH polarizations, IVV − xIVH, with x being a variable factor between
0.7 and 4/3. In each plot a clear bandgap region (patterned area) and a localized mode
(open circles) are observed. The red lines in the low q regime represent the effective medium
acoustic mode; the dashed grey lines in the high frequency branch are guides to the eye,
connecting the data acquired with q perpendicular to the substrate plane (shaded area) using
the reflection geometry in a).The frequency of the flat mode is indicated by a grey dashed
arrow, and wave number of the gap opening is marked with a black solid arrow, with an
error of ∼ 0.002 nm−1.

acoustic branch near the band gap is absent, as clearly evidenced from its evolution in

the four systems (see Fig. 6.3c). The latter implies different symmetry for each one of the

two bands (as confirmed by the VH and VV analysis), thus preventing a HG at this band-

crossing region, unlike the behavior shown in Fig. 6.1b. Furthermore, near the q∗ region

there are three modes, in contrast to the experimental band structure of the conventional

colloidal crystals displaying only the lower and upper gap edge frequencies.29,72,189

To clarify the origin of bandgap formation in particle brush films (HG or BG), it is

instructive to correlate the gap formation with the “degree of order” in these systems. The

latter was estimated by evaluating the structural uniformity of particle brush monolayers

—a summary of the “degree of order” (measured in terms of the width of the distribution
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Fig. 6.4: Experimental BLS spectra for the four systems DPN (N = 100, 400, 600, 1000),
acquired at low wavenumbers q (indicated in every case) parallel to the film plane. The
spectra were acquired in VV (black) and VH (blue) scattering polarizations, and the isotropic
spectra (grey) are represented by single Lorentzian shapes (red solid lines).

of normalized Voronoi cell areas in monolayers74) for all particle brush systems is shown in

Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7. The analysis reveals that gap formation is robust against variations

of the degree of order in particle brush systems. To further test the effect of structural

disorder, the dispersion relation was determined for mixed binary DP100/DP400 and

DP400/DP600 (Fig. 6.5) particle brush film structures and similarly DP400/PS (Mw =

10k) with 37.5 wt% PS particle brush/homopolymer blend systems, in which order is

significantly reduced as compared to the respective uniform analogs (not shown here).

In both cases, the phononic band gap is found in the proximity of the corresponding

gap of pristine DP400, thus demonstrating its robustness with respect to disorder. The

“robustness to disorder” is indirect evidence for the HG origin of the gap and constitutes

a major advantage with respect to fabrication of PnC materials by self-assembly methods.

An insight into the origin of HG formation is provided by the analysis of the band diagram

of the underlying (idealized) crystal structure.

As revealed by TEM analysis, the colloidal films correspond to stacks of (111) layers

of particles. Their periodic arrangement on a fcc lattice restricts the study of the disper-

sion relation f(q) only in the first Brillouin zone (BZ), which in this case is a truncated
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Fig. 6.5: Phononic band diagrams for binary systems. Experimental dispersion relation
for a) binary mixture of DP400 and DP100 particles with equal composition and b) DP400
and DP600 particle mixture obtained from the polarized (VV) and depolarized (VH) BLS
spectra. Black solid circles are phonon frequencies from polarized spectra in-plane and out-
of-plane (blue shaded region), and the open circles correspond to the flat mode frequency
(taken from VH). The dotted horizontal black line shows the average flat band frequency, the
black arrow points to q∗ for the system, the red line at low q is a linear representation that
gives the effective medium sound velocity (as shown on the graph), the hatched rectangles
represent the band gap region, and the dotted lines above the gap are to guide the eye.
c) The phononic band diagram of DP400 polymer tethered colloids mixed with 37.5% by
mass homopolymer PS is shown by black solid circles and open circles (for the flat mode
frequency). The grey solid and open squares are the dispersion relation for just the DP400
colloids (used as reference in all dispersion graphs). The grey horizontal rectangle is the
band gap of DP400 (used in all graphs as well) and the hatched rectangle is the band gap
of the DP400/PS blend. The upper left insets in each dispersion show spectra (black line)
at two different wave vectors, represented by Lorentzian shapes (red line).

octahedron (see Fig. 6.8a). Its center, Γ, corresponds to wave vectors q = 0 and the

high-symmetry direction [111] is pointed from Γ to the zone hexagonal-face centers L,

denoted equivalently as ΓL. For the scattering geometries of Fig. 6.3a, all possible exper-

imental q vectors are confined in a plane perpendicular to ΓL, whose intersection with the

BZ forms a hexagon (Fig. 6.8a). To reproduce theoretically the experimentally obtained

dispersion plots shown in Fig. 6.3c, one can select the direction of q along ΓM (Fig. 6.8a)

corresponding to [112] with M denoting the edge center of the hexagon.

For the theoretical description of an infinite fcc crystal of SiO2-core particles embedded

in a PS matrix we use the layered-multiple-scattering formalism.94 We first consider all

materials to be homogeneous and isotropic with perfect boundary conditions (PBC) ap-

plied across the SiO2-PS interface (Fig. 6.8b). We use standard bulk values for PS except

otherwise stated (mass density ρ = 1050 kg/m3, and longitudinal and transverse elastic

velocities cl = 2350 m/s, and ct = 1210 m/s, respectively) and for SiO2 values fixed from

previous study (ρ = 1850 kg/m3, cl = 4910 m/s, and ct = 3090 m/s).61 In Fig. 6.8c we
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Fig. 6.6: Illustration of the process used to determine the “degree of order” in particle
brush monolayers. In a first step a particle brush monolayer is cast on poly(acrylic acid)
substrate. The film is lifted-off by immersion of substrate in water after thermal annealing
for 48 h at 140 ◦C and a) imaged using transmission electron microscopy. b) Micrographs
of particle brush monolayers are processed by Voronoi tessellation. c) The“degree of order”
is determined as the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the distribution of normalized
Voronoi cell areas. The continuous black line represents the fit of the normal distribution to
the experimental data. Scale bars correspond to 200 nm.

show the band structure diagram for the DP400 crystal (d = 176 nm) along the high-

symmetry direction ΓL, which is not very different from the one along the low-symmetry

direction ΓM. Because of its high symmetry, the choice of ΓL direction offers, apart from

its numerical advantages (rapid in calculation and convergence), a more straightforward

interpretation of the symmetry218 and thus the polarization of the several eigenmodes:

non-degenerate (Λ1 or Λ2) and double degenerate (Λ3, as explained in the Methods).

The calculated PBC-based band diagram fails to describe both the flat experimental

band at about 6 GHz and the higher acoustic branch, although the effective medium slope

of the acoustic branch at the long wavelength limit is well-reproduced. A small HG for

longitudinal modes at about 8 GHz is observed in the vicinity of the BG frequency fBG,

away from the experimental one (spanning from 6 to 7.5 GHz). We note that an attempt

to mimic the radial evolution of the chains near the SiO2 surface (Fig. 6.2) through simple

or multiple PS concentric shells with progressively varying elastic parameters fails as well

to describe the experimental behavior.

To reduce the disparity between the calculated band structure and the experimental

results, we introduce imperfect boundary conditions (IBC) in the model describing the

system under study, to account for anisotropic behaviour close to the SiO2-PS interface

(Fig. 6.8b). This type of conditions has been recently applied to to correctly reproduce

the eigenmode frequencies of SiO2-PS particle brush powders in air.61 Although the use

of the same stiffness values improves considerably the agreement between theory and

experiment, a new readjustment of the PS elastic velocities (about 9% higher than those of

bulk PS) and of tangential stiffness value, kT (= 0.0405 GPa/nm), is needed to capture the

experimental dispersion plot, as shown in Fig. 6.8d. The effective medium slope is mainly

governed by the former, while the latter tunes the position of the flat (inactive) band.
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Fig. 6.7: Degree of order in mixed binary particle brush films and particle brush/homopoly-
mer blend systems. Comparison of “degree of order” in uniform and mixed particle brush
monolayer film structures. Panels show Voronoi tessellations along with corresponding dis-
tribution of normalized Voronoi cell areas (with solid lines representing fits of the normal
distribution to the experimental data). a) DP100; b): DP400; c) DP600; d) DP1000; e)
DP2300; f) DP400/DP100; g) DP400/DP600; h) Comparison of ‘degree of order’ parameter
(1-FWHM) for different particle brush systems. Degree of order is found to peak with the
degree of polymerization of surface-tethered chains then decrease around the critical degree
of polymerization for the stretched to relaxed conformation transition. The degree of or-
der in mixed particle brush systems decreases comparatively to the respective homogeneous
component systems. All scale bars correspond to 200 nm.
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Fig. 6.8: Theoretical vs experimental band diagrams. a) Reciprocal fcc lattice showing a
[112] plane (orange hexagon) and the ΓM direction probed in the experiment. b) Schematic
presentation of PBC and IBC models applied at the SiO2 -PS interface. In the IBC model,
the springs of respective stiffness kL,T represent the discontinuity of the displacement field
across this interface. The theoretical band diagram of the DP400 crystal for PBC along
[111] with the bulk PS sound velocities in c), and for IBC with PS velocities (cl = 2560 m/s,
ct = 1320 m/s) about 9% higher than bulk PS along [111] d) and [112] e). Along ΓL dark-
/light solid and dotted blue lines denote nondegenerate (longitudinal), double degenerate
(transverse) and deaf computed bands, respectively. In (e) all bands are nondegenerate of
mixed character; the flat band is highlighted (dotted line). Solid and open circles indicate
the experimental points (see Fig. 6.2). Hatched regions denote hybridization gaps (LHG
for longitudinal modes; HG for all modes).
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Clearly, nondegenerate bands are BLS active, while double degenerate ones are not easily

discernible in the BLS spectra. The computed band structure along ΓM (Fig. 6.8e) reveals

a better agreement between theory and experiment. In this case, because of the symmetry

lowering along [112] as compared to the high-symmetry [111], all bands are nondegenerate

and BLS active to a greater or lesser degree depending on their hybridization polarization

(for details see Methods).

To elucidate the origin of the flat band, density of states (DOS) calculations were

performed first for an individual SiO2 particle (Fig. 6.9a) and subsequently for an infinite

(111) array of particles (Fig. 6.9b) embedded within PS matrix. The IBC reveals for the

case of a single SiO2 particle the existence of a set of triple (= 2` + 1, due to spherical

symmetry) degenerate dipole (` = 1) modes corresponding to spheroidal (f = 4.82 GHz)

and torsional (f = 5.20 GHz) polarization. The former exhibits a broad resonance peak

implying relatively short lifetime and strong leakage outside the sphere, whereas the latter

corresponds to rotational modes with the maximum intensity field occurring at the equator-

level (inset of Fig. 6.9a) and well confined within the sphere (their narrow resonance peak

implies a long lifetime). For an array of spheres in a (111) plane with interparticle distance

d = 201 nm (that is the DP600 case), the lower symmetry of the system with respect

to the single spherical particle leads to a level splitting of each triple state into a double

degenerate and a single nondegenerate (Fig. 6.9d), as confirmed by the corresponding DOS

calculation (Fig. 6.9b). Indeed, we observe three relatively narrow resonance modes, two of

them double degenerate (f = 5.32 and 6.78 GHz) and one nondegenerate (f = 6.24 GHz),

as well as one quasi-bound extremely narrow peak at f = 5.24 GHz. We note that this

mode is strictly bound (a delta function in DOS spectra) at normal incidence, and becomes

active (a very narrow Lorentzian-shaped peak in DOS) at slightly off-normal incidence.

At resonance frequency, the corresponding displacement field intensity plot within the

unit cell and at a plane at the centers of the spheres (z = 0) points out a strong local-

ization inside the particle and close to its surface (inset of Fig. 6.9b), decaying away

from this plane. The almost exclusive rotational character originates from the torsional

polarization of the single sphere mode. Its strongly localized nature leads to a very weak

interaction when (111) planes are combined to form the crystal. Consequently, it results

in a very flat resonance band of Λ2 symmetry, as can be seen in Fig. 6.9c, with a fre-

quency approximately equal to the individual particle’s torsional mode (Fig. 6.9d). On

the contrary, the strong leakage of the rest of the (111) plane modes leads to much broader

resonance bands of Λ1/Λ3 symmetry, for the fcc crystal along ΓL direction. They interact

with the same symmetry propagating bands describing the effective medium assembly:
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Fig. 6.9: Physical origin of the dispersion characteristics and their evolutive formation
with dimensionality. Calculated DOS for a) one SiO2 particle in PS (solid/broken lines
spheroidal/torsional ` = 1 modes) and b) for one (111) plane of particles of the DP600 film
at slightly off-normal incidence (dark/light blue lines: non-degenerate/double degenerate
modes). The mode corresponding to the very sharp peak in DOS plot of (111) plane, is
associated to the flat band of the crystal [see c)]. Its field intensity representation within the
unit cell passing at the center of the sphere (z = 0), at f = 5.24 GHz, is shown in the inset.
White arrows represent the quasi-pure rotational character of the field everywhere in the
unit cell. c) The band structure of the corresponding crystal along [111], with nondegenerate
(left) and double degenerate (right) calculated bands together with the experimental points
(symbols). The notation used is that of Fig. 6.3. d) Schematic representation of the evolu-
tion of these modes when passing from a single sphere to the whole crystal. Parenthesized
numbers denote the number of states per level. In the case of 3D crystal the levels indicating
the hybridized modes correspond to HG centers.
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this avoided-crossing gives rise to the corresponding HG shown in Fig. 6.9c. We note that

the flat band indicates also the low-frequency limit of the first HG for transverse modes.

The observation of the highly localized flat band for the first time at sub-micrometer scale

could find application as a flag for transverse wave filtering. On the other hand, these

highly localized rotational modes could be of importance to future applications where the

energy harvesting inside the spheres is necessary. The theoretical analysis, apart from its

obvious importance for designing tunable robust hypersonic HGs, unravels these features

of potential interest.

6.1.3 Discussion

The characteristics of elastic wave propagation in particle brush assembly structures are

distinctively different from those of known systems with low-density mismatch components

(SiO2 in polymer is a typical candidate) where HGs occur in the vicinity of the first BG

for longitudinal modes (Fig. 6.8c). These densely polymer-tethered particle assemblies

exhibit —thanks to their local anisotropy at the surface that is modelled here by IBC-

HGs— that can be deliberately tuned by modification of the brush height for a given

SiO2-core size towards lower frequencies (Fig. 6.10). This is remarkable since up to now

this effect has only been known to exist in high-density mismatch components (like metal-

in- polymer composites). In the present theoretical framework, the experimental dispersion

relations can only be captured by adjustment of sound velocities of PS and the tangential

stiffness across the particle/polymer interface. To our knowledge, the control of the HG

characteristics (frequency position and width) by introducing “interface elastic anisotropy”

has never been demonstrated before and its features strongly suggest a “new class” of HG-

phononic materials. The first evidence (shown in Fig Fig. 6.11a) are the frequencies of

the gap region and the decreasing of the gap-width of the HG with increasing degree of

polymerization (N ) of the grafted chains. This trend reflects a “dilution effect” because

of the decrease of the SiO2 core volume fraction.

Second, the assumed value of the longitudinal sound velocity for PS, cPS (Table

Table 6.1), equals the corresponding bulk PS value (cL) only for the longest PS graft

(DP1000). For the shorter grafts, cPS exceeds cL and the difference increases to 20%

for the shortest PS graft (DP100). This systematic trend with graft length (Table Ta-

ble 6.1) is consistent with the increasingly (radially) stretched chain conformation that is

expected for shorter brush lengths. Our results indicate that the pronounced stretching of

surface-grafted chains leads to strain hardening, resulting from limited chain extensibility

that yields the increase in the modulus (and hence cPS) normal to the interface. We note
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Fig. 6.10: Computed band diagrams along ΓL and ΓM (left and right panels respectively
of each subplot) for a fcc crystal of SiO2 particles in PS matrix with IBC applied at the SiO2

core-PS interface. In the calculations PS elastic velocities cL and cT as well as tangential
stiffness coefficient kT are adjusted to fit the corresponding experimental data. Four cases
are considered: a) DP100 (cL = 2820 m/s, cT = 1450 m/s -about 20% higher than bulk
PS- and kT = 0.0916 GPa/nm), b) DP400 (cL = 2560 m/s, cT = 1320 m/s –about 9%
higher than bulk PS– and kT = 0.0405 GPa/nm), c) DP600 (cL = 2530 m/s, cT = 1300
m/s –about 7.5% higher than bulk PS– and kT = 0.0319 GPa/nm), and d) DP1000 (cL
= 2350 m/s, cT = 1210 m/s –equal to bulk velocity values– and kT = 0.0213 GPa/nm).
Dark and light solid lines denote non-degenerate and double-degenerate bands respectively;
with dotted lines we denote the quasi-flat (highly localized) bands originating from dipole
torsional modes (see main text). Solid and open circles indicate the experimental points,
following the same nomenclature as in Fig. 6.5. Hatched regions denote hybridization gaps
(LHG for longitudinal modes; HG for all modes).
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that this observation supports a prior report of stiffening in planar polymer brushes.219

Furthermore, the assumed values of cPS reproduce (within 1%) the effective medium ve-

locity ceff (6th and 7th columns in Table Table 6.1). As expected ceff is less than the

matrix sound velocity (cPS for solid (SiO2) inclusions in solid matrices (PS) which support

shear waves.220 The same trend is theoretically predicted in the case of all-solid composites

involving PBC,221 although these models fail to describe quantitatively IBC-type systems.
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Fig. 6.11: Controlling the core-brush assemblies behaviour. a) Evolution of the frequency
gap region (shaded area) for all modes with N, following the theoretical predictions (see
text) along ΓM . Inset: normalized gap width (fc being the center frequency of the gap).
Variation of the tangential stiffness values kT with b) the frequency of the flat band fflat
calculated in the middle of the flat band along ΓM (qdΓM = 0.5π) and with c) the degree
of polymerization N of the assemblies considered, showing a power-law behaviour in both
cases.

Third the quantity (kT ) captures the increase of the flat mode frequency (fflat) with

decreasing degree of polymerization, that is, from DP100 to DP1000 (Fig. 6.3c). This trend

is visualized in Fig. 6.11b,c. In view of the proposed mechanism (Fig. 6.9d), the coupling of

the core eigenmode should be stronger for larger stiffness constant and hence the observed

scaling in Fig. 6.11b should be system dependent. The dependence of kT with N is

depicted in Fig. 6.11c. Interestingly, the dependence of stiffness constant on the degree

of polymerization of grafted chains is found to be described by the scaling relation, kT ≈

N−0.7. Although the decrease of kT with increasing N could be anticipated, the particular

scaling is an unexpected finding. It reflects an almost reciprocal relationship to the brush
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6.1. Densely grafted brush-particle assemblies

height (h ≈ N0.8±0.1) and suggests a direct relation between the chain conformational

anisotropy and the apparent interfacial stiffness. Although a more detailed understanding

of the origin of thescaling relationship it currently lacking it is important to point out

its role as a “simple” design guideline for the synthesis of particle brush materials with

engineered phononic hybridization gap.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the self-assembly of densely polymer-tethered

colloidal particles gives rise to phononic materials with HGs that are robust to disorder.

Theoretical analysis reveals that the origin of HG formation in particle brush assemblies

is the hybridization of local resonant modes controlled by the anisotropic elastic cou-

pling across the particle/brush interface. The analysis further reveals that the phononic

properties can deliberately be tuned by variation of particle (and polymer) composition,

particle size and the degree of polymerization of tethered chains. In contrast to established

metamaterial systems, the new process does not require expensive microfabrication but

can rather be accomplished by the dense tethering of polymeric chains to the surface of

colloidal particles. The ability to synthesize suitable core-shell particles using economic

polymerization methods that are already being used on industrial scale in conjunction with

the formability of particle brush materials and the demonstrated robustness of HG, renders

this new material approach an intriguing candidate for the viable fabrication of phononic

hybrid materials promoting the development of a wide range of innovative phononic ma-

terial technologies.
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Chapter 6. Colloidal assemblies

6.2 Sparsely grafted brush-particle assemblies

The relatively high density of PS brushes grafted to spherical particles confers their as-

semblies specific phononic properties that are tailorable by controlling the length of the

brush, i.e. the degree of the PS polymerization (DP). The brush-particles considered in

the previous section have grafting densities from 0.48 nm−2 to 0.61 nm−2 (Table 6.1). The

grafting densities are well above the critical grafting density 0.03 nm−2 of 57 nm radius

spheres, which means that all particle brushes have a region of the PS brush in the con-

centrated regime where the PS chains are stretched. In this section brush-particles with

decreased grafting density below 0.30 nm−2 are studied, looking for new routes to adjust

their phononic function. Also, densely grafted brush-particles with high DP are examined.

6.2.1 The systems

The brush-particles and their films were prepared with analogue procedure as in the pre-

vious section. Their parameters are listed in Table 6.2. The radius of the SiO2 cores is 60

nm.

Table 6.2: Samples characteristics and sound velocities in the assemblies.b

Sample σ (nm−2) N d (nm) cL (m/s) cT (m/s)

DP2480 0.39 2480 275 2380 1200
DP480 0.30 480 163 2900 1540
DP1170 0.08 1170 140 3060 1780
bσ, grafting density; N , degree of polymerization; d, distance core to core; cL, cT measured effective
longitudinal and transverse sound velocities.

6.2.2 Dilution effect in long brush particle assemblies

It was previously demonstrated that the band gap of brush-particle assemblies is scalable

to the interparticle distance (Fig. 6.11a) through the degree of polymerization (DP).222

The continuous decrease of the gap width with DP naturally finds a limit when the DP is

very high; the band gap is expected to completely close for brushes with more than N =

1000.

In order to test the gap closing we have analyzed a film of densely brush-particles with

N = 2480 (Table 6.2). The grafting density is lower than the previously analyzed systems

(Table 6.1), but is high enough to host both semi-diluted and concentrated regime of the

polymer brush. The interparticle distance in the assembly is extracted from TEM images

and amounts 275 nm, the largest of the systems studied here. The BLS spectra of the

film is recorded in VV and VH polarizations (Fig. 6.12a). The VV spectrum displays a
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6.2. Sparsely grafted brush-particle assemblies

complex structure. The VH spectrum displays two additional features: a shoulder, and a

small peak (marked with black and red arrows, respectively, in Fig. 6.12a). Through the

isotropic intensity (IISO = IV V −IV H , Fig. 6.12b) a single Lorentzian peak is revealed. The

dispersion relation by Fig. 6.12c displays both the longitudinal branch (obtained through

IISO) and the transverse branch (observed only in VH polarization, with ≈24 h acquisition

time). The open symbols denote the position of the shoulder in the VH spectra, which is

revealed at constant frequency in every BLS spectrum.
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Fig. 6.12: Closing the phononic band gap in DP2480. a) BLS spectra acquired in plane and
VV (black) and VH (blue) polarizations. The black arrow marks the position of the shoulder
that is assigned as the flat band (open circles) in c). The red arrow marks the position of
the transverse branch (grey circles in c), with decreased intensity respect to the longitudinal
branch due to the less scattering efficiency. b) Subtracted BLS spectra (IV V -IV H displays a
single Lorenztian shape, slightly asymmetric. c) Dispersion relation acquired in plane (white
area) and out of plane (blue area). The black arrow marks the q of the spectra in a-b) and
the dashed grey arrow marks the approximate position of the flat band.

It is inmediately apparent by Fig. 6.12c that the DP2480 dispersion does not display

a phononic band gap, in contrast with the dispersions of the assemblies in Section 1.1.

The effective medium is evidenced by the linear dispersion with cL = 2380 m/s. The lack

of interaction of, in relative terms, far-distant particles inhibits the realization of a broad

longitudinal hybridization gap. The effective cL and cT are, within 1 % error, the values

of the PS matrix, and evidence a dilution effect. The elastic wave propagating in the

assembly does not display an effective interaction with the SiO2 cores, despite occupying

a 11 % of the total volume.

The shoulder in Fig. 6.12a (black arrow) is interpreted as a broad peak, that has
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constant frequency in the dispersion relation. This flat band is at about 3.8 GHz. Let us

recall that the origin of the flat band is from a torsional mode, located in the surface of the

sphere. The lower frequency of the DP2480 flat band respect, for example, the 4.4 GHz

of DP1000 reveals a sensitivity with the degree of polymerization that is a fingerprint of

the singular configuration of the PS chains. The theoretical representation of the DP2480

band structure is in the outlook of this project, and would reveal further information on

the phononic behavior of the system.

6.2.3 Impact of grafting density in the film elastic properties

In this part, we investigate the effect of the density of the PS grafts in the phononic

behavior of brush-particles. Brush-particles with σ = 0.30 nm−2 (DP480) and 0.08 nm−2

(DP1170) are considered. These grafting densities approach the critical density for 60nm-

radius particles, σc = 0.03 nm−2, below which all the brushes are expected to be in the

semi-diluted regime. The interparticle distances (d) measured by TEM are 163 nm and

140 nm for DP480 and DP1170 repectively (Table 6.2).

The experimental dispersion diagrams of low grafting density (LGD) systems (Fig. 6.13)

display the typical features of brush-particle assemblies:222 (i) longitudinal effective medium

linear dispersion at low q’s, fitted with a line (red); (ii) band gap, indicated by a patterned

area; and (iii) a flat band, with position indicated by a grey arrow. The novelty respect to

the dispersion of systems in Section 6.1 is the transverse branch (grey dots), that previ-

ously has not been captured. The recording of the transverse phonons is possible because

of a higher BLS intensity of these peaks, in comparison with HGD systems, together with

longer acquisition times up to 24 h.

BLS intensity depends both on the strain and photoelastic coefficients (Section 2.3).

There is a possibility that the configuration of the polymer dictates the value of the pho-

toelastic constants, in analogy to the observations in Section 5.2. To get more information

on the photoelastic constants, theoretical calculations should assist the experiment, and

is in the outlook of this project.

The interparticle distances of DP480 and DP1170 are close to those of HGD systems

DP400 and DP100 (Table 6.1), respectively, meaning a similar content of PS in the assem-

blies. However, the dispersion relations of these systems with similar PS volume fraction

are quantitatively different. In Fig. 6.13b,c the dispersions of DP100 and DP1170 are com-

pared. Two main discrepancies are revealed: (i) the band gap central frequency fHG = 12.9

GHz in DP1170 is increased respect to the 9.7 GHz of DP100, and (ii) the effective sound

velocity cL of DP1170 is increased respect DP100 by 13%. DP1170 is then a stronger ma-
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Fig. 6.13: Grafting density dependence. Phononic dispersion diagram of a,b) low grafting
density systems DP480 and DP1170, in comparison with c) high grafting density system
DP100. In each plot a band gap region (patterned area) and a localized mode (open circles)
are observed. The red lines in the low q regime represent the effective medium acoustic mode;
the dashed grey lines in the high frequency branch are guides to the eye, connecting the
data acquired with q perpendicular to the substrate plane (shaded area) using the reflection
geometry. The frequency of the flat mode is indicated by a grey dashed arrow. The insets
illustrate the size and PS configuration of brush-particles.

terial than DP100 by means of the P-modulus (= ρc2
L), in spite of the similar composition

of the two. A hypothesis behind the band structure discrepancies is that the propagation

between the particles in the DP1170 assembly is facilitated because of the semi-diluted

regime of the PS chains. The semi-diluted regime is expected to be more compressible

than the concentrated, hence the particles could interact more efficiently. The different

interaction potential between the LGD brush-particles must be further investigated with

the help of the theory.

6.2.4 Conclusions

We have demonstrated by experimental BLS measurements that the phononic behavior of

brush-particle colloidal assemblies is sensitive to both, the degree of polymerization (DP)

and the grafting density (σ). In brush-particles with large DP (N = 2480), and hence long

interparticle distance, the elastic excitations propagate exclusively at the sound velocity

of the polymer brush. The hypersonic excitations in DP2480 are not susceptible to the

SiO2 cores, in spite of the 11 % of the total volume occupied by them.

Particle brush assemblies with similar PS volume fraction, but different σ yield quali-

tatively different dispersion diagrams. The lower σ of these systems is compensated with a

larger DP, so that a similar volume fraction to the HGD systems is achieved, with a distinct
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configuration of the polymer brush. In HGD systems all brushes are in the concentrated

regime, while in the LGD systems, most part of the brush is in the semi-diluted regime.

The differences in their dispersion relations reveal a unique interaction potential between

the particles, consequence of a distinct configuration of the polymer. Crucial information

about the polymer brushes is extracted from solely the dispersion diagrams, information

that cannot be directly measured by imaging or contact techniques.
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Methods

Particle brush synthesis

SiO2 particles (Rc = 57± 6 nm) were obtained from Nissan Chemicals. Styrene (S) was obtained

from Aldrich and purified by passing through an alumina-filled column. The synthesis of PS-grafted

particle brush systems was performed using surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization

(SI-ATRP) as described previously.73,215 The polymer grafting density was determined by elemen-

tal analysis as well as thermogravimetry. The molecular weight distribution of surface grafted

chains was determined by size exclusion chromatography after dissolution of the particle core in

hydrofluoric acid. The graft characteristics of the particle systems, grafting density and degree of

polymerization of the surface tethered chains are listed in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2.

Brillouin spectroscopy

Brillouin spectroscopy utilizes the scattering of a probe laser beam from thermally activated

phonons along a specified direction defined by the scattering vector q. The magnitude of the

scattering vector q = (ks - ki) is independent from the refractive index in transmission geometry

(q|| = 4π
λ sin(θ/2), θ is the scattering angle and λ = 532 nm the wavelength of the incident light,

Fig. 6.3a) whereas in reflection geometry q⊥(n) depends on the refractive index (Fig. 6.3b). The in-

elastic interaction between the incident photons and thermal phonons is evidenced in the frequency

shift ω(q) of the BLS spectrum at hypersonic (GHz) frequencies, resolved by a high resolution tan-

dem Fabry-Pérot interferometer (JRS Instruments). Longitudinal (transverse) displacements have

associated a VV (VH) polarization, selected by the input polarizer (V) and output analyser (V or

H); V(H) denotes vertically (horizontally) polarized light relatively to the scattered plane.

Theoretical modelling

Multiple-scattering theory is applied to describe the propagation of elastic waves in the colloidal

assemblies and calculate the dispersion relation (band structure) for such periodic systems.94 The

essence of this method consists in the multipole expansion of the elastic field in each region con-

taining an isotropic and homogeneous material. Discontinuities are treated through interfaces on

which appropriate boundary conditions (BC) are applied. For instance, in the case of an ensemble

of spherical bodies embedded in a host, the elastic field is expanded into a basis of spherical waves

characterized by the angular momentum `, the azimuthal number m, as well as by the polariza-

tion P (longitudinal L, and transverse, M or N). The application of the appropriate boundary

conditions on the surface of the spherical particle leads to the scattered field by that particle,

described by the corresponding transition T-matrix. When bringing together the ensemble of par-

ticles, one needs to consider the auto-consistent field derived by the multiple-scattering process of

elastic waves between the particles, in order to describe accurately the scattering by the aggregate;

key quantities are the propagation matrix Ω and the T-matrix of the individual particles. The

difference in the density-of-states (DOS) of the elastic field with respect to the infinite host matrix
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(PS), for one particle or an ensemble of such particles, is given by ∆n(ω) = 1
π ImTr ln(I + T) and

∆n(ω) = 1
π ImTr[ln(I + T) − ln(I − TΩ)], respectively.220 The dispersion relation of the elastic

modes of a crystal composed by these particles is also derived from these two key-matrices, T

and Ω. Here, we apply two different types of boundary conditions on the interface between SiO2

cores and PS host: (i) perfect boundary conditions (PBC) assuming continuity of all radial and

tangential components of the displacement field and surface traction, and (ii) imperfect boundary

conditions (IBC) introducing discontinuity of the displacement field components across the inter-

face (surface traction remains continuous) through a stiffness coefficient k. Note that k is different

for the displacement components normal (kL) and tangential (kT ) to the spherical surface. This

model was originally developed for cylindrical inclusions223 and was recently adapted for spheri-

cal particles.224 It has been successfully compared to experimental data for individual core-brush

particles in air.61

Following a group theory analysis218 only three different- ymmetry groups of bands are ob-

served: double degenerate active (Λ3) and nondegenerate (Λ1) active bands, whose modes are

excited by a transverse and longitudinal wave incident normally on a finite (111) slab of the crystal

(i.e. along ΓL), and nondegenerate inactive (deaf, Λ2) bands whose modes cannot be excited by

any type of elastic waves propagating along ΓL. The latter become active when longitudinal waves

are incident on the structure at slightly off-normal incidence to the finite (111) slab of the crystal

(that is, along a direction slightly different from ΓL). In a real experiment, all nondegenerate bands

will become active (although not to the same degree), as experimentally small angular deviations

from a specific direction of propagation -here ΓL- always exist. Therefore, one expects that all non-

degenerate bands will be BLS active. Double degenerate bands are associated to modes coupled to

transverse elastic waves incident on the slab. One expects that these double degenerate bands are

BLS inactive along ΓL direction. For directions of lower symmetry, the above scheme is no longer

valid. For instance, along ΓM (which is different from but close to ΓL) all bands become non-

degenerate, but their modes ‘remember’ the polarization character along ΓL: they are now hybrid

but with a large percentage remaining in the polarization from the corresponding high-symmetry

branch.
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Concluding remarks

This thesis is dedicated to the current research on hypersonic wave propagation in meso-

scopic periodic composite structures, the so-called phononic crystals (PnC). Experimental

Brillouin light scattering (BLS) results along with their concurrent theoretical representa-

tions provide access to the micro- and nanomechanics of polymeric and hybrid (organic-

inorganic) periodic materials in 1D, 2D and 3D in a non-invasive manner.

Structures with periodicity along a single direction facilitate the fundamental study

of elastic wave propagation. Supported 1D PMMA-TiO2 multilayer structure holds a

low mechanical anisotropy along and normal to the periodicity direction. Normal to the

periodicity (in-plane) phonon propagation depends on the elastic mechanical properties of

the constituent layers but also on the glass substrate in the case of finite superlattice (SL)

thickness. Theory is necessary to identify the predominantly longitudinal guided mode

that is distinct from the effective medium acoustic phonon, that is fully determined by the

composition and properties of the constituent layers. Hence, the extraction of the material

elastic properties solely from the experimental acoustic mode is not straightforward. For

the wave propagation along the periodicity direction (out of plane) a dual large band gap in

the hypersonic (GHz) and near UV frequencies is realized for the first time in hybrid SLs.

This is the first realization of a unidirectional hybrid SL occurring at similar phonon and

photon wavelengths. Since the sound velocity in the TiO2 layer is marginally higher than

in PMMA layer, the observed phononic band gap essentially reflects the density contrast.

Next, BaTiO3 nanoparticles are employed in the fabrication of a 1D PMMA-BaTiO3

multilayer SL, that possess the largest contrast of the constituents elastic impedances, in

fact, leading to the broadest Bragg gap observed in hybrid SLs. The elastic impedance

mismatch is again attributed to the difference in densities, rather than in sound velocities.

The BaTiO3 layer is investigated independently in nanoparticle films, and reveals a sound

velocity lower to that of PMMA, which is an unexpected finding in view of the effective

medium law. The expected large gap predicted by the theory, using bulk BaTiO3 values,

is not achieved and hence a limit to the band gap broadening in spincoated hybrid SLs is
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realized. The BLS spectrum along the layers is rich, with multiple elastic excitations that

have been identified with the collective modes of the film. Detailed theoretical calculations

helped to unveil the complete information about these modes. A predictive power for the

phononic behavior of hybrid SL based solely in the elastic and geometrical characteristics

of the constituent layers is now available and limitations on the gap characteristics due to

spin coating fabrication are now well appreciated.

It has been demonstrated that the filtering efficiency of a phononic Bragg reflector,

such as the SLs previously described, is increased by the number of alternating layers.

However, technical obstacles exist when fabricating hybrid SLs with more than 20 bilay-

ers by conventional spincoating technique. SLs with their periodicity in the substrate

plane, rather than perpendicular to it, are versatile structures for studying the in-plane

phonon propagation in a 1D periodic structure. Soft gratings consisting of high aspect

ratio nanowalls, of more than 10, reveal distinct experimental dispersion relations along

the two main orthogonal directions in plane, implying a mechanical anisotropy. The theo-

retical representation of these unidirectional excitations sensitively depends on the choice

of the elastic moduli of structured material under nanoconfinement. The elastic properties

properties of low and high aspect ratio nanowalls are differentiated, and are the conse-

quence of the fabrication-related and post-synthesis buckling effects. The liquid filling

the structure activates the propagation across the walls, that is described by those of an

infinite 1D SL, with additional modes originating by the finite height of the walls.

2D patterned polymer is an increasingly complex structure to investigate the direction-

dependent hypersonic phononic properties. Filling the holes with a fluid strongly modifies

the phononic band diagram, being a necessary condition for sensor applications. We have

theoretically examined the tuning sensitivity to the filling material, fraction and shape

of the inclusions in square lattice PhC. The full representation of the experiment yield a

unique identification of the direction dependent longitudinal and transverse moduli of the

constituent material at the nanoscale.

The eigenvibrations of spherical particles comprising a 3D colloidal PnC induce hy-

bridization gaps (HGs) for phonon propagation in all possible directions. In particular,

the self-assembly of densely tethered brush particles gives rise to phononic materials with

HGs that are robust to disorder. The origin of HG formation is the repulsive interaction

of propagating modes with local resonant modes controlled by the anisotropic elastic cou-

pling across the particle/brush interface. The phononic properties are deliberately tuned

by variation of the degree of polymerization of the polymer brush. Also, the variation of

the grafting density of tethered chains is responsible for the modification of the elastic flow
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in ordered films of particles with similar composition. This is a fingerprint of a distinct

interaction potential between particles with high and low grafting density, that calls for

theoretical verification. The grafting density modifications open the possibility to tailor

the interactions between brush-particles at nanoscale and hereafter determine the material

macroscopic elastic properties.

On the horizon

Phononic materials are candidates for interesting potential applications involving mechan-

ical waves manipulation, such as acoustic shielding, focusing and guiding. Nevertheless,

prospective work is required to promote the fundamental research towards practical pur-

poses.

We have demonstrated that an increasing of the elastic impedance contrast results

in a PnC with broad band gaps. Phononic band gaps are desired to block the elastic

propagation, in search for tougher materials. There is room for further increase the elastic

impedance contrast by the use of opaque materials such as tungsten (W), in combination

with soft matter. However, the challenges in the fabrication of composites with large

elastic mismatch, such as the different melting temperatures, have inhibited so far their

production.225 On the other hand, it is possible to decrease the elastic impedance mismatch

by the inclusion of air bubbles. Air bubbles have been already theoretically predicted to

create interesting effects such as superdamping and focusing, however, their manipulation

is still not fully achieved.213,226–231

The counterpart materials of the bubbly ensembles are the colloidal nanoparticle ma-

terials. We have revealed that the sound velocity of nanoparticle films is significantly lower

than in their bulk parental crystals. The mechanics of the interparticle nanocontacts play

here a fundamental role in the sound propagation.79,164,232–236 The surface ligands, neces-

sary to prevent the aggregation of the particles, could be adjusted by appropriate chemical

synthesis for tailorable interactions, towards the control of phonons and heat conductivity.

For example, aligned Janus particles could be regarded for phonon rectification purposes.

It was demonstrated that liquid infiltration of a porous PnC triggers modifications

of the band structure. The possibility to tune the phononic function by external stimuli

is very appealing and has been realized in macroscopic structures.31,204,237 In the sub-

microscale, there is the posibility to detect physical variations such as temperature tran-

sition changes in the polymer.189,204

In parallel to the development of phononic crystals with new functions, there is also
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a necessity to establish experimental techniques to record the band diagrams of non-

transparent structures. The picosecond acoustic pump-probe technique is a powerful tool

to extract information on the elastic properties as a function of the time of flight. The

information in the time domain is used already for BLS imaging of grain orientation

of polycrystalline materials and also for the non-invasive probing of small and sensible

materials such as cells.238,239 The frequency-domain spectrum is in principle not limited by

the experimental technique, so is it possible to record phonons at several frequency scales

in opaque and multiple-scattering materials, such as bubbly compounds, with dimensions

that are not dictated by the wavelength of light. The availability of a selective generation

of phonons in the GHz-range is mandatory and determined by the selection of adequate

transducers.240,241

The witnessed progress in the micro- and nano-scale phononics have created the neces-

sary understanding of the phonon propagation, requisite to address fundamental concepts

such as strong photon-phonon interactions and thermal transport. The relation of phonons

with matter has been controlled by a proper structure design, enhancing or suppressing the

coupling.114 Engineering of phonon mean free paths is crucial for heat conduction in di-

electrics,242 and opens the door for designed material functionalities, using the advantages

of unique soft materials.
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Scattering Geometries

When dealing with samples with plane-parallel faces, such as thin films in plate substrates,

two scattering geometries are possible: transmission and reflection. The magnitude of q

is derived using Snell’s law and trigonometry.

A.1 Transmission geometry

Let us consider laser beam inciding from the surrounding air (n0 = 1) by an angle α to

the normal of the first surface S1 of a plane sample (with a refractive index n > 1). The

refraction of the beam is described by Snell’s law:

sinα = n · sinβ. (A.1)

The beam is scattered in some point of the inner volume of the sample. The outoing

scattered beam is refracted in the second surface S2:

n sin γ = sin(θ − α). (A.2)

Here γ is the angle of the scattered beam to the normal, and θ is defined as the angle

between the incident and the scattered beam (scattering angle). The vectors ki, ks and q

form an isosceles triangle, assuming quasi-elastic scattering |ki| ≈ |ks|, so:

sin

(
β + γ

2

)
=
q/2

ki
. (A.3)

Substituting Eq. A.1 and A.2 in Eq. A.3, the magnitude of q is then,

|q| = 2ki sin

{
1

2

[
sin−1

(
1

n
sinα

)
+ sin−1

(
1

n
sin(θ − α)

)]}
(A.4)
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A.2. Reflection geometry

Incident beam

Scattered beam

α

β

α

θ

γ

αγ

Scattering event

n0 = 1

n > 1

n0 = 1

q

ki ks

S1

Fig. A.1: Transmission geometry.

with ki = 2πn/λ. Only in the case α = θ/2 the wavevector q will be parallel to the

surfaces of the sample and the magnitude of q is simplified as:

q‖ =
4π

λ
sin

θ

2
. (A.5)

Note the independence from the refractive index of Eq. A.5.

A.2 Reflection geometry

Following the same procedure as in the previous section, we apply Snell’s law in the first

surface of the film (Eq. A.1). Let’s consider a beam that is scattered backwards, so is

outgoing through surface S1. The Snell’s law in this case is:

n sin δ = sin(180◦ − θ − α). (A.6)

Here δ is the angle of the outgoing beam to the normal of S1. The angle between ki, ks

is γ = 180◦ − ρ, and ρ = 180◦ − γ. Applying ε+ δ = 90◦ it is obtained:

γ = 180◦ − sin−1

[
1

n
sinα

]
− sin−1

[
1

n
sin(180◦ − α− θ)

]
. (A.7)

The vectors ki, ks and q form a isosceles triangle, assuming quasi-elastic scattering

|ki| ≈ |ks|, so:

sin
(γ

2

)
=
q/2

ki
. (A.8)

Substituting Eq. A.7 on Eq. A.8 and after some algebra,
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|q| = 2ki sin

{
1

2

[
sin−1

(
1

n
sinα

)
+ sin−1

(
1

n
sin(θ + α)

)]}
. (A.9)

The angle between ki and q according to Fig. A.2 satisfies 180◦ = 2η + γ. Then,

η =
1

2

[
sin−1

(
1

n
sinα

)
+ sin−1

(
1

n
sin(θ + α)

)]
. (A.10)

The relation between q and q⊥, perpendicular to the surfaces of the sample is q⊥ =

q cos(η − β). Using Eq. A.1, A.10 and ki = 2πn/λ we obtain:

|q| = 4πn

λ
cos

{
1

2

[
sin−1

(
1

n
sinα

)
+ sin−1

(
1

n
sin(θ + α)

)]}
×

cos

{
1

2

[
sin−1

(
1

n
sinα

)
− sin−1

(
1

n
sin(θ + α)

)]}
.

(A.11)

Only if cos(η − β) = 1 the vector q is perpendicular to the surfaces of the sample, and its

magnitude is:

q⊥ =
4πn

λ
cos

{
1

2

[
sin−1

(
1

n
sinα

)
+ sin−1

(
1

n
sin(θ + α)

)]}
. (A.12)

In this particular case when q = q⊥, the incident and the scattering angles are related by

α = (180◦ − θ)/2.

Incident beamScattered beam

αα
n0 = 1

n > 1
β

θ

Scattering event
q

ki

ks

ρ
η

ε

δ

S1

Fig. A.2: Reflection geometry.
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